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CI-IAPTER I
THE PROBLEI..1
Introduction
How many times do teachers think to themselves
. or say to their colleagues that children just cannot
read the textbook before them, it is too hard for them
to r~ad, or they just do not apply themselves? Probably,
"quite often tt may be the response. \tlh~.t these te~achers
may really b~ saying is that their students do not have
the skills necessary to understand the material before
them to learn the information and to retain it for the
next test or for future use.
No special formula can assure l:11at C"f.ft:.:c·y ct1ild
will have one hundred percent comprehension all of the
time, but applying reading and study skills to the
textbook may increase the number of students who will
understand their textbook materj~al better particularly
if they have difficulty reading, organizing their ideas,
or remembe~ing the information in the textbook.
Learning ~o use rea~ing and study skills does not
come by magic. Seque11ti.al btli.l(~iI1g of the skills is
necessary. These sk.il1s must t,e 't:.2illght by the teacher.
It carlnot be assumed that trle (:h.il(.1.ren will learn the
.t"eading and study skills tlnass~t5t:~~d or- absorbing them
by reading. Practice is essential in the learning
process. Learning hO\t! to study andt~1cn a:p~)l~{i.r.\-1 ;'i
specific reading and stt.ldy skill {;o a rea.dirig assigIllnent
that already has an established illid skill-related purpose
can assist the children in usirlg' tl1eir time, mind, and
1
2textbook more efficiently. Therfore, they will become
better prepared for their daj~ly readillg al1.d studying.
Realizing that teaching today is d1ffi~ult
enough and that childrerl mtlst be motivated to achieve
academically,. the tea.cher has i:he responsj.11ili.ty
of helping his or her students in the learning of a
sUbject's content.
statement of the Problem
~..... . ..... --~......-.._-
To increase reading comprehension in the content
areas of Language .t'~rts and Social Stttdies in Grades 7
and 8, the content area teachers can present reading and
study skills for their respective course or courses.
Through continual practice and proper introduction
of these I"'eading al1d study skills in coordiilatiol1
with the sUbject areas, the students in Grades 7 nnd 8
will be more proficient readers and unde~:st(.tnd tlle
written wor~l much better and possibly ~lii:h less
frustration or uneasiness.
Several areas to be considered in this paper
are listed below:
1. Problems that are encountered in
encouraging content area teachers
to teach readi"ng and study skills
2. Benefits of using reading and study
skills to teach the content mB.terial
in Grades 7 and 8 Language Arts and
Social Studies
3. Skills that are unique to Language
Arts and Social Studies
4. Skills ti'lat are complernentary to both
content areas in Gral:ies './ and 8
5. Skills to use with television lessons
and text11oo!<:s
6. Materials to use in teaching reading
and study skills so the students
may understand their lessons better,
36. do research on topics, and apply
their new skills to a variety of
reading mC;ltter
7. Suggestions offered by authors of research
and textbooks in showing students hO~J ·to
put their reading and study skills into
practical applica~ion
Scope and Limitations
To better comprehension by using reading and
study skills in Language Arts and Social Studies is
the main emphasis of this research paper. The specific
reading and study skills being approached are as follows:
(1) establishing a purpose for listening; (2) establishing
a purpose for reading; (3) previewing techniques; (4) out-
lining and notetaking; (5) learning new words, including
technical vocabulary; and (6) organizing reports and
papers.
Even though the textbooks used in describing
some of the .reading and study skills are limited
to the ones used by the seventh and eighth graders
at Holy Family School in Cudahy, the general idea
of teaching the reading and study skills could make
them adaptable to other materials and other grade
levels besides those mentioned here. The television
programs are viewed on the Archdiocese of Milwaukee
channels or on the PBS channel. For Language Arts the
programs, "From Me to You•••in Writing, "Our Living
Language," and "T.tJordsmith," \-Jhich is a..1so seen on
Channel l~ the PBS channel, will be considered, and
for Social Studies the program, t'/>~el"ica,If a nationally
televised series, will be used to demonstrate reading
and study skills.
One point that should be considered is the
location of the teaching situation as far as the school
is ~oncerned. The seventh and e:iSJh,th graders are part
of an elementary school, kinderga.,l... ·ten through eighth
4grade, rather than a separate junior high school. Some
people Inay consider this a lirnitation \vheI1 considerj.ng
the informatio~ to be presented.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Introduction
Literature is like a well-seasoned black
iron pot. You have to learn how to use
it; you've got to control the fire, or
it will burn the vittles, but if you
tend it properly and treat it with
respect, it Iill nourish you, and last
a life-tirne.
--Frank G. Jennings
Many magazines and newspapers, televi.sion, and
radio broadcasts have carried comments about th~
t110usands of people who graduate from higll scl,o(ll
each year with minimum skills particularly in reading
comprehension. How C~i the number of students with
minimum skills be decreased1 What can be done to
improve comprehension skills before they reach high
school? How can reading and study skills be taught
~developmentally so students can aChieve to their best
abilities? Where does the responsibility for teaching
reading stop,
Possibly, classroom teachers can assume the main
responsibility for reading comprehension and teaching
reading and study skills in their content areas or grade
IMajorie Seddon Johnson and Roy A. Kress (eds.>,
.Qevelop.:raen.tal R.e~di129~__!2,i,.aSI:C~.~~..~~},;.~~F8~C;"~~:L" F'roce(~dillgs
of AnnuaJ. Reading :Institute at TeInple lJni'rersity
(Philadelphia, Penn.: Temple University, 1967), 6:123.
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6levels. In seventh and eighth grades, for example, the
teachers could take the first step to\JJar(j assisting their
students so that they could develop and maintain rea/jillg
and study skills iIi Language Arts and social studies by
having the teach~rs show the students how to apply the
skills learned to a variety of reading materials such as
the newspaper, news magazines, textbooks, and reference
books.
Since reading is used in our l~ves each day,
reading and study skills should be taught from grades K-12.
Reading and study skills should be carried out in each
subject area and be maintained through a developmental
program. Teaching students how to use these skills can
provide a foundation for better reading comprehension.
Training in using these skills in each grade is essential
as a continuing educational base to deal with twentieth
century reading materials and space age mass media. Vary-
ing opinions must be viewed by a knowledgeable and critical-
'thinking reader. Faced with this cornplex process and a
huge amount of material bombarding the reader, reading and
study skills become an asset. These skills, therefore,
can act as a guide to im~oving reading comprehension.
Literature will be reviewod keeping three areas
in mind. First, the teacher's attitude is a key factor.
How to assist a teacher in modifying his attitude toward
·teaching reading in the content areas of Language Arts and
social studies can produce a favorable means to encourage
the usage of reading and study skills as they pertain to a
particular subject. Secondly, the benefits of teaching
reading and study skills to sev~nth and eighth graders will
be reviewed and evaluated. Thirdl;{, researcll 3.rticles and
literature on using reading arld st~ldy skills in Larlgllage
Arts and social studies \'Jith textl)oc>}:s, televj~sion, a,no
7supplementary materials will also be considered in the
development of this chapter.
Problems in Encouraging Content Area Teachers
to reac11 Reading _,and St:..udy S~ills
To encourage teachers t.o teacl1 readirlg and study
skills in the content areas requires removing a number of
road blocks in thinking, teaching, and the usage of
materials.
Attitudes to change
First of all, attitude toward incorporating reading
skills into the goal setting process or objectives of the
lesson must be determined. To find out a teacher's attitude
toward reading in subj ect areas, \taughan developed itA Scale
to Measure Attitudes TO'J'Jard Reading in Content Classrooms .. lfl
Using this scale to measure a teacher's attitudes can
determine the teacher's position on this issue. Therefore,
someone conductirlg a workshop or inservice prog.r'a.!11 may find
Vaughan's scale and article describing the scale's use
beneficial in determining attitudes and adjust the approach
to be taken in introducing content area reading. Three
studies previously completed demonstrate that the scale is
reliable and valid. 2 Since an answer sheet was not pro-
vided with the scale, a possible suggestion for an answer
sheet is suggested in figure 1 on page eight.
Reeducation of teache~
S~condly, teachers may find that reeducation may
be necessary so they may teach reading and its related skills.
Reeducation can come in num~'ous forms. The ones most
1 --
Johrl L. 'laugrlan, U.;.l\. scale to :"Ieasure A·t·ci tudes
Toward Reading in Content Classrooms, t, Journal of Rea.diIl..q
20. (Apr1.1 1977): 605-609.
2Ibid., p. 609.
8l\j'ame
Date __'"- " _. "a _
Answer Sheet
DIRECTI01~S:
Indicate your feelings toward each of the items
by placil1g your response orl the separate answer
sheet.
Circle one of the nu-mbers after each question's
nun1ber.
The seven possible res~onses to each items are
represented as £0110\'.:s:
7 = Strongly Agree
6 :: .t\gree
5 = Tend to J\gree
4 = Neutral
3 = Tend to Disagree
2 :: Disagree
1 = Strongly Disagree
·1. 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 9. 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
2. 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 10. 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
3. 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 11. 7 6 f'" 4 3 2 1.)
4. 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 12. 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
5. 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 13. 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
v 6 • 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 14. 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
7. 7 6 5 4 3 2 1. 15. 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
8. 7 6 5 4 3 2 qJ.
Figure 1. A11swer Sheet l~o.c Vatlghal1' S "A Scale
to JvIeaslJre ;\tti ttldes to\:lc~::d I~t";; 3.c}ing
itl C()11'celit (;J. ·:tS St.~tj\)niS. ':~
9f·ainili.ar a.11d prc:C·~3.1,)1:l the ones most used are as f'o110\v5:
(1) in3ervice pr~qrams; (2) workshops; or (3) college
credits either through school programs where the college
instructor O~ proEessor comes to the school or where the
teacflers at:.te.r1Q clu.ss(~S on a college or' university camptlS.
SornetiE'tes reedt~.cat:i.(}n can become rnandatory through new
state certj_fica-tic'~1 r-~~gulations. For exarnple, the Certi-
fication Committee of the New Jersey Reading Teachers·
Association wr'ote a let-ter to the state Board of Education
requesting a change in certification requirements, and this
included the nddition of six credits of reading. On March 3,
1976, the New Jersey State Board of Education approved the
addition of six credits of reading for all teachers.!
Besides man1atory cartification requirements, reeducation
may be encc)ura.c]ed t:11rough the use of i11centives s\lch as
higher pay, a better or more secure teaching position,
paid tuition, or by allowing teachers a certain amount of
time, t'NO years, :f(}r exa'nple, to obtain necessar~f credits
rather than replacing the teachers with those who possess
the essential certification but may lack the experience.
By this method of encouragement, teachers may be willing
to return to school to learn methods of reading to
include in the curriculum.
According to Herber, teachers are comfortable with
familiar procedures, and this leads to a reluctance to
change from the way in which they were taught. To use a
new way of teaching, teachers must feel comfortable with
the method. nft. teacher- will utilj.z-e a ne\~', unfa!niliar
lEdward B. Fry and LilLian R. Putnam, "Should All
Teachers Take More Reading CO·dI~ses7u Jc:.'l;:r~?-.1. c·f ~adin(J
19 (May 1976): 614-616.
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,
procedure only under dtll:eSS, U Herl)er· sta·tes firmly.-
Possibly, if the teachers are willing to ~hange their
attitudes and return to school, those unf<~1nilia.cmeti'iods
would become easier to incorporate into their daily
lesson plans_..
Skill vs. content
A third obstacle to remove is that teachinga read~
ing skill is just as important as teaching the content of
Language Arts, social studies, or any otner 5ubjecte In
fact reading and study skills and content material should
complement each other rather than contradict each other.
Placing one skill against the teaching of content defeats
the total purpos~ of learning~ With the addition of read-
ing and study skills, the students could be assisted to
learn more, retain more, apply these skills to other
materials if shown, and be beneficial in helping them
realize that read.ling is essential in nla11Y eve:cl"<lay
occurrences like reading signs, following directions of a
recipe, or reading a label on a can to find out the con~
tents of the container. Then, reading is considered a
useful skill in our modern day world ratr1er than an
isolated school sunject. Relevance must be shown to the
students of the 1970's. They must be shown t~e importance
of what they learn in reading rather than accepting it
because it is being taught. Rarely, do students think
that ~hey read or need specific rpading and study skills.
Many of them feel reading is cicr1.e ill reading class or when
they go to the library to get a beok. The other subject
reading they do is knOWIl as Langt!age J\rts or social studies
InarOld L. Herber, Te~:t(;rL).;lcr r<.eadj no irl Conterlt
--_.. .-,-'""""-- ,--~~-_ ..-----'""!"'"Areas (Englewood Cliffs, r~. J.: ,i:~t.. eI1t.ic(~~I{!~11 C~., 1970),
p. 8.
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but not reading. Both sUbject matter and reading and study
skilis add to the conteI1t area.. If' the tea.chers feel an
extra burde..n .is beiIlg placed 011 t11eni by t~eaching t11esa
skills that will infringe on teaching time, then attitude
changes are essential. Therefore, whei.:tler." to teach the
sUbje~t, the reading and study skills, or both may be
determined by the teachers' attitudes toward both the
content material and the reading skil13.
Background in read~n~
A fourth issue arises because the teqchers may
feel unsure of the material due to limited preparation
in the field of reading. Then s two previous problems
reoccur: (1) the attitudes of the teachers and (2) the
education of the teachers. Therefor'~, an interrelaticJI1-
ship among the problems in encouraging content area
teachers to teach reading and study skills does exist.
Determination to strengthen a weakness or limitation
often requires a sacrifice in time and/or money to retain
up-to-date methods, knowledge, or usage of materials in
creative approaches.
Usage of materials
Lastly, readjustment in the usage of materials
may be necessary only as far as reorganizing cbjectives
to include time for purpose setting and teaching of a
particular reading aJld study. sk5~11 st.l,-:h as writing a
research paper. When ~t becomes necessary to organize
a research paper, a specific app~oach is needed to act
like stepping stones to the finished product which is
an informative, well-organized, and neatly written
research paper. steps in writing a research paper are
discussed in more detail in Chapter III.
12
In the example provided cOl'lcer"n.ing the research
paper, definite behavioral objectives could be written
and just those reading and study skills would be essential
to teach~ For example, several behavioral objectives for
'v'lriting
1.
3.
a re~ecrch paper could be as follows:
After being introduced to the research paper and
shov,Tl hovJ to lilnit a topic, the students ',Jill be
given a general topic and be expected to list
two very specific topics along with three questions
that could be used to start research on the paper.
Each student will choose one of his/her specific
topics and write a five to ten sentence paragraph
that will be the purpose or main aim of his/her
paper.
After the students complete the notetaking, each
student will write an outline for his/her paper
using the topic as the title of the outline. At
least three main ideas must be included in the
outline.
Therefore,teachers only need to teach their
students the skills needed to achieve the specific goal
of the lesson or unit 0 "He does not teach a l:~ea.d ing skill
. ,
for its own sake, as does the readil!g teacher. u.... There-
fore, Herber concludes that the content teachers must
reject the role of the reading teacher because there "is
no place for reading instruction, as reading teachers
employ it, in content areas.,,2
Ideas and new vocabulary words must be discussed
before an assignment is read; a purpose should be se"t
either by the teacher, by the Bt.\l(l(~nts, or by both the
teacher and the students planr1i.rlg t~);Jether; and then,
any reading and study skills should be determined and
taught if necessary so the sttldf~l!.tS rnay apI)roach the
material with confidence in orgunizi~g their notes for
----~-------
lIbid., p. 10 ..
13
effective studying. The reading skills will be taught for
a specific reason and not just for the sake of being taught.
By being shown how to set a purpose or pu~poses for reading,
the students may strengthen their own study skills.
Summary
In summary there are five problems that discourage
content area teachers from teaching reading and study
skills. Briefly, these problems o=·road blocks are listed
here:
1. The attitude of the teacher
2. The need for reeducation
3. The teaching of content vs. the teaching of
reading skills
40 The background in reading of the teacher
5. A readjustment of materials usage
Benefits of Teachinq Reading and study
in the Content Areas
Introduction
$}:il1s
--
"William McKay states a functional definition of
the study skills when he says they include any technique
students use in learning school assignments. The study
skills sometimes called reading-study skills, are those
used by sttldents when they need. to llrx(lerst.arld and remember
information from a refererice book sucl-t as a. textbook. "J.
Teachers rnay ask why sr10l11<j reading and study
skills be taught in the content fields? In investigations
madeby Sochor, a number of factors become apparent in the
lDavid L. Shepherd, Cor;lprehens:i.ve }~19!]"'2..shoo1-.
Reading Methods (Colurnbu5, Oh:Lc~ :--Char."les E. Ivl.el"'ri~ll
Publishing Co., 1973), p. 101~
357.
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teaching of reading that influence the teaching of reading
and study skills. Sochor's investigations highlight six
specific ideas. First of all, reading is complex, and this
is proved by the second factor, reading comprehension can
be broker! dC)'ll:t1 into marlY skil:'s. 'V!it [1 numerous 3kills
necessary to understand the written word, students need
practical experience in applying these skills to the content
area material. Experiences that will provide a basis for
life long reading skil16 are imperative. Different patterns
of comprer1ens.ion skills in each conten·t f:ield are required
to interpret the material; therfore, one content area
material may be understood while another one may not be
understood. Facts may be grasped but that does not mean
the students will be able to read critically. Students
should be able to determine fact froln opinj,on and one viet..l ....
point from another viewpoint. Finally, it is not possible
to appraise reading ability in all reading situations with
one reading test whether it be a standardized test or a
teacher-constructed test. 1
The implications of the~e investigations by Sochor
are (1) "all teachers should teach specific reading inter-
pretation skills systematically in the subject matter
area;"2 (2) they should encourage expression of ideas and
the development of concepts; and (3) the reading ability
of students should be evaluated using materials taken from
each subject area. 3
Reading is a complex process wrlich irl'/c,l'les many
skills, and students need practical methois tor applying
these skills to the content area materials. Without the
assistance of the teacher in the learning p~ocess, it is
lE. Elona Sochor, "Special Reading Skills Are
Needed in Social :,;tudics, 2ci.e.r!{:t.::~, an,d P..L'" i i:11rnetic," in
~eadings~ on Readiz19, eds 0 ~-\1£·.ct2~:l· R 4 }jlrlt.er, JOfln J. Dlabal,
Jr., and Leonar."'d K. Kise (S<..:.t,,:::rl":.(){1, 2:e11n.: Int.:ernationa.l
Textbook Co. f 1969), pp. 35:j··/~56.
2Ib " ~ 35'" 3_ or "d10., p. o. ~D~~., ps
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doubtful whether the majority of the students will take the
opportunity to lear11 readirlg al1d study skills on their o\tln.
Th~refor~the teach~ng or reading and study skills is
beneficial to students for a number of reasons. The
benef~ts of reading and study stills to students in the
content areas are that, first of all, students will under-
stand the content better; st~condl~{'J tl'ley '-"iill be able to
read the textbook with better comprehension; tllirdly, more
information will be retained 1))1" the stuclents; and finally,
the students will have a means to condense the spoken word
and the written word into a concise form for future use.
Some students do not use work-study skills, while
other students do not know how to use work-study skills.
According to McKay, we also know that "most students
benefit from an orderly plan of learning."l Assuming reading
and study skills create this orderly plan of learning) they
would be useful if the students know how to apply them.
Niles concurs that reading and study skills are beneficial
especially in allowing stt~dents t.o -take ITiOre and luore
responsibility on their own. 2 Sometimes "the difference
between 'At and te' students may not be intelligence or
even motivation, but may be how well they have mastered
efficient study skills as they progress through school,"
is the belief of Cottier and Koehler. 3 In their study
skills program, however, Cottier and Koehler found that
IJ. William McKay, "The Nature and Extent of Work-
study Skills, It in Teachinq Re·::Jji.r~cr S~(111s in Secorldarv
, ...-~. ....,.~~.....,.,.,.".~ .... ,....,
Schools: Readings,..1. cd. J\.t-thur -;/. Olson and t.\]ilbu,r S.
Ames (Scranton, Penn.: International Textbook Co., 1971),
p. 167.
20live S. Niles, "Compreh,;,msion Skills, tf in
Teachi.ng Reading., Skill~) in Se~i.::~l~_~:.~~•._?ch()ol ~: R~:....adings,
ed. Arthur V. Olson and \'Jilbur 43 ~ .;'jne~l ( $l.;.t.. t:i,n,tc-n·" PenIl.:
International Textbook Co., 1~71), p. 174~ .
3Susan J. Cottier and Sht::d. A... Koehler, "A Study
Skills Unit fo1."' Junior Higtl Sl:udt.;rl't~~ t Yf Joul.Ar~ ...~~. of Reading
21 (April 1978): 630.
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success was dependent on more than just the students.
Parent involvement, reinforcement by the content area
teachers, arid the irlt,c~gratio~ 0:[ t.t~e ski1ls arld trle ~onten~:
were all important factors in maintaining a successful
1progrem.-
"Altll0ugh there is no gU~lrantee of arid certclinly
no formula for success, it seems reasonable to assume
that if instrtlctors will place elnphasis llpon guidi.ng their
students to gain independence in unlocking the ideas of a
discipline, more adequate learning shoul c1 t,ake place in a
gi.ven con.tent area, n as Robinson poir1~:s out in [lis book,
?
Teaching Reading and study strategies.- Once again the
content area teachers become a primary force to supplement
the students' learning of the reading and study skills.
Junior high school teachers tend to . obtain mars help and
give more 11(~lp if study skills are considered ill Cltlsters
of small un~ts. This way the goal of learning a .skill
may be taught a little at a time.
Organizing ideas in-to useful notes for sttldy is
beneficial. When students learn how to look for
organizational patterns in the textbook or other n~aterial
they read, they gain in the ability to und~rstand the
material and retain it for future use~3
lIbid.
2H • Alan Robinson, Te~~in2 ~~adin~~~~tud~
strategies (BOStO(l, !vlass.: All~l'n dl'lC} Ba(:c,ri., ~. :;'"/5), p. 2 •
. 3H• ~lan Robi?son, "A ~~u.s-ter o~ Sk~.l~$: ~specially
for Jun~or H~gh schoc.t, fi Tea~;J\:t~1(1"...<E~b::lj1n:~ :>.~~J...l .L::~2:1!
Secondary School s:: Readings, ed;2: 4) }\.1-"t.i1ur 'J.. ()1.sc. rl a!1d
Wilbur S. Anles (Scl:'anton, Penn.• : :!:rr{:'·:~.t'nat~~(Jnal l'extbook
Co., 1971), p. 181.
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Skills are heloful
*
Entwisle, Spache, ~nd strang indicate in their
research that the teaching of uhO~/l to study is beneficial
and is reflected in better student adjustment and improved
grades_ttl Further research indiciates that these skills
al.--e l1elpftl1 for improving the learning of a large number
of students. The benefits are especially noticeable in
three particular incidents: (1) if the students volunteer
to take the study skills courses; (2) if they are self-
motivated to improve their skills; and (3) when they are
not above average in achievement, these skills would
· assist them in studying, reading, and waintaining in their
?
minds what they have read.~ Once the students feel they
have mastered skills, the challenge must be there for them.
According to Robinson, this challenge is tremendously
important in maintaining the students' skills.
A ski.llful reader has certaj~n character:tstics
-
In 1920 in the School Review, Lyman suggested
these characteristics as those of a skillful reader.
Lyman saw these characteristics as those used by a skill-
ful reader. The skillful reader (1) reads with a definite
purpose in mind; (2) grasps the main idea or the author's
point of view; (3) observes the author's organization of
~ideas; (4) pauses occasionally for reflection to summarize
and repeat ideas much like the SQ3R method; (5) is
constantly asking questions a~ h~ reads; (6) continually
applies and supplements ideas from previous or vicarious
experiences to what is presently being read; (7) evaluates
INed D. Markesheffel, ~~ttef-Reading in the
Secondary School (New York 1 N~ Y.; The Ronald Press,
1966), p~ 21·~
2Ibid •
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what, is being read; (8) varies the reading rate depending
on the type of passage or content; and (9) "ties up what
he reads with problems of his c\..,;n tt by using sunlmarizi11g
critical thinking plus his past experiences. 1
Reading and study skills have a future
These characteristics would be the s~ne ones
teachers of the 1980's will be looking for in their
students. If reading ahd study skills are taught at each
grade level and adapted as the need arises for each
individual, hopefully, by the time the students graduate
from high school~ they will be competent in understanding,
evaluating, analyzing, and remembering what has been read
and most probably ready to enter their occupation or
college years with skills readily available for them to
rely on in the futl1·re.
R h ,~ 1· t t TJ· Rd· , r'fJ-...:J 5'· " 1esearc anCt f~ era tlre on \ S~n(f J. ea J.ng a!2:~ .,,:) ~u\..l"L iC1:". S
in Larlquage l\rt:S and Social 5·tuc!.ie~
Lin1itations
General information concerning research studies
of reading and study skills will be presented for the
content areas of Language Arts and social studies. By
using current materials, in most cases, specific data for
each content area's use of textbooks, reference materials,
and television lessons is limited tn some areas to general
st~tements. If the reading and study skills refer specific~
ally to textbook~ reference materials, television lessons,
or a specific content area, this will be mentioned. Other-
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wise,. within the two content areas of I,anguage Arts and
social studies, the reading and study skills will be
treated in the broad sense.
Purpose setting
Holmes and Smith both agree that practicing
setting purposes for reading is of "inestimable value. ltl
By asking questions, purposes may be established. A
valuable way to maintain attention on a particular passage
is by questioning. This may result with the students
focusing their attention directly toward the main idea of
the content material they are reading. When students can
differentiate between the main idea or topic sentence and
its supporting details, taking notes, organizing outlines,
and remembering material will establish a more efficient
means of studying for the students.
"Ausubel suggests that advance orgs.nizers, if
constructed and used properly, would enhance learning and
aid retention because they tend to clarify and organize
an individual's cognitive structure prior to a learning
task. ,,2 In 1976 Baker found that one maj or lim!ta.tion to
researching advance organizers is that one definition has
not been followed. Therefore, further research will be
3
necessary.
Previewing skills
In the content areas of Language Arts and social
studies, previewing may be used as an aid to gain
information from pictures, graphs, charts, and maps.
lRaymond Duscher, "How to Help Social Science
Students Read Better," The Social studies 66 (November/
December .1975): 259.
2Richard T. Vacca, "Readi:less to Read Content Area
Assignments," Journal of Read,in'], 20 O"'ebruary 1977): 390~
3Ibid., p. 391.
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Basic concepts may be determined. b~{ practi.cing ski,rnmi11g.
Through the use of single words, an authorts organization
may be deterlni,n~d.. The sr:ope: of tlie topic could be
evaluated, and a definite purpose for reading and studying
could be developed~ Better reading ~ay depend upon a p=e-
reading program which includes te~ching for logical
thought. The abstract thinki11g skills are "important
contributors to good reading because they are required in
forming a hypothesis--which from Go?dman's point of view
is a synthesis skill that is essential for effective
reading."l Apparently, from his emphasis on logical
thought, Goodman suggests that forming a hypothesis is an
important skill since Ua hypothesis is formed by making
statements and drawing conclusions through investigation
of many materials and forms of similal" objects" Wllich are
11 d ·· t· 1 ~ · 2genera y one ~n cr~ ~ca. readlng.
Preserltly, 110 research 5110\'15 t:hat a prerealjing
program which includes teac:hing for logical thougrlt will
lead to improved reading. However, it do€s seem reason-
able to l~evius tha-t logical thinking is riecessar:y' befo!:~~:.:
on can master the content of reading. 3
In 1968 Frederick reviewed research on readiness
activities, and it was determined that tllese activ'ities
were advantages if they (1) lead to a concept; (2) were
relevant to a concept; and (3) provided a direction in
learning a concept. 4
1John R. t~evius, Jr., HTl"l:irlkj.ng for IJor]ica.l
Thinking Is a Prereading Acti\li.t~:i, ~~ ~r:!le Reading TE?3.cher 30
(March 1977): 641.
2 'Ibid., p. 6420 ~Ibid., p. 6430
4vacca, "Readiness to Head Content Aro:a Assign-
ments," ",TournaI 01':. P.eEi,1ins:" p. 387.
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Listening skills
One definite way to improve the teaching of
reading is to give the pro~er attention to developing
listening skills. l According to Devine, evidence strongly
suppcrts the belief that listening can be taught. Listen-
ing can be positively influenced by teaching as Irwin con-"
eludes. Listening ~raining apparently was credited for
creating a significiant difference between the control
groups and the experimental groups in Irwin's research. 2
In Hallow's study the control group received
systematic instruction plus thirty twenty-minute lessons
-in listening comprehension wh~le the control group followed
the usual Language Arts program. Pretests and posttests
measured ability in four areas: (1) summarizing; (2)draw-
ing inferences; (3) recalling facts in sequence; and
(4) remembering facts accurately. Hallow concluded that a
statistically.significant difference existed between the
groups, and "listening improved with direct instruction. tt3
As stated by Liberman, a program of readiness and listening
triroughout. the years in school is necessary to help students
to continually read better. 4
1James I. Brown, "Listening--The New Frontier
in Reading" irJ. Reacling and the Lanquaae Arts, comp. arld ed.
H. Alan Rob~nson (Chicago, Ill.: The University of Chicago
Press, 1963), p. 52.
2Thomas G. Devine, "Listening: What Do We Know
after Fifty Years of Research .and 'l'heorizing7 U JO'llrnal
of Reading ~1 (January 197$):298.
3Ibid •
400nna M. Mills, "Interrelating Reading and
Listening in Grades Fou.r through Ei,grrt: 1 11 i11 Rea.~1:E-'3 and
the Language Arts, camp. and ed. fi. Alan Rob'I""riS()11
(Chicago, Ill.: The University of Chicago Press: 1963),
p. 59.
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Study guides and notetakin~
Using prepared study guide material in reading the
social studies can be valuable. Vacca stated that the
effectiveness of using reading guides with content areas
other.than social st~dies is in the speculation point
right now. Evidence suggests that content area teachers
can "efficiently and effectively fU.se content and process
without sacrificing either. ltl Yet a ~tudy guide does not
insure that reading comprehension will be affected
• -fe +-1 2sl.gn~ ~can~ y.
KUlhavy 1 s results sup'port ttle conclusio11S that
(1) notetaking assists the learner to remenlber \tihat l1as
been read from the textbook; (2) notetaking involves more
than identifying textbook units; (3) those who take notes
seem to obtain better content memory. than those who just
read or unde~line the textbook material; and (4) under-
lining parts of a passage is more beneficial than read-
e 1 3~ng a one.
Preparing a lesson on notetaking can encourage
class discussion of strengths and weaknesses of the skill.
Also, it can lead to the realization that despite the fact
that notetaking is time consuming, the end result may be
more beneficial than previously expected. Abrams brought
these ideas into action, and these ideas suggested keeping
a written record of material to remember.
lRichard T. Vacca, "The Development of a Fundament~.:tl
Rea.ding Strategy: Irrlplicatibr~:3 rCJ::'" C:C)11tent Area Instruction,"
The Journal of Educational Researsh 69 (Novemb~r 1975): Ill.
2Ibid., p. 112.
3Raymond t-l. Kulhavy, JC\mes ill .. Dyer, and Linda
Silver, "The Effects 0 f ~·Jotet.~:l!c:LI10 3.r1(1 Test; E~{pectancy
on the Learning of Text ~1at.eri2.. 1·1 n 'l;ne Jourrlal of
Educational Re~search 69 (July/ j\~1~;t.lst-·"·J.. 915} : ..- 3647
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Notes were written on four-inch by six-inch index
cards. Conflicts arose in the class leading to questions
on the purpose of the notetaking and what is worthwhile
to remember a month later. The expected complaints about
notet~king were received. Notetaking ~as too laborious,
and it was too time consuming. Next, the class tried
reading another passage and an entire section before
taking notes. This time notes were limited to key words
and key phrases. A week later the students took out the
cards and studied them for a few minutes. Another test
given later produced better results. The results of
. Abram's study were as follows. Note cards were available
in the classroom. Some students used them for reading.
The note cards were adapted to other uses, for example,
(1) taking notes on class discussion.s; (2) us.ing tIle note
cards for difficult vocabulary; and (3) making cards to
1describe characters in a story.
During a study on notetaking, Dunkeld noticed
profound effects on the participcrting teacllers t expecta-
tions and classroom practices. Changes occurred that were
not totally expected. The types of reading assignment were
changed. The. amounts and kinds of help teacher"'s were pre...
pared to give varied: (1) teachers were more inclined to
give shorter reading assignment with more student prepara~
tion; (2) they were inclined to spend time on understand-
~ing vocabulary; (3) they were more willing to spend class
time on clarifying misunderstood topics before the material
was read; (4) they were more a\·:a.~e o:f small group \rJork; an.d
(5) they were more aware of the value of notetaking. In
this study teachers reported that the experimental
Ipay Abrams, "Developinq Heading and Language Arts
Efficiencies i.n the Content Ar·"2as i.n Grades FtCJtil~ trlrougr1
Eight," in Re_adi~CJ arid t.he LC:trl31.u,o(lf~:. i ..r't s, c·~:·~~~::':t ,if1(] eo ~
H. Alan Robinson (Chicago, Il:l'.• "£'-~r'i1e~u111versity of Chicago
Press, 1963), p. 86.
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activities \..;ere interesting, vlorthfV'Jlli Ie, and the students'
cornprehensi.on gained. Time vJas well spent in lear."ning to
take notes, a..nd -this notetaking .3]cill co:pplemerlted the
teachers' instruction in social studies, science, and
health. 1
After looking carefully at the scores, the
teachers concluded that students reading below a sixth
grade level gained from the activities, but they were
unable to master basic skill,s of r1otetaking. The great-
est gains were made by the most abl~ students. 2
· Television ins~ruction
Television affords children the opportunity to
meet famous people; hear important issues faced by people
and the government; quiz public figures; and see events
far away. This section on television instruction and its
research will be divided into four sections: (1) uses of
television; (2) television and students' attitudes;
(3) television and teachers' attitudes; and (4) television
and its effectiveness in the classroom.
The uses vi television. ResearCrler"S f .filidings
have developed a number of generalities concerning tele-
vision and education. 3 The most significant of these
generalities will be discussed. Children are able to
.learn from instructional television (ITV)a lTV is more
effective in elementary schools and high schools than in
higher educationo lTV can be u~ed to teach any subject
involving one~way communication. lTV works best where
classroom activities are used, and it is more efficiently
lcolin Dunkeld, "Stud~1)'ts' IJ~tetaking co.nd Teachers'
Expectations, n Journal of Rea(~~::!~£ 21 {II/larch 1978): 544-546 ~
~Ibid.
3George N. Gordon, Clcls~r.00nl ·','elevision. Ne\-1
Frontiers in lTV (New York, i\J. "'y":--:~"- zfa'stings House
PUblishers, 1970), pp~ 89-93.
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used,when it involves lithe solution of lar.ge educational
1problems and broad educatior:al .5upports" Good planning
and organization are necessary i~ using instructional
television. The screen size of the television makes
little difference. Ip teaching skills it j5 better to
have a viewer orientation rather than a ~how and tell
approach. The "clarity and continuity of visual rr.aterial
1 t t 1 . ,,2 R h h dappears re eVan 0 ..•earnl.ng. 1 esearc .ers ave e-
termined that I'attention getters irrelevant to the subject
. ~
matter will probably impede rather than stimulate learning."~
Dramatic presentations, the use of questions, and using lTV
at the beginning or the end of classroom periods all seem
irrelevant to effectiveness& Repeated showings of television
shows probably help learning although live teacher follow-up
is preferred to repeated showings of the same video les~on~
There is no ~vidence that eye-to-eye contacts between the
television teacher and the students have any effect on
learning. Neither lectures, interviews, nor panel discus-
sions are superior methods in I'i'V product:Lvn. t'Distance
and width of the viewing angle imp12de learning from ITV
when clear perception of images is critical. n4 The size of
-
the group viewing the television lesson does not affect the
students' learning. "Factors other than lTV itself seem to
influence the effectiveness (or lack of it) of homogeneous
grouping, studying by TV at horr-e, etc. ItS Motivation is
very important to the effectiveness of ITV usage, "The
absence of immediate feedback from a teacher does not
appear to effect learning by TV although the opportunity
to ask questions in live classes (or on talkback systems)
1Ibid., p. 91.
4Ibid •
2Ibid ..
SIbid.
3Ibid.
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seems, signigicant in teaching advanced or complex materials."l
Time for notetaking should be provided in lTV lessons.
Television and students' attitudes. According to
Gordon, undivided attention is required of those students
who view instructional television. Gordon continues to
emphasize, "Good habits of attention will only be achieved
')
if students believe that the lTV lesson is important. trL
Classroom teachers may emphasize the importance of lTV
lessons by tr (1) frequent short qu1zze's; (2) proper pre-
lesson preparation; (3) well-organized discussions;
(4) • buzz sessions'; or (5) assignments after the lesson
which are based ·on the lesson's content. ,,3
Due to w1 increasing influence of the peer group
and the increasing competition for time,there seems to be
a decrease of educational television 'usage after sixth
grade. 4 Elementary school children l~ke being taught by
television while high school studentD like it less. As can
be seen then, the percentage of children who think tele-
S
vision helps them in school decreases as they grow older.
students like and dislike such a wide r~nge
of lTV courses that no conclusion may be
made that certain disciplines produce
negative attitudes, although liking an lTV
course may be irrelevant to how much a
student learns from it.
pupils' attitudes toward lTV depend
upon a) the amount of contact they think
lIbid., p. 92. 2Ibid., p. 195. 3Ibid•
4Wilbur Schramm, Jack Lyle, and Edwin B. Parker
with a psychiatrist's com~cnt on the effects of television
by Lawrence Z. Freedman. r1~D., 'I'elevision :Ln. t:h<: L<l.ves of
of Our Ch11dren (st2nfo~dt Cal.: Stan!ord~niversity
Press, 1961) p. 94.
SIbid., pp. 90-91.
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they will have with living teachers, b) the
difference between attitudes of live and TV
teachers, c) how much interest they have in
the ITV les30ns, d) t~eir attitudes tQward
television, and"e) viewing conditions. 1
Due to the increasing influence of the peer group
and the increasing competition for time, there seems to
be a decrease of educational television usage after sixth
?
grade.~
Television and teacher's I attitucles. uTeacllers I
attitudes toward lTV depend upon a) what they imagine its
threat to classroom teaching to be, b) their attitudes
toward mechanized instruction, c) the value they ascribe
tv lTV, d) the difficulties they imagine are involved in
educational technology, and e) their degree of conserva-
tism. 1t2 Classroom teachers !Ti;:ly intentionally oruninten-
tionally decrease the effectiveness of a television lesson
by having the students listen to a lesson and the~ turn
off the television and tell the students to get back to
work. Hunter strongly advocates that teachers should be
trained in ~sing video lessons. Courses in this area
are limited and perhaps with such a developing availability
of the mass media to the classroom teachers, educational
procedures should be established for the proper utilization
of video lessons. 3
Is h TIP k ·t" ~ d· T ~ ..c ramm, ~y e, ar er W~-h ~ree man, . eLeV1S1on
in the Lives of Our Children, p. )4~ -
2Gordon, Classroom Tel~vision. New Frontiers in
.!!Y, p. 92.
3Ibid., p. 182.
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~levision and its effectiveness if! the cla.ssroom.
Television has its shortcoming and drawbacks a~ well as its
advantages. Elementary and high schools have shown that
English and social studies can be taught in part by
television. Pre-listening activities, listening outlines,
and follow-up activities prepared by the teacher can make
a difference in whether or not a television lesson will be
effective or not.
Himmelweit, Oppenheim, and Vince have concluded
"that television is neither fa distinct advantage nore a
1
severe handicap' in school perforrnance. tt Studies of the
-effectiveness of educational television vary in their
findings. Most of the studies collaborate Himmelweit,
Oppenheim, and Vince's conclusions; that is, television
shows not significant superiority ovei traditional class-
room instruction. 2 The Carnegie Commission on Educational
Television rated educational television as disappointing.
If instructional television was to leave the educational
system, fundamentally the educational systenl vJould remaill
3
unchanged.
Siepmann who has studied educational broadcasting
for years reported, "By and large, children learn as much
and as fast by television as under normal circumstances.,,4
A spokesman for the Fund for the Advancement of Education
~ontradicts Siepmann's claim. He has stated that the
results of using large clas~es of students maintains that
lschra.mm, Lyle, Parker with Freedman, Television
in the Lives of Our Children, p. 152.
2Ralph C. Preston and vJCi.yne I•• Herman, Jr.,
Teaching Soc~a~ Studies in the,J:}_~men~~ry School (New York,
N. Y.: Holt, Rinellart and Wins·tori, 1968), p. 530.
3~bid.
4Lawrence F. Costello and George N. Gordon, Teach
witfi Television. A Guide to I!lztructional TV (New York,
N. Y.: Hastings HOUS"e PUblishf;rs-;~' 1961), [)o 15.
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these students did significantly better than students who
were taught by conventional means in small classes. l
Schramm, Lyle, and Parker concur "..t.i tht.he spokesman for
the Fund for the Advancement of Education. If motivation
can be retaine~child=en can learn just as much from tele-
2
vision as they can from a classroom lesson.
In conclusion of this section, television in the
classroom can offer a number of roles. It enables students
to assimilate information. Stimula~ion of inquiry and
discovery may occur due to television. A new role of
television is its connection with the computerized class-
room. In this instance the computer presents the instruct-
ional material on videotape, a new field of instruction. 3
2sChramm, Lyle, Parker with Freedman, Television
in the Lives of Our Children, p .. 90.. -
3preston and Herman, T'7'C'chinq Social Studies in
the Elementary School., pp. 529':;;3~57·""-'..
(:HAP'l'ER III
TEACHING R~~r.'.;)ING AND STUDY SKILL~';
IN L~~GUAGE /i.E'l'S AND SOCIAL STUDIES
Intr(jduction
Skill in or.gani2~ng information depends
in part upon the extent to which it is
understc.v:;d. 1'h(~ ta.sk is clear. Teach
your students first to read for
organization; then help them develop
skills to recoril what they must learn
and remember. l
-Robert Karlin
Many content area teachers feel that their
students have a firm foundation in reading and that these
students will be able to arply reading and study skills
readily to any content material presented i.n cL:~ss -..,ith
little or no teachel:' guidance. The shocking facts, ho......ever-,
are that the students must be taught how to apply these
previously learned skills to each new learning situation
whether a textbook or a televised lesson is being used.
Reading takes on a new dimension. It seems to disappear
as a distinct sUbject and become more of an integrated
process with the content area material.
Since the understanding o£ written and au~io­
visual materials is extremely important, comprehension
..
~Majorie Seddon Johnson and Roy A. Kre~s, ad.,
Develo ""''''C'n;'' '" -J r,o ~,.l ~,.....'"<. ;-i'~ .', '~no'" t'" c me" ····r')~ ,e' t"'t '" ,...-,,'.' "'c'd ';no""
__. _.~:'::". \~.~1 _ ;' '_ r:~...::.:..:~.:,_'_"'=::::"~~:"::"":"._~~:...-=",':"1.1 t' ... ~,\_,~ '_ •.,L. ,.,;,
of A..nI1Uo.l ?J::":d~j.ilg IllS ti t\.lt~~ i-i"t 'l'j ::.:~·;__::;/: ~~ url:L ~~/~::Y",~i t<l
(Philadelphia, Penn.: Temple University, 1967), 6: 123.
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of materials will be stressed. Practical suggestions that
authors have found useful in teaching reading and study
skills such as purpose setting, nctetaking, outlining, and
vocabulary will be emphasized. Stud.y guides setting the
purpose for reading and prepar.ing the students for the
material to be read will be used to build the reading and
study skills into the Language Arts and social studies
curricula for grades seven and eight.
Therefore, keeping these ideas in mind, the remain-
der of this research paper will deal with the practical
aspects of teaching reading and study skills. Classroom
usage to enhance and improve reading comprehension will be
the main objective of this chapter.
Skills Necessary in 1'heS8 C()nt~j:: Areas:
Languaae Arts and ;;;ociiJJ .studies
Study skills are defined by technique
"McKay states a functional definition of the study
skills when he says they include any technique students U5~
in learning school assignments."l For example, study skills
such as locating information and reading rnaps and charts
are essential if the students are going to learn the material
in their textbooks. The more proficient studsnts are in
the study skills, the easi€~r studying will bec:xr.'C~ because
information can be sought, collected, and collated in a
shorter amount of time. liThe study skills s-:,·metimes
called reading-study skilll'> ar~~ ·!.:h0~:;e used b::{ students
when they need to understand i:l:-l':]I:-e::.E'rnber ~.n::o::'mo ..j~:ion
IDav;d L Sh Dh~ a' Co""""··~.::.h,"';·).-·' ve ;~.' ,.," c.·.'·, 1
... • . e '''c..t' , 1' .. " ._., ,:..•. ~>.L , ..!.,'\) .)~.I O
Reading Nethod§. (Col u.rnbus, ohf(:i";---~·.:,7lr 1'2~; "2.:-~::;;r.r !~'ll
Publi shing Co." 1973), p. 101 <:l.:".d '::i J.LLam t'le!':,':",:' ~ "The
Nature and Extent of '!i(H:'k-~',;tudy SLJJ.:. ~~ in ?"~d.::".r,.:nr~
Reading Sk ~_lls in Sec(:~.?aJ:.Y -?,:;:"::~g2;'~~.:..:._..:l:~adj ii9.J:;.~'~" eC£.
Arthur V. ulz-cn and iv~l.our s • .".".~.;,:::; \ ;"ci:anton, Penn.:
International Textbook Co., lS70)~ 0e 160~
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of materials will be stressed. Practical suggestions that
authors have found useful in teaching reaJing and study
skills such as purpose setting, nctetaking, outlining, and
vocabulary will be emphasized. study guides setting the
purpose for reading and preparing the students for the
material to be read will be used to build the reading and
study skills into the Language Arts and social st~dies
curricula for grades seven and eight.
Therefore, keeping these ideas in mind, the remain-
der of this research paper will deal with the p~actical
aspects of teaching reading and study skills. Classroom
. usage to enhance and improve reading comprehensiop will be
the main objective of trlis cha.pter.
Skills Necessary in These Content Areas:
Languaqe Arts arid -;~ociD.] ,studi(~s
Study skills are defined by technique
"McKay states a fUflctional definitiorl of t:he stlldy
skills when he says they include any techniQue students use
in learning school assignments ... l For exam!)!e, study skill~
such a.s locating informat.ioIl and readj..n.g rn.('lr;[i, Zil1d cha:r:'ts
are essential if the students are going to learn the material
in their textbooks. Tt1e nl()re proficient st~J.Clt2:(ltS are in
the study skills, the easier studying will become because
information can be sought, collected, and colla in a
shorter amount of time. ttThe stud.y skills s'.)i11etirnes
called reading-study sk~11~ ar~ th0~e used by students
when they need to under'stand (1~11:1 .ec:';':".~"1rn})f?!r ~_,r),::~)~!na.t::ion
1D · d L Sh ,'~" C' r.",'" -\....-:.. ..) .....j v:"'" ,..... \.. ~< '...../\--;"'\ 1a v ~ • ~ e D n )0._ ra .., C I.: ; ;.; ~:;: ~ '; :.:.. 1. ..:;) .~ e .\~.! <.l. ~ .~) t. < ~ I ..,1 (>
Reading }\-letr1.oqs (CrJ 1u.Inbus, $ ()tlj'~O.a;"'---~~::t~1!~:~I.--:~-:C:""s~(;:::y~-;?~~.:L 1 -
Publisfling Co., 19'13), p. 101 c2:-.. (1 ~;:jl.1"tam t·lcl<t3~.r~ l'Tr,e
Natu.re and Extent of 1ii()r'}~,-.~ ttl(l':t" S~~j ].:~ ~~ in " :~::::~r:,_..,~.. \?,'~~.
Reading Skills in Sec()ndar~,t S·...... ~,.1()O.l.:)~ :<·,?a(lj'J"l(J!·~~ ed.
_~_-... • . . ,-"-__.,__ ,.,_-...".•._.,,_ _" ._. ...-t,_,,,'
Arthur V. (llson and \"Ji lbur :.J ~ .t\:.,\~: :;~ (~c; r:nr;+-:o.rl, Penn 8 :
International Textbook Co., 1570)~ p~ 160~
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from. a reference bocJk such as a textboo~{," according to
1Shepherd.
study skills are important to the content area
Since study skills are used mainly in the content
area, the skills are useful in guiding children toward
techniques that will assist them to become effective and
independent of the teachers they have daily for class. 2
Through the Language Arts pro9rfu~, children are
introduced to many tasks, techniques, and skills that could
be applied to the o-ther conten-t a.reas. "study skills are
· not the exclusive domain of the Language Arts program.
They are an integral part of teaching--and learning--in
every curriculum area and at every grade level.,,3 The
foundation of these reading and study skills are laid in
the Language Arts program, but it is necessary to teach
these skills using the other content areas' books and
materials. By doing this, the transition of the skill
to another content area may be made smoothly.
IDavid L. Shepherd, Comprehensive High School
Reading Methods (Columbus, Ohio: Charles C. Merrill
PUblishing Co., 1973), p. 101.
2Ivan J. Quandt, Teachinq Reading: A Human
process (Chicago, Ill.: Rand McNally College PUblishing
Co., 1977), p. 140 and f:;'alt.er Thonlas !)ett"i, L)().:r-ot:hy C.
Petty, and r·laj orie E. Becki.ng, E2~!?.9r~~nces in Lanquage:
!ools and Techpniques for Lap:.92:~2:1£._t.,ri:s :v:e·t~~.2.s.§., 211d ed.
rBoston, Ma6s.: ~llyn and Bacon Co., 197G), p. 398.
3p _tt p t' .. B· '\. r-·'.. •e y, e ty, ana eCl:~ng '1 ~2~perJ .. ences 1.,!1 Lan,Q-
uage: Tools a11d Tecl1flj~(~11~S f ..~~.E_~~J~~rl9-~~~:12e ~~,_i~·~t~ I'~lf:~)10(jS,
p. 398.
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Skills are tauqht thro..:~h a; sE~:..~ific pl,m
When reading and study skills are used with content
area textbooks, practice shoulri be provid~d so that these
skills are learned mor.e effect;3.vely. Since "all skills
have two characterist~cs in common: (1) they are develop-
mental and (2) they require practice if they are to be
learned,n a particular study sequence or lesson plan is
needed to include the teachi~g of reading and study sJ(ills. 1
First of all, when ~tudy skills are taugh~ the
content area textbooks should be used so that the teaching
of the skills and the content can be fused. Secondly, the
sequence in teaching the study skills should be follo'J'ied.
Teaching skills as the need arises tends to be more be~e­
ficial since the students can apply the skills to the con-
tent immediately rather th'3.n waiting until an opportunity
2
arises later.
However, before a skill is taught, a. number of
prerequistes such as pretests may be used to deter~ine
whether the students cm1 already apply the skill to the
textbook materi"ll or whether a plan to tea.ch the sv:ills
is necessary. A 90ssible lesson plan for teaching a skill
is provided by DUffy, Allington, HcElwee, B.nd Roehler. A
pretest. is devised to determine if the studEmts can use the
skill. Thetl, a sequence is planned to teach the skill if
necessary, to test the students, and to evaluate their
demonstration o~ the skill, and then to apply the skill in
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many-practice situations and actual situations for rein-
1forcement.
s (Already know how to use the skill)
K
I
.L
L
Pretest-----------------~ Practice~--~
\ .
\ '\ I
\ ',\ ,
\ /~ I.Teach _...~- - ... -+Test
and (Posttest)
Apply
Apply
to Content
Area Material
Figure 2. Plan for Teaching a Reading and study Skill.
other procedures for teaching skills that Jarolimek
suggested are found in Socia~ Studies in Elementary Educatio~
on page 65. Four procedures in teacning skills that
Jarolimek mentioned are outlined below.
I. Understand What Is Involved in a Skill
A. How is the skill used?
B. What does it mean?
C. Is there a good model of the skill available?
If so, when teaching the skill, provide a good
model.
II. Work through the Use of a Skill under Teacher
Guidance
A. The teacher should verify that the students
understand the steps in using the skilln
B. The students shoOld make correct responses
concerning "the usage of the skill.
III. Provide Additional Practice in Complex Usage and
Variation of the Skill
1 Gerald G. DUffy with Richard L. Allington,
Michael R. McElwee and Laura R. Roehler, How to Teach
Readinq Systematcially (New York, N. Y.: Harper & Row,
1973), p. 167.
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IV•. Continue to Practice the Skills over an Extended
Period of Time to Maintain and1Improve the Students'
Proficiency in Using the Skill
Skills rleed to be taught and retaught, ttlith
manv aonlications to diff~rent kinds of
...L ~.
content. They are productive tools in
improving reading and the lan~uage arts;
they open the world of ideas.
Besides being Language Arts skills, these reading
and study skills are used in other content fields. Since
language is used an~{time someone speaks or reads, it mllst
. be ev~dent that these skills are applicable to each subject.
Study skills are common to all content areas
According to Lundstrum's findings, at one time
the generally favored view was that there were two basic
types of reading skills (a) skills including "reading/study
skills vlhich were generic ()r COffirnon to all disciplines and
.,
(b) skills \vhich vJere unique to one or more disciplines. n,J
However, Herber questioned this traditional view of the two
basic types of reading skills. Herber "argues that the
uniqueness does not reside in the skills themselves but
rather in their adapta.tion 'to meet the peculiarities of
each discipline.' "4
lJarolimek, Social Studi~.. i:Il._.Elementary Education,
p. 65.
2pay Abrams, "Developinq Reading and Language
~xts Efficiencies in Content Areas in Grades Four through
Eight," in Reading and the Langlla.G(~ ~;'rts, p. 87.
')
...)J. P. LU1~tstrurn, "Read5..!1(J 5.. n the Social Studies:
A Preliminar~l Analysis of Rec(~nt Research J tt .§s:£'±,,~l
Education 40 (January 1976): 15.
4Tb · d..... ;.. ~ .
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Therefore, the reading and study skills being
presented here are common beth to the Language Arts and
soc1al studies. In the following section, these skills
will be applied to students' textbooks and/or television
lessons. The reading a:ld study skills are listed 3.5
follows:
1. 8stablishing a purpose for listening
2. Establishing a purpose for reading
3. Previewing techniques
4. Notetaking and o"..1tJini.ng
5. Learning and reinforcing vocabulary
6. Organizing reports and r.~search papers
Skills to Be Emphasized for the Content A~eas and Skills
to Be Used \d til "l'cxtbooks and/ or- ·l'e:i.e';is~~on Less,ms 1';0;';
~stablishing a pu;:pose for listening
Introducti0Q.. "Attention, may I have your attention,
please," are often the word one hears before someone speaks
over a public address system. \vhy does the speakc~r do this';
t'lhat purpose does the speaker have in mind? Prob'3.bly, the
speaker wants to make sure the listening audience is awar9
that a message is going to be presented to the audience.
The listeners probably start thinki.ng about \vhat is
going to be said; why is the message being given; what is the
purpose of the message; or will it pertain to us or to
other people? Therefore, the listeners are already prepar.ing
themselves for what is to be said. Now, their attention is
focused on the forthcoming messags&
I,istening definitions. !JIw~iY df-'.:fi,nitioDs for listen-
ing have been proposed ~ but De"i,"'ine L:'l $ found the "hest work-
ing definition to date cernes from L~ndsteen (1971), who
approached it by asking:" 1
IThomas G. DeVine, "Listening: What Do We Know
after Fifty Years of Research a~d Theorizing?" Journal
of Readin£, p. 297.
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What is listeninq like?
(comparison definition),
what goes along with listeninq?
(definition by attribute),
where does it fit?
(definition by classification and
clarification),
what parts does it have?
(structural definition),
and hON does it work?
(operational definition).
She concludes that listening is
'the process by which spoken languagelis converted to meaning in the mind.'
A chart describing the listening process went one
step further than Lundsteen's defi.nition of listening to
include a third step, evaluation.
The Listening Process
Recoqnition
1. Hearing
2. Paying attention
3. Recognizing sounds
1
Interpretat -!.2!!.
Translating sounds
into ideas
Evaluation
v.leighJ.'ng ideas
for worth
Chart 1. . ?The L~stening Process.-
Transitional words. In listening the transitional
words that give direction to the lecture, message, or talk
-are helpful in assisting the listeners in organizing their
ideas mentally or in taking notes on the spoken words.
Organizational techniques such as sequence, time, relation-
ship, and cause and effect assist the listeners as much as
they assis the person who is r-:.>a.dJ.ng the printed word",
11bid•
2English Curriculum Center of the Department of
Public Instruction of the state of Wisconsin, Experimental
Ed., T,eaching Speaking and vIr'i,tiT'!.] ir~is£.2.nsint (Hadison,
Wis.: Wisconsin English Language Ar~s Curriculum Project,
1966), p. 7.
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Listen
-
Review
Listenina conce~tr~tion. Listening requires
concentration and effort on the listeners' parts. Without
questioninq minds, a concentrated effort, and a willingness
to'listen, the listeners would be lost in confusion or in
daydrear.iing .1Jays to avoid these unnecess ary predicaments
are to learn how to listen througn (1) composing and
following a listening chec;'::list; (2) lear:l.ing the listening
formula technique, TQLR; or (3) practicin~ listening
through the use of cassettes, records, radio and television,
news programs, and (4) using guided" plans to improve the
listening ability.
Hills provides the reader '.'lith "A Listening Check-
list" which is divded into three areas: (1) physical aids
to assist listening; (2) attitudes to encourage before and
during listening; and (3) content aids to think about
during 1istening. l
Listeninq formula, TQLR. The mental processes
involved in listening were examined. and they it/ere arranged
into a concise listening formula known as TQLR.
lune in Tune in
.Question
.~.
Illustration 1. Formula or TQLR.
IDonna H. 1"1i11s, "Interr'21ating Reading and Listen-
ing in Grades Pour through Ei.ght,:: in Readinq and the
Languaae A.rt~, comp. and ed. :,1. Ali:in Pobi.r:.son lClilcago, Ill.:
The Univ~rsity of Chicago Press, 1963), p. 60.
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You tune your mind to the speakeris voice and to
what~ speaker is going to say and to what you
are going to hear.
You ask questions to anticipate what will be said
and what will be heard before the speaker begins
talking.
You think before you listen. Think while you are
listening by relating one idea to another with
their main points or ideas8 You may want to
think ahead to what. may be said next.
Go over the material again 'and review what the
a<li speaker said by summarizing the important points~' that vJi.11 support the speaker f s purpose. l.,' ~II "Review consists of thinking after you listen.It helps you rememb~r what you heard, organize it,
and understand it."
In conclusion listening (1) can be beneficial
for those who cannot apply higher-level reading skills
usi ng written material but have the mental ability for
listening; (2) can act as a support to the students as
read-along; and (3) can playa complementary role in
..,
learning.,;)
Listening still, however, is not gener-
ally accepted as part of the standard school
curriculum. Surveys of actual classroom
practices indicate little time devoted to
lDon H. Parker, SRA Reading ~~boratory IlIa,
Teacher t s Handbook (Chicago, 111-.: Science Research
Associates, 1964), p. 45.
2Ibid., p. 46.
3Lynette Saine, "Interrelating Reading and Listen-
ing in Corrective and Remedial Classes," in Rea,ding and
Language Arts, comp .. and f2do H. Alan Robi,.nson (Chicago,
Ill.: University of Chicago Press, 1963), p. 70"
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~irect instruction in lis~ening skills even
though the evidence indicates strongly that
such ins'cruction Tdorlcs.
This lack of attention to teaching
listenirt9 wa,s noted wherl li.stening first
became a suhject for research••••
Listening is still, as the COlnmission on
the English Curriculum (1952) noted
twenty-five years ago, 'the neglected 1
language art at all educational levels.'
Mills offered three suggestions to apply if we
want students to listen. First, have something worth-
while to listen to; secondly, give a purpose for listen-
ing; and thirdly, help students to realize that good
listening, good reading, and remembering are important
to each other. 2
Est.a;.blishJEq a purpose for _, reading
Listening is a supportive skill for read~n~g. In
the previous section, listening was described as a com-
plementary and supportive skill for reading. Even though
listening and reading require different mentvl processes,
there are similarities between listening and reading as
well as differences. On the following page the differences
between readillg and listening are listed. Since sirnilar--
ities exist between reading and listening, this compari-
'son is seen in chart three on page forty-two.
IThomas G. Devine, "Listening: "AThat Do We KnO\t1
after Fifty Years of Research and Tr1eorizing?U Qi).!d.rna.l
of Reading 21 (January 1978): 300.
2Mills, "Interrelating Reading and Listening in
Grades Four through Eig'ht, t1 in E.~*,~.?inq, and _the L2.nguage
Arts, p. 62.
Differe11ces bet~leen r'e?-dinq. and J.j.st:ening are
many. Since !."eading and listenir.g are tV10 diffe.r~ent
processes, it would·be expected that they would differ
in some manner. In the chart some of the differences
between read~1g and listeni~g will be given.
Readil'1~
1. Readers can control rate
at which informatio~ is
received and can regress
to check comprehension.
2. Readers may reread
material.
3. Intonation and nonverbal
clues are missing unless
stage directions are
provided and an imagina-
tion is use(j.
4. Readers can go at their
own pace when reading.
5. Readers may stop and
reflect on material read.
Lis·tening
lA Listeners cannot control
the rate at which they
receive information or
regress to check their
listening ability.
2. Listeners must adjust
their listening to the
spec~erts speech pattern.
3. Listeners cannot re~listen
in most instanceSe
4. Intonation and nonverbal
clues are given along with
words that are spoken.
~. Listeners must follow the
speaker's pace of speak..,·
ing"
60 Listeners cannot stop
and reflect on material
heard unless it is
recorded in some manner.
7. The speaker's personality
and rate of speaking are
importar.lt.
Ch t 2 D •ff b t n" • .. L·.1- • 1ar • J. "'-erences e ween t~.ea.a:Lng anr.l ~s-.:.en~ng
l~ J- • • "1 ("-I • h Hrr f~ .. f""C hl:'a~r~c~a J.". \,.,.11nn~ng v..rn, ·rarlS err J . J '-OlTi!Jre~ ..en-
sian from List,t2tling to Reading j H Tl).e Readj..rl~ ~reEicher 29
(November 1975): 159 and 1"lills, !1!rn:Eerre·ia~+::Tilg Reading
and Listening in '3r·?:..ries F'~)ur th}:Ol.lQh ~ight., n in :(ead:i:..~..9:
and the Language Art~, p. 60.
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Similarities between reading and listening occur.
Both reading and listening have a number of icteas in
common. The chart below lists the similarities.
Both reading and listenin?
1. Require purpose, direction, critical thinking
2. Require evaluation and reaction
3. Are basic means of commlJnication
4. Require the reception of ideas.
5. Have the same pattern of receiving the stimulus
6. Are concerned with the in.take half of communication
7. Have similar mental processes underlying listening
and reading
8. Have a complex of related skill components
9. Have a tfreceiver who is the obj (=ct of some message
and is trying to construe its rrleaning"l
10. Require skill in preparing for what is to be heard
or read
11. Need an objective and receptive attitude toward the
speaker or author
12. Concentrate on the ideas given
13. Require the interpretation of the ideas
14. Require the selection of ideas that will help learning
Chart 3. Similarities between Reading and Listening
lCunningham, "Transferring Comprehension from
Listening to Reading, n The 1{e~:.?i~1g Teacher 29: 169.
2Mills, "Interrelating Reading and Listening in
Grades Four through Eight, If pp. 5~)-60 for Nos. 1-5; Devine,
"Listening: t'!hat Do ~.]e Know a.ft~r Fifty Years of Research
and Theorizing?" pp. 301-302 for I\Jos. 6-8; r-1ills, "Irlter-
relating Reading and Listening in Grades Four through
Eight, tt p. 62 for :r..ros. 1.0-14.
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The values of the interrelating of listening and
reading skills assist in the organizing of ideas and
assist irl the understanding of the udevelof)mental inte~­
,
relatedness of listening and readingo n -
A q~~~t:ionirlg rnirld assists in settinq a ptlroose
.
to read. Why is it necessary to read this material?
What facts are important to remember? What is the main
idea? How do the details support the main idea? For
what purpose is this rn~terial being read?
These and many other questions usually come to
mind as the readers cover the materials that must be read.
Therefore, a specific purpose or objective is needed to
guide the readers so they might read the mater~al with
better comprehension.
Purposes for_reading va~. Even in the time of
Sir Francis Bacon, books were read for specific purposes.
Sometimes only parts of a book are read while at other
times, books such as the Bible, a very interesting novel,
or a very difficult calculus textbook are read carefully
devoting much attention to the content.
In Bacon t s essay, Of Studies., he gives his "useful
division into books for tasting, for 5wallo\1l,i.ng, and for
chewing and digesting:,,2
That is some books are to be read only in parts;
others to be read, but not curiously; and some
few to be read wholly, and with diligence and
att.ention. 3
lSaine, "Interrela.ting RE.:af.:ling a11d Listening in
Corrective and Remedial Classes, 11 Read.in..£.. and the LanguacJe
~ts, p. 70.
2Sterling Andrus Leonard, Ess€~tial PrinciEles of
Teachin.g Re..~ldi.rjg ~nd T-iiterat~.re .. in t~.he Interme~diate Grades
and !-liqh SCJ:ocil [Philadelphia, PenIl.: J":-"~B:-'LlppincottCo.,
1922). p~ 173.
3Ibid •
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Therefore, depending how· much or how little to read of a
book depends on the purpose for reading the book in the
first place.
A reading cycle has a specific sequence. Reading
for a specific Durpose is th~ b~ginning of a reading cycle
as described by Merritt as "a sequence of activities in
which a definition of purpose leads to a reading goal, some
kind of plan for reading to satisfy that goal, the reading
process itself, and the evaluation and consolidation process
that stems from the reading and facilitates further develop-
ment_"l
-Diagram 1. A Diagram of a Reading Cycle.
IJohn Merritt, ~ersEestive~._~~Reading (Blatchley,
Buckinghamshire, Great Britain: The Open University Press,
1973), p. 44.
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Numerous purposes for reading exist. Other terms
one may hear that are interchangeable with the term, ~-
1 · ,. 1- • l'-'hposes, are goa ~, ~lS, Ot: 9 J:) J ec _~ve~. j. J.ere are rlUffi€'rOUS
purposes to establish for reading as can be seen from this
list:
1. Enjoyment
2. Skimming, selecti~g, and referring to reference
material
3. Mastery of a sUbject
4. A study of details
5. A study of the main points or ideas
6. study for a test
7. Question a situation and develop an opinion
about it.
In reading social studies te~tbooks,exploratory
readin~or reading for a purpose is ~ssential. Jarolimek
emphasizes that before students start reading, purposes
should be established that the students use ~s guideposts
as they read in the textbook. He states trlat U pllrposes
should be general rather than df~tailed or highly specific. tl 2
Sometimes, self-evaluation of skills, for example~
Language Arts skills and study habits may be a good starting
point for reading for a purpose rather than starting with a
book first.
Here is an evaluation she~t on the l,a.ngu,a.ge l\,rts
skills which can be given to the studerlts at: the })egirl11i.n t;l
of the year. According to the directions, they are requested
to answer either yes or no by checking the proper column •
.-..-- - - -
Therefore, the students' purpose in doing the assignment
is to complete the Language Arts Skills Sheet by following
lIbid., p. 13.
2.JOhn Jarolimek, Social .S't,.lldi.\~s i:l i=(' er1r·~1~ar~.r-~--_....,-_....--_._- . -'_. ~..- .
Education, 5th ed. (New York, r'j. "'i ~ ~ i1acrniTran-"PUblishing
Co •.! 1'977), p. 83.
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the directions carefully. At the bottom of the sheet is
an area provided for the students to use for daily or
weekly responses to the Language Arts Skills Sheet and
their progress through a quarter or a sernemster.
Language Arts Skills Sheet
This symbol to the left is a
symbol for the Language Arts
Skills. l Just because we call
the class ENGLISH does not mean
that we are-forgetting the skills
of Reading, Penmanship, Spelling,
and Listening. These skills are
all a part of English.
COMfos:£T:1OM
DIRECTIONS:
Read the following list. Then, place a check in the
proper space.
YES NO
1. Are you asked to speak up when you arc Italking?
2. Do you read as well as you would like
to read?
- -
-,3. Do you feel you "follow directions 90%---
of the time?
4. Do you find yourself getting behind in
your work'?
5. Does your talking prevent others from
listening'l
.-6. Do people say they cannot-1.=-~1<.:1 Y°1.1r
writing?
7. Do you ask questions about' fnior';nt:.tion
you are unsure of in class?
..._-- ...... .- '-- ---l
IEnglish Curriculum Cente~ of the Department of
Public Instruction of the State of Wisconsin, Experimental
Ed., Teachbng Speaking and Hrit 1,1.';..0 _il}. \:lisconsi,!l, front
cover. .
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YES NO
-----..------------...----------------1-----,-·--
8. Are you told you talk too loud?
------_.--..._-----------------_._-"'--+-----+------1
9. If someone spoke to you, could you
repeat what they said in your own words?
. .-
10. Do y'ou erljoy reading books?
11. Is your work often erased or crossed out,
resulting in ~ messy pap~r?
12. Do yOTh enjoy doing research on a topic
of your C\vn cl1oice1
--------------------.--------+----0001-00--,.-p-
13. Do you feel you write as neatly as you
carl?
14. Do you participate in class or volunteer
at least once each class tiille?
15. Do you work as hard as you possibly can?
16. Do you spell as well as you believe you
should?
17. Do you work just to get by with as little
as you can?
18. Do yOll vJrite small and/or messy because
you do not want people to know you canjt
spell well or write wall?
_________________________-&. ..100.-_---1
COMMENTS:
DATE STUDENT t S COM!v1ENT S TEACHER'S COMMENTS
_-----..........---..---,---------.-..i~._.- , ._
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Purpose setting is imcortant. Four purposes for
reading materials are (1) to get answers to questions;
(2) for following directions; (3) for de~ermining the
setting or atmosphere; and (4) for critical thinking
resul~ing from critical reading~ Setting a purpose for
reading is the first step in the previewing or prereading
process. Once the purpose or purposes for reading a
selection are estal)lished they can be orgaIlized (1) on the
chalkboard, (2) on a piece of construction paper or poster-
board, and/or (3) on a duplicating master for separate
sheets for each student. The purpose of this would be for
immediate feedback and future reference.
~1ritj.ng clear clirections are imoortant in purpose
setting. Clearly written purposes for doing the reading
are essential. Any written directio~s used in establish-
ing a purpose for reading must be clear, concise, and
within trle studerlts' corrrp~ehension level; otherwise, tl1ey
will not understand or be able to follow the given
directions. Pikulski and Jones in their article, "Writing
Directions Children Can Read, tt gi~ve detaj~led j_nstructions
on writing directions which concentrate on six areas:
(1) sentence structure, (2) vocabulary choice, (3) illustra-
tions or pictures, (4) direction order or sequence, (5) typo-
graphical considerations, and (6) interest. l These suggest-
ions offer many possibilities in writing understandable
?directions, especially if the directions are followed by the
students independently.
1 h ·k . l· d ·JoJ. n J. P1 U1SjC~ an I,O'lar·Jal.... E: JC B. Jellies, "~vrit~ng
Directions Children Cr:.n Read, 11 T[lE.~ R,f~.a.dir1q Teactler 30
(March 1977): 598-602.
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The t\-TO 'purposes for readi.nq: (1) follo\-.ri*!}3,
d.ir.ections arId (2.. ) anSl~Jer:!..~.9...que2?,t .. ions \rlill be s·tr~(=:ssed.
Following directions is a commcn purpose in such
activities as cooking-, completing a job application form
C 2..r fj, doing school
assignments, or making an art project. Four materials
which may be useful for practicing following directions
are listed below:
Abisch, Roz a.nd !<aplan,· Bochee ~sy-to-J.1a_ke Holiday Fun
Thinas. Middleton, Conn.: Xerox Education
publicatj_ons, 1973.
"How to Make Thin')s That Fly. U n. p., Ivlinn.: Minnesota
Mining and Manufacturing Co., 1974.
Social Security Office, Social Security Administration,
.South Side Branch, t.1331 l'J(~st Okla,rloma AVentle,
IVlilwc~ukee, Vlisconsin 53219; Brcln.ch Office,
526 East Michigan Avenue, Milwaukee t Wisconsin'
53202.
Social Security cards will be provided for
classes upon reuqest.
Temko, Florence. Panel: Ca·oers4O All Kinds ()f Tt11,:nas t:o
fvlake ,,-/j.t}) Paper. I\!evl York~ t~. Y.: sc-hoi:~stic
Book Services, 1974.
Besides following directions, the materials that
follow also evaluate how well students carry through on
answering questions. The first example involves an
assignment on observations which was used in the seventh
grade Lang1lage Ar-t:s class. The directions are stated
with illustrations to assist the students in answering the
questions and in evaluating whether they are correct or
incorrect. The Obsel':'v'atiori Sl-v?et follows c.rs. t!le 11ext
page. A second but more unsuspecting way in following
directions, answering questiorl:3, 3.fid e",raluating the results'·
1.s a teacher...made test, i;IIl:lch reql1i.l~es stuclE~rlt:3 to answer
a number of questions. After th~y have thoroughly read the
teacher--made ·test, the students i~c/l.l()w the directions whi<.::h
specifically states, "Read eVE:r::rth.irlg c;areftllly and
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Observation Sheet
# 1 How many triangles can # 3
you find in the diagram
below of the star?
There are more than you
think.
ANS\'1ER:
A ca~dboard roll from
paper toweling has been
cut on a diagonal. Draw
a picture of the roll
or hand in the actual roll
after it has been cut and
unrolled.
-
Cut out a piece of paper
in the form of a right
triangle. This triangle
may be foldGd in at l(:.ast
four ways to form pairs
of similar tri2n91es.
Where should the folds be
made?
Draw the folds on your
triangle. You may-wa-ri"t
to make four tr.:i,anql(~s
and mark each triangle
individually.
3 6 I
-
4 t 5
-
# 2 Place \:he numerals 1
through 8 in the
squares so that no
two consecutive numbers
will be next to each
other.
None of the following are
permitted:
G.JTI
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completely before doing anythirlg e U One such exarnple of
this type of skill is found in the reading workbook by
Schachter, Norman and Whelan, John K. Activities for
Readinq Imn:covernent. 'Bc>()k One. ..Just for r~
___~~ - a.« -.
Series. ~ev. ed. Austin, Texas: Steck-Vaughn
Cos, 1971, p. 54.
Another example of this skill is provided in Appendix B8
A teacher-made test was developed to determine whether
students read the direc~ions first or whether they just
started to do the questions in front of them.
~n1ile reading a book, students often forget what
they are rea,jirlg about or studying. Shepherd's ideas
are presented in an illustrated setting so that they may
be useful as a bulletin board display or as a duplicated
sheet to guide students in the reading of a book. The
students would have a basic organization for purpose set-
ting and following through on the purpose: (1) by taking
notes; (2) by listening to others; and (3) by discussing
,
the issues or ideas with others.~
Another purpose for reading is cr'itical thinkiIlg.
Some examples will be presented from' an eighth grade
English final examination using the textbook, Gi11n Elements
of English 8,as a basis for the statements. The purpose
of this section of the final examination was to determine
whether the conclusions reached from the facts provided
were reasonable or not.
Reaching Conclusionsv
Directions: 1. In each grou.~) of: serltences, a conclusion
is determiner] ir~ the last senterlce.
2. !"roTn the statelrt€:nts qiyen is the third
statement a reason~ble conclusion or not?
IDavid 1,. Shepherd. itR{;;,~ad.ino Lan,TUaqe Arts ~ and
the Content Areas," in Readin:l...:?;;id L~;nqU2.g.e Ar'tD, c;mp.
and ed. H. Alan Robinson (Chic~ ,Ill$: The Univer~ity
of Chicago Press, 1963), pp. 12-78.
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represents the ideas •
o
your own words.
Reading for a purpose. 1
to the
Illustration 2.
~..~..... Listen
,:.. ~....~----
~ Tell your ideas to others.
w.
~ Write
~.
The purpose for reading the geography textbook
is to be able to recite orally three facts about Central
America, a~d the students must write at least three facts.
1 Read ±.he
...
1
. Ibid o
Footnote is for the four numbered idease The
art, organization, and application to geography was
added.
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3. Determine the reasonable thinking.
4. Circle the word YES if the third state-
is reas(')nable.
5. Circle the word NO is the third statement
is not reasonable.
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
NO
.NO
NO
NO
NO
Thomas Jefferson was born in Virginia.
Thomas Jefferson was the third President
of the United states.
The third President of the United States
was born in Virginia.
Nathaniel riav/thorne was an J\merican author.
Nathaniel Hawthorne was born in Massachusetts.
All ffinericfu! authors were born in Massachusetts.
Margie who has a history of window breaking
has recently purchased a slingshot.
A window was broken by a stone from a slingshot.
Margie broke the window.
All healthy people can learn how to swim •
Horace and Heather are healthy people.
Horace and Heather can learn how to swim c
Apricots are fruits.
Some fruits are juicy.
Apricots are juicy.
No radio announcer 1 ikes n15.1k.
Edwina does not like milk.
Edwina is a radio announcer.
Green plants need sunlight to live.
Some of the plants in my garden are green.
Some of the plants in my garden need sunlight
to live.
A final example of re~ding for a specific reason
is presented in ten 5tatements~ The students must determine
whether the ten statements are ~~~ or OPINIO~~ Part I
is a section from a semester two English Examination for
the eighth grade.
Pa.rt ·r.
1.
3.
4.
5.
7.
8.
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Fact or Opj.nione
Ten statement are given below.
On the line provided, write whether t~e statement
is a fact or an oD~ni0n.
-_.- -....+---
The Catholic University of P~erica is located
in Washington, D. C.
The Civil Was was fought bravely by both
sides.
Going on vacation was a thrilling experience.
Th.e tele.phone rang at 10: 30 P.M.
Baseball games are just as exciting as
basketball g~nes are.
When everyone is here, there are nineteen
students in the classroom.
The bride vias beauti.. ful in her lO!1g \\l11i te
gO\ffi and lace veil*
Eli Whitney invented the cotton gin in 1793.
Nathaniel Ha~wthorne was an .A~mel"ican author.
10.
------
Sally is a fantastic tennis playere
Previewing techniques
Establishing a purpose for reading M1ich was
explained in a previous section provided the basis for the
prereading or previewing activities that will be presented
here. Additional steps are necessary to organize units of
study and assist students who have difficulty reading the
textbook for their grade level.
The structure(l overVie\4. :rhe term "structured
overview" originated \'Ji ttl Herber .:u1d 11i5 Syracus University
colleagues .. ,,1 "structured overviews are visual diagrams
:l:-J • P. I.unstrum. nReadings in the Social Studies:
A Preliminary Analysis of Recent F~ese~.xch." Soci.al Educatioll
40 .(January 1976): 15.
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of the key vocabulary of a learning task•••• lt l In
1969 Earle listed directions for constructing an overview:
(1) Select all the words in the unit tha~ the students
will need to understand.
(2) Arl.~arlge t!1e l.is·t of viords in diag.t:'arn for!!1 so tha.t ,the
relatio!1ship arnong tr1eunit' s ideas are ShO\Vrl.
(3) \1I."i te the diagraln on the chalkboard or tl'1e overflead
pr:·o j ector.
(a) Explain the reason for the arrangement of the
\~ords.
(b) Have the students =ontribute information about
the diagram and possibly about 1:}1e reason for
2the word arrangement.
An example of a structured overview was organized
based upon chapter 1, "America.n English, n Ginn Elernents
of English 8, pages 1 throug'h 25 in'd i,agrarn 2 __
Spaces under the supporting details could be
provided for specific examples in the structured overview,
and the students could add the examples to the overview
if it was- on a duplicated sheet for each individual, on
the chalkboard, or on an overhead projectoro Possibly,
an outline could be made, and the students could add the
specific examples to their ready made outline or they
could write their own outline from the structured over-
yiew providing they have had previous experience in
writing an outline.
The structured overvi:e\,! i s belieficial because it
assists the teacher in (1) clarifying content objectives;
(2) identifying the major ideas; and (3) identifying the
major ideas the students should know. This structured
lRichard T. 'vacca, "Readiness to Read Content Area
Assigrlmel1;ts, If Jou~."!1l-3.1 of Rea.din.~l 20 (r?er>t'uary 1977): 391.
2Ibido
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The English Lan9.uaq.~.
• Acronyms
• Slang
• Neologisms
• Combining
old words
British Englisl1
---,
~
b ,tt . t~scu~
solicitor
jumper
hoarding
=
-
cracker
...
""a - .. Language
Dialects . Styles
(Dialectologist )n. St +. d A 'H anaar merlcan
• Eye-dialect ij English
tj8 Nonstandard
• Regional 10;1 A!uericandialec~s . t.1·.'.. English
• Social d~alec·tqo
t-
:~
.1
.....
.....
............. .... .......
-...... ....... ltl\,'ver
.......' I - ~
..0 ou,;;,e --
..... _billboard I::
--
...
Engli::.;!l
'-. ..... ...
"" ... ........
... ..
...
...
'-
•,
•f
•Language
GrQl..·lth
• Technicaljargon
Ame.cican
i
I
t
• Hords coined
from people1s
names
Purpose: The structured overview shows how chapter one,
ttAmerican English~tt is divided according to the
main idea and its supporting details in each
section of the chapter. The major ideas are
organized ina main idea and supporting detail
pattern.
Diagram 2. An Example of a ,steuctured Overview.
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Main Idee:
T\..;o to
Three
Paragraphs
Reading Paragraphs
with Signal Words
Eain Idea
One
Paragraph
Selecting Details Essential
to the Main Idea
Expressed ~----I-m-p-l-i-e'-d----------~
Main Ideas in a Single
Paraqraph
______________________9_' _
Key + Sentences
Key I Words
e-oooIr--- Reading of an Entire
;--....-~ Chapte::-
overview is useful (1) in previewing the whole unit to
obtain a total view of the material to be read through
its vocabulary; (2) in preparing the students to read the
content by asking them questions about the words; and
(3) in introducing the new vocubula~y cf the unit.
Another way of previewing
and/or studying a chapter is provided by Paulsen In the
drawing of a "Selectio Py amid. tll
Figure 3. Selection Pyramid.
lLeitha Paulsen, "Developing Readl.ng and Language
Arts Efficiencies in Corrective anJ Remedial Reading Classes,"
in ~.e.adin.9.. and t!1e Li;1nguag~ p;'r+:.s, :",;orr..p. a.nd ed. H. Alan
Robin~on (Chicago, Ill.: The University of Chicago Press,
19";3), p. 95, Figure 1.
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-A. Look over the material to be read.
B. Read the headings.
C. Glance at pictures, captions, and
illustrations.
D. Read the introductory paragraph
and the summary of the chapter~
Q- QU E. STI ON vl"o~ wHltr? ~Herl1
-;:: Create questions to JSSistW/l.[iRJ:? WHY?
comprehending, underst:allding,
the Inaterial.
B. Turn the chapter title and headings into
questions to be answered.
II.
..
standing what is expected of them for each step.
reading, trle SQ3R fJIetr10d is orga~nized in a11
S- SURVEY
III. R- REJ\ D
-
IV.
A. Read the material sileritly to answer
to answer each question.
B. Adjust the reading rate.
1. To the purpose of the material
2. To the difficulty of the material
R-RECITE
-
A. Recite in your own words the answer
to each question.
B. Check you answer each time.
C'. \~rite down 1cey ideas or other' inforn1atiorl
that will help in rec lin'J tl1e correct ansvler·.
D. Read the material again until you can answer
the queztion correctly if the answer was incorrect.
E. NOTE~ Repeat Steps II. t~rough IV. for each
question to be answer(:=c. \_:nt:~ll all the rnaterial
has been completed.
v• .a: REVl£\J
A. Review ill YOU!' own word~: v·,ha't you (lave learrl.ed
from the whole section.
B. C11eck you.r rlotes for ~trl·fo~cr:'.~:1..ti.on nlarked inaccurately
or not cornpletely refnl~!n~-1(~ t:r
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c. Reread any sections you are unsure of and
recite the information aqain.
D. Review the whole selection until you are
sure you have accomplished your purpose.
In the September 22, 1977, issue of Scholastic
Search rvlagazin\~ arl ttActivit.y llolaster" vIB.S proviciedapplyj.ng
the SQ3R rJ1etr1od of study to the play, "The Starving Time, U
on pages 4 to 10.
The SQ3R Method of studying will be presented as
it applied to the play, uThe Starving Tinle. tt
The Survey section previewed the speaking parts,
the scenes, and the setting.
The Question section transformed the title into a
question to answere
The Read section provided open-ended statements
for each scene. Then, notetaking could be done
as the students read.
The Recite section gave practice to repeating the
answers written for the Read section. At this point,
the students studied by themselves.
The R..£v"'iew section \A'as done, first of all,
individually so the students could determine what
answers were mastered and which answers needed
mOi:-e study. Then., the~{ studj.e~i the ar1S\verS that
were hard to remember and reread the parts of the
play where the answers were found. Lat~r, the
students reviewed the material in pairs to recheck
their memory after the individually completed review
and restud'ying process. .All of thj~s st:tldying and
review was completed in th~ classroom during two
forty~five minute sessionCe
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The questions at the eDd of the play were discussed
to determine the students' comprehension of the play. A
check test on "The Starving Time u \~as given to the stu::ients
b~sed on the paper they completed using the SQ3R study
method, uSQ3R: A study Guide. tt
Check Test for tfThe Starving Time"
trOTAL SCORE:
STUDE~TT's SCORE:
DIRECTIONS: Answer each question on this sheet.
Write each answer in complete sentences.
· 1. Where does n rl'he Starving Time" take place? (City, ~)+c:.atc)
2. In what year does the play take place?
3. Why would Jarnestovm run short of 'food?
4. How did Captain Smith help the settlers?
5. Why was Small sentenced to die?
6. Why did the settlers say Gates carne too late?
7. Why couldn't the settlers go hunting?
8. Why didsome settlers stay and not go back to England?
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The question word or W's method. Another preview-
ing technique is similar to the ne~lspaper style of writing
which also contributes question words that can be used to
change the headings into questions and provide springboards
for hypotheses. For instance, these questions may be
listed before previewing the material, parti.clllarly a story.
1. Who is the story about?
2. Where does the story or event occur?
3. When did the event occur or when will it occur?
4. What are the characters doing? .
5. Who are the characters?
6. What will happen next?
7. Why is this section important, for instance, the
beginning or the end?
8. How will the material read be used?
By forrning hypott·~e~~\=s through forrning questions,
purposes have been established for reading the story. As
the students read trle story, they rnay evaluate whether the
autl10r ansv.Jered thei,r qllestions andior hyr>ot"t1eses or- not.
~otetaking c-.nd OlJt1 ini.ng
Notetaki~g can be done in a number of ways. Five
methods of I'lote'taking are illustrated }1ere, and they are
(1) listing of main ideas and supporting details; (2)
the outline-summary method; (3) trle outline; (4) ttie
~recis; and (5) the chart.
Trle listing of rnaill points studen'cs llear require
listening ar..>ili ty, concentr'atioll or1 tr'lf~ notetaki!lg 7 T:Jri ting
quickly using bri.ef· statments, shc)'ctha!1d, ant.i/or abbre'lia-
tions, and keeping in mind the speaker's purpose and
organiza'tion of mateJ:"i.al. Students 'Jjl~lO rea.d and 't:ake
notes ~lso require a number of skill, some of which are
similar to those vll1() listf;'r't to Fl ta_ll<. or lecc<ur(:~o These
skills may be determined as reading conprehension, note-
tak;ing, organizati.onal s}~ ills, ~lr·i ting trle i!1formation at a
slower pace than one who is lis tenir1.<;;l 'to a per 3 C) 1-1 speakirJ.g,
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and k~eping in mind the speaker's purpose and organizational,
technique or techniques 0
Listening skills to use in Ylotet.akillq. TtJhile
listening, students can be given guidance in notetaking if
teachers provide each student with an outline of the
expected lecture or talk or lesson. The first step in
teaching students the skill of notetaking is the listening
guide. ttRather than t each students hOVl to go about organi-
zing words on paper, we must first organize these words our-
· 1
selves and then tell our studeI1ts vlhat those wore].s are. t!
Preparing lecture notes for the proposed topic and prepar-
ing a listening guide require five steps according to
Castallo. 2
step 1. The teacher reads the material to be pr(~sented and
underlines the concepts that the students should
have in their notes.
Step 2. A graphic overview of those concepts and sequence
in which they cOtlle are organized irl a.n otrtline forln.
Step 3. Copies of the outline prepar~d by the teacher are
distributed to the students.
step 4. The teaeher expands each main point as it appears
in the outline.
step 5~ The teacher fills in the listening guide on an
overhead projectol:' as ttle students cOmplete their
own listening guides.
lRichard Ca~tal10, "Listening Guide--A First step
toward Notetaking and Listening Skills, Journal of. Reading
19 (January 1976): 290.
2Ibid., pp. 289-290.
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Notetaking practice to incorporate into classroom
instruction. Notetaking is "an essential skill for students
and is best taugh t by' con-::ent teCicher.'s tt bacause notetaking
differs from course to course depending on the content to be
1
read. _ The teacher rnay de;-nonstrate on tIle chalkboard how
students should take rlotes from the textbook.
To incorporate notetaking instruction into the
regular classroom instruction is not as difficult as it may
seem. First of all, the students a~d teacher read a chapter
or a section toget11er suggesting ideas for notes as tlley
read. Then, the material is discussed and ways to take
· notes such as an outline, list, chart, time line, parallel
columns, or comparing two or more ideas are evaluated as to
the \vay that is most beneficl.al for t11e course of study.
The next procedure is to guide the students in the class
by writing the main IJoints on tIle cllalJeboa.rd, on an over-
head projector, or on large cards prepared earlier, if
Possible. 2 "Most textbooks in the subject areas are organ-
ized to facilitate the studerlts i abilit~l to note tIle organ-
ization of the sUbject matter. The relationship of the main
ideas and supporting details can be noted through:
Title of the Book
Unit title
Chctpter title
Chapter section
Topical headings 3Paragraphs."
Another way of notetaking and reporting is present-
ed by Preston and Herman in their hook, Teach}ng Social
1Betty L. Hagberg) "IvIaking the Right to Read in the
Content Areas a Reality, ,t in T2clc-..l'-iers. Tanqibles, Techniques:
C h ~ f C t t· R-"'......~·~~-d B
rr
• ... "h --om re enSlon 0 orl .en l.n e2.(L~rl·s.., (~,.. ,onn1e ~n11t
Schulwitz ~-Jewark, Del.: Inter"n(::\ tiOI18.1 Readirlg ji..zsociatiofl',
1975), p. 125.
2Shepherd, Compr(~hensiv<-: Ei...g h._ School Reading,
Methods, pp. 104-105.
3Ibid., p. 105 0
to use conte.xt clues in
of any unkno':Jl1. v,fords ('J
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2iy£~es in ~he Element~rX~£hool. Seven steps are
established to practice the skill of notetaking.
step 1. The class 1.3 di ''I idf~d i.Il to grouprS of five to six
students who work with the teacher one group at
work, each member of the group reads silently a
highly read3ble encyclopedia article, which has
been duplicated by the teacher.
step 2. The group members select words, ideas, and
sentences that are unclea~ to them. Discussion
follows to determine the arr~iguities and possibly
deciphering the meanings
step 3. The group rereads the encyclopedia article to
search for main ideas. Discussion follows to
examine trle aPPx'opriaterless of the rnain points.
Step 4. The main idea is discussed and analyzed so that
the students can put the article's main ideas
in a few words.
step 5. The children put their copies of the encyclopedia
article away a!1d try to vJrite brief r10tes to stand
for the key i.deas in as few w()rds as needed. Thus,
the students are ac~ively involved in their own
learn.ing process.•
step 6. The students take turns telling the group what
they have learned from the article by using
only their brief notes on the main points.
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step,7. All the members of the group write \vhat they' ha.·ve
learned by referring to their notes only.l
Finally, these 3even stepn are used with the rema~n~ng
groups. According to Preston and Herman, this is
systematic training i~ notetaking. 2
In the Media Memo a task is mentioned by which
notes may be made on a cassette recorder. This technique
is particularly beneficial for students who have difficulty
remembering important points over lqng reading assignments.
Notes may be recorded on the cassette, and trlis method is
much faste~ than taking written notes for these people. 3
Outlining as a method of notetakin~. The first
example of notetaking involves listing the main idea and
its supporting details under it. Basically, this method
lacks the formal outline form, yet it is just as beneficial
in organizing notes. Words, phrases ,. or sentences may be
used in this method of notetaking.
Title of the Lesson:
-Main Point
-Detail
-Detail
-Detail
-Main Point
~-Detail
-Detail
-Main Point
Figure 4. Main Idea and Supporting Details
Method of ~Jotetaki11g.
lRalph C. Preston and Wayne L. Herman, Jr.~ Tea~E­
ing Social Studies in the Elementarv 3chool (New York:
Holt, Rinehart and v/.inston, 1968), PP:-'384-385.
2Ibid., p. 385.
3«Social Studies,u Media Hemo (1977), Number 4,
P. 8.
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The combination method using both the outline and
the summary begins with the students divid~ng their papers
into three parts as the illustration shows.
""
~-------- ...)3 tf(-~___~_._ ..)
" ~""l H~ J.J~"'-"'_""'-"'~ __""~'-"'''' __ ~ ");2" ~---- ...... '.• __ ..... _ ........ -.-
Outline !Jotes
---
Title of the Lesson:
Purposes: 1.
.
l' 2.
I 3.
I
I
I
•I
8"
I,
I,
, ,
•I
I
I,
t,
~ •
~~__~____________________~~tt~--------_---.---~- ....~___..,.
•\ Summary,
•4,
I
~1f
•I
+
-
Figure 5. The Outline-Summary Method
of r~otetakingt3'
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First, a margin on the left-hand side is used to
outline the notes in a concise manner$ Secondly, the
larger section to the right of the outline is used for the
actual notetaking. Thirdly, a summary is given on the
bottom of the page under the outline and the notes. Here,
the main points can again be listed and offet another
means of reviewing the notes in a different yet concise
manner.
Notes that are necessary from the textbook or
from the lecture are written in the right-hand section.
Then, any illustrations, graphs, or diagrams may be
. sketched in to aid comprehension and memory. After that,
the notes may be converted into an outline. The final
step is writing a summary of the material which may be
helpful in remembering the material, too. This method
of notetakin9 may be used in taking lecture notes as well
as notes on a textbook or reference book.
The outline is a third way of taking notes.
Writing an outline may be done in several forms. The most
familiar form is the skeletal outline which may be written
using words, phrases, or sentences.
Topic
I.
A.
B.
II.
A.
1.
2.
B.
III.
A.
B.
Figure 6. Skeletal Outline.
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A second form of an outline is the visual outline.
The supporting details are indented under the main ideas.
Further indentationS are made for subdetails and any other
details~'
.J
I_~------=- J
1-------, : ~]
l~ . .... _____'=J
I ---__---~~-,·~---"-__=~]
C---__---:-- -.---,,!)
I---,----------=_:~--]
C :=J
C::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::====::::J
[------------------------------------------------J
~-~----------~~-----~-~-~----~-----~~---~~---~-~
[------------------------------~-----------------]----~-~-~--~~~--~~~---~~-------~-------~--~--~--
Figure 7. Visual Outline.1
A third method uses numbers only instead of
indenting supporting details or using upper and lower
case letters.
lSister Mary Consilia, O. p~, Ph. D., The Con-
pUltant's Notebook, Part Three: L~~_a~q~e~A._.l-e-r~t~J~D-r-~J-·-]-.. - l-s
and ckl.·lls -For ~':::f~cicnt Rp~dJ~"'",")(-"f -lr'·c"~l !"?'r;tl-ng (r,:r--.,....tvv';llo__ ~. tJ ..L _ r-,~~. ",L. ~,,-.~ '~.'-'lt-. __ s.~:-t::"~~_,......... .. ..._:~ .....)r,;.... _'. ..... \.::;,
Ill.: ,Media V!()rksl1.c)p and Instruc'f:j... orlal I"-ledia I!l(:()1.~por-
ated, 1974), p. 17.
1.0
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.1.1
2.0
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Center Head.ing
Free-s~anding heading
Indented boldface heading
Paragraph main idea
Supporting detail
Center:" Heading
Figure 8. outline Method Using NUmbers. l
Sometimes textbooks contain well-organized material.
Therefore, when the students write an outline, they follow
the author's organizational plan or pattern of the text-
book. For instance, the outline may be written as follows=
I. Center Heading.
A. Free-standing heading
1. Indented boldface heading
2. Indented boldface heading
a. Paragraph main idea
1) Supporting detail
2) Supportillg detail
b. Paragraph main idea
B. Free-standing heading
II. Center Heading.
Figure 9. Outline u~ng Well-Organized Textbook
Material.
study guides for textbooks or other materials
such as lectures or television lessons may be organized
in an outline form to assist the students in organizing
their ideas. An outline may be ~ltvritten and therl cut
lLawrence ;: Hafner, Devs..~pE:!..~ntal ~~.2;..ding i.!!
Midd.le and Sec()ndary Schools: __~~()llnclatiorL ..s_, ......;.?tra~.(:~qi.es l-
and Skills for ~ea~hinq (New Y'Ol:-i<: !llacmillan PUblishing
Co., 1977), p. 177.
2Ib - ~J..o.
apart.' The students either by themselves or with a part-
ner may put the parts together to form the original out~
line after reading in' their English textbooks about
reference bo()ks.
Arnerican Langua(je Funk and vJa.gnall1---------- .-.1 .. _
The Bartlett's Book of Quotations
Dictionaries
Encyclopedias
Foreign Language
The World Almanac
The New Standard
Reference Books
Who's Who in America
The t~Torld BooJe
The Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature
I.
A.
II. III.
B.
IV.
B.
v.
c.
VI.
DIRECTIONS:
1. Cut out each part of the outline on this page.
2. Organize your slips on paper with the correct
Roman numeral, captial letter, or number, if any.
Mount your outline on construction paper after
you have had your paper okayed. Use glue, paste,
or tape.
The answer key~ for t11is outline follows on the next page.
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ANSWER KEY: Answers may vary in the order in which
the more specific reference books are
given.
As long as the main topics, Dictionaries
and Encyclopedias, have the supporting
details, the order of the entries should
be considered secondarily.
Title: Reference Books
I. Dictionaries
A. American Language
B. Foreign Language
II. Encyclopedias
A. The World Book
B. The New Standard
c. Funk and i.Jagnall
III. The Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature
IV. The World Almanac
v. \~110' S ~}ho in America
VI. The Bartlett's Book of Quotations
To practice writing an outline and to determine
the main ideas and supporting details, a skeletal outline
with the words along the right-hand side of the outline
may be provided. The students would complete the outline
in writing on a topic such as school subjects. An example
·of this outline writing exercise is presented on the next
pagec
As students understand the basic outline form and
how each part of the outline is chosen as a main idea or
a supporting idea and how it is arranged, parts of the
outline mal~ be left out. Then, 't:l'18 stt~den·ts w:tth the
teacher's assistance may complete the outline together.
Practice such as this is beneficial bec~u6e the students
learn how to outline by being shown how a~d actively
pa~ticipating in the outllnlng process.
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Outlining: A Word Outline
PURPOSE: To complete in writing a word outline.
Use the words to the right of the outline
to complete the outline structure supplied
on the left-hand side of the paper.
The answer key for this practice outlining
exercise is found on the next pageo
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ANSWER KEY for Outlining: A Word Outline.
Title: School S~bjects
I. English
A. Nouns
B. \'erbs
II. Science
A. Genetics
B. Geology
III. Mathematic
A. Fracti.ons
B. Decinlal s
C. Percentages
IV. Religion
A. Creation
B. Resurrection
C. Revelation
v. Social Studies
A. Geography
B. Political Science
C. Anthropology
D. Sociology
Another form of notetaking is the precis or
summary. The main idea of the material to be summarized
is maintained, but the students write their ideas in
their ·own words~
The last method of notetaking to be mentioned will
be the chart. Sometimes taking notes in columns or in a
chart assists in keeping the notes orderly and easy to
read for reference in the future. Two examples of the
chart form of notetaking will be illustrated in social
studies first and then in Englis~ or Langu~ge Arts.
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Comparison and Contrast of Indian Groups
Categories SIO"UX I YAHI I AZTEC
FOOD
FOOD
PREPARATION
CLOTHING
TOOLS
..
}?}\.R~lING
IvIETHODS
Chart 4. Chart Form of Notetaking in Social Studies.
Ways Words Are Added to Our Language
Ways American English Grows Specific Examples
Chart or::>. Chart Form of Notetaking in Language ;~ts.
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Vocabulary
Teachers select terms and conceEts to be def~ned.
w'11en 'tlocabulary vlords are introduced to i:he sttldents, the
teachers should be very selective in choosing only the key
words or key concepts that are to be defined. The words
could be put on the boards, but the students should see the
words in context either in their textbooks, on study
sheets, or on the chalkboard. Time should be provided to
pronounce the words. The teacher may ask for volunteers
to read the words, and a discussion may be held to deter-
mine the meaning of the word from context, phonetically,
. or by structural analysis. If the students have difficulty
determining the meanings of the words, further discussion
should be held to formulate definitions. Vague word mean-
ings could be investigated by a committee who would use
reference materials to determine the meanings. Further
discussion should clarify the meaning. Then, the words
plus their meanings and a sentence ~xample should be
written in the students' notebooks along with illustra~
tions for the words, if available or possible; from the
textbook. l The students should use the words during class
time and during group discussions so that they will become
a part of their active or speaking vocabulary. The students
should be encouraged to use their new vocabulary words out-
side of school also.
Too many words and concepts introduced in one class
period may overwhelm the students, and these words and con-
cepts may frustrate the studerlts.. Sillce wor'd meaning
skills do not develop by chance, the teacher must provide
planned, sequential instructi.on in the use of word meaning
skills. Word meanings could be developed through the
Ipau~--;:ttty~ Reading in Mader.n Education (Boston:
D. c. He~th and Co., 1949), p. 194.
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repeated and meaningful uses of words in content, in foot-
notes, in a glossary or dictionary, and in the speaking
1
vocabulary of the students and teachers.
Students' vocabularies grow in a number of ways.
The students' knowledge of prefixes, sUffixes, and root
words will increase their vocabulary a~d word analysis
ability. "Knowing prefixes and suffixes will help students
in three main ways: (1) to recognize many words easily
and more quickly; (2) to figure out· many words that are
not recognized at first by the students; and (3) to get a
2
clearer understanding of the n1eanirlg of TIlany \-'Jords."
misspelled
mis spell ed
mis a prefix meaning wrong
spell a root word or base word
ed - a suffix represented by the ~ed and is the past tense
of the verb, §pell
Diagram 3. Word Analysis: Affixes and Root.
Also, students can gain vlord rn,eaning through context
II
clues, and finally, the dictionary which should be the
last resource used for finding the word's meaning.
Audio-visual aids, for example, filmstrips,
~assette tapes, the radio, and the television, plus
word lists and hobbies can increase the students' vocabu-
laries. Field trips may assist the students to formulate
mental illustrations for concepts and word meaning that they
have learned in the classroom. Students need first
lBernice E~ Leary and tilillia:n S. Gray, "Reading
Problems in Content Fields, U i.n Rea.ding ir1 Gelle ..~~~a.l Educa.-
tion, ed. VJilliam S. Gray (~Jashil-l~.Jt..orl, D. C:.: -A111RericarJ.
Council on Education, 1940), p. 163.
2Edwin R. Rogers, Johnnv's ne?ding Skills
(st. Petersburg, Flol."ida: Jorirlr-l¥ C\eads, 1965), p. 140.
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hand ~xperience so that clear concepts can be developed
to associate the meanings with the words. Pictures can
cla~ify confusing terms necessary jn reading maps that
study terrain, for instance.
Wide reading will also enable the students to
extend their experiences in such a way so as to increase
and enhance their vocabularies. 1 Crossword puzzles are
another means of improving the students' vocabularies.
Also, in the crossword puzzles, the content material from
the textbook could be used as a basis for the word mean-
ing information. The example of a crossword puzzle for
. the Depression illustrates this point. These crossword
puzzles could be made for varying reading abilities as
differentiated assignments. Noticing similarities and
differences in words and finding hom~nyms and synonyms
for words would help the students' vocabularies grow.
In learning concepts the students may need a
general view of history to place a specific event into
sequence, such as the life of Napoleon Bonaparte. The
facts should be organized so that the students can see
the relationships between events. A tttirne-perspective tt
should be thought out possibly in the form of a time
line. 3 Time concepts can be learned and interpreted
through several methods: pictorial symbols, verbal or
statistical information, historical dates, or location of
dates through the association with other events. 4 In
geography place concepts may be leaI·ned and in'cerproeted
lWitty, Reading in Modern Educatio~, p. 103.
2Ibid., p. 94.
3Leary and Gray, "Reading Problems in Content
Field," p. 169.
4'Ibid., pp. 168~169.
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if the students know the meaning of map symbols, and if the
students can read and interpret graphs and pictorial charts. l
:reachers lay. the founda+:ior.l for rea(jixlg. Teachers
must lay the groundwork or foundation for reading a text-
book by ident~fying concepts and terms to be stressed or
emphasized for study by the students. Since words, their
meanings, and their pronunciations are all essential to
reading, the basis for concepts will involve the students'
listening, speaking, re~ding and writing vocabularies. 2
Before entering school, the child has
already acquired extensive listening and
speaking vocabularies. When the child
enters school, he begins to acquire two
additional types of vocabulary: a
readin93vocabulary and a ~riting vocab-
ulary.
How can these concepts and necessary terms be
determined? The information is right at hand: (1) word
lists used in the introduction or the teachers' section
of a textbook; (2) the teachers' manual section which may
be a separate book from the students' textbooks; (3)
teachers may use the new material to ·be read as a guide to
terms by skimming the material first; and (4) teachers
may keep a list of difficult words found in a unit of
4
study.
By introducing the terms and by having the students
listen, speak, read, and write the words, many methods
may be used to introduce the words in meaningful situations.
lIbid., pp. 169-171.
2Lawrence w. Carrillo, Teachinq ReGdina: A Hand
~ (New York: st. Martin's Press, 1976), po <SSc
3Larry D. Kennedy, Tea£~iFSL~lementaryLanquage
Arts (New York: Hftrper & Row, P~blishers, )975), ~~. 122.
4John Udell Michaelis, Social Studies for Children
in.a Democracy Recent Trends a~0Q~~~lo2ments (Englewood
Cl~ffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1976), p. 362.
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students may come into contact with the words in a way
that is best for their particular learning need; thus
making it possible to rea~h individual pupil needs.
£ontext clues assist students in uncovering word
meaning.
~anguage Skills~Printed message Decoding Skills~uess~xpectations . ~
Check on the guess
Di*tionary,
Thesaurus, and/or
Other reference
books
~ .
Meaning of the word,
printed message
1Diagram 3. Vocabulary: Language or Context Clues.
Context clues are valuable in determining the mean-
ing of words. Robinson in his book, Teachinq Reading and
study strategies, presents the use of "semantic context"
in eight specific ways.2 First of all, a word's meaning
may be determined by a statement of meaning which may
appear in one of four ways: (1) statement in parentheses;
(2) statement in apposition; (3) a formal definition; or
~(4) a subsequent statement. A second way of using context
clues is by example. Words may be defined through context
in six other ways: third way, definition by synonym after
a linking verb or after the word, S!:; fou.rtll, definition by
experience either life experiences, vicarious experiences,
l:rvan J. Quandt, ~eachj..rlg~~?-~?ing: A HUITtan Process
(Chicago: Rand McNally College PublishIng Co., 19~'), p. r2.
?H. Alan Robinson, Te2E~~adin~ and St~dy
~trategies: The Content Area~ lBoston: Allyn & Bacon,
1975); pp. 62-65.
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or language experiences; fifth,definition by description;
sixth, definition by comparison; seventh, definition by
contrast; and eighth refl~ction of intent, mood, to~e,
or setting. l
Numerous vocabulary buildi~q techniaues are
available. Michaelis in his book lists twelve vocabulary
building techniques. The four main vocabulary building
techniques are (1) "independent decoding or word recog-
nition skills; (2) phonetic analysi~; and, above all,
(3) structural analysis; and (4) context clues which
increase in importance as the students advance to the
. upper grades and high school. ,,2
Besides these four techniques, Michaelis has eight
other vocabulary building techniques that are just as use-
ful as the four techniques previously mentioned: (5)
picture clues; (6) first hand experience through films,
field trips, demonstrations, the processing of materials,
or dramatic play; (7) group discussion to defi11e terrns,
give explanations, correct misconceptions, list difficult
words, point out changes in word meanings, use roots to
build new terms or consider specific questions; (8)
directed listening and oral reading by introducing new
terms and concepts; (9) vocabulary aids like card files,
word lists, scrapbooks, or picture dictionaries; (10)
pictures collected to illustrate terms and concepts;
(11) glossaries; and, lastly, (12) dictionaries. 3
lIbid.
2Michaelis, Social Stud~es for Children in a
Democracy Recent Trends and -D~~:92ci~Dts, .pp~ 36~364.
3Ibid•
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Activities for vocabulary growth provide a variety
of ways to present new material, reinforce previously used
and learned ter~s and concepts, nnd review the essential
parts of the lesson. Another way of using vocabulary
activ~ties is to provide for individual differences in
learning speed, learning style, learning specific material
within the content areas and with regard to this paper in
particular the content areas of Language Arts and social
studies, by using these activities ~o create or develop
differentiated vocabulary assignments, skill sheets, study
lessons, enrichment activities or activities to do for
. free time or just for fun.
Suggestions and examples of 'vocabulary activities
are provided on the following pages to assist the reader~
Probably many of these ideas are not. new, but there is
an attempt to gather ideas that are relatively easy to
present to students and require a minimum of extra work
and time that is so precious to teachers8 A few activities
require more time and planning, but they a,re acti'lities
that will be useful for times to come.
The emphasis of the activities for vocabulary
building is the content areas of Language ~rts which
includes Reading and Spelling and social studies. These
activities may be modified to be built into any content
area's curricula provided that the teachers set aside
the time in their planning schedule for such activities
and their development.
POLITICAL
SCIENCE
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America during trle Depression
"The OIlly Tl1iIlg \ve Have to Fear, n Pages 60-69.
DOtAiN ACROSS
income tax.
President during the
first three years of
the Depression.
"Hoover blankets" was
another name for
tucked ill-
side a shirt to keep
warm.
1.
3. Social Act.
12. Stock Market Crash
started the Great
•
-----
13. Ivlany people
fai tIl ill American
free enterprise system
in 1929.
14. In the late 1920's
t11ere were rnOI,"e
than
people could buy.
5. " the Court."
------
6. Because some companies
could not sell their
, their stock
------lost value.
7. Gives a person part
ownership in a business.
8. In 1932 sawmill workers
earned about
cents an 110'use 0
9. This act gave rights
to unions.
ACROSS
10. of the
1920's was built on
credit, faith, and
nothing elseo
11. In the elect-ion of
1932, Roosevelt won
all the states south
and of
Pennsylvania.
15. Excess money given
. to stockholders.
16. Spending more money
than the government
had; going into debt.
17. F. D. R.'s plan for
recovery was the New
•
----.....
19. "Power of the ballot"
meant a person could
for
another President as
leader.
20. Another name for
free enterprise is
•
-----
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Answer Key:
Down Across
1. graduated 10. Prosperity
2. Hoover 11. west
3. Security 12~ Depression
4. newspaper 13. lost
5. Pack 14. radios
6. goods 15. profits
7. stocks 16. deficIt
8. five 17. much
9. Wagl)er 18. Deal
19. vote
20. capitalism
u
~,/;;:;~-"
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Concentration
1. Find a meaning for each word given to you.
2. Use the glossary or a dictionary for the meanings.
3. Write the meaning for the word on your paper.
4. Then, write the word on one card given to you.
5. Write the meaning of the word on another card.
6. Do no~ put the word and the meaning on the same card.
DIRECTIONS FOR PLAYING CONCENTRATION:
1. Collect the cards from your group and put them together
in a deck.
2. Shuffle the cards.
3. Cut the cards and reshuffle them.
4. The dealer will place the cards on the table in
neat rows. For example:
0 0 0 D
0 0 0 D
5. The object of the game is to match a word with its
meaning.
·6. A person or player who matches the cards, the word and
the meaning cards, takes the pair of cards off the
table and takes another turn until matches of the cards
are no longer made.
7. When a match 1s made, the other cards are not moved,
but they are left in the same places. ---
a. If a person matches a pair, another turn is
given. .
b. The g~~e continues until all the cards are matched.
(1) Each card equals one point.
(2) The scores are totaled at the end of the game.
Illustration 3.
Q)
U1
CANDY
A CONFliCTION PlAOr: WrTW SUGAS\ ,. NO WI:TH
J:'LA uoRING AtlJO FILl'ING C< FRErJCIl, GAR/OJ:].
\.
~~l?
l]«a\rw
Iset "'
Illustration 4. An Example of an Activity to Do with Word Etymologies.
Il1ustra~ion 5~ Another Exa~ple of an Activity td tld Wheh ~ttldying
Word Etymologies.
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~JAt-1E
---
SUBJF:CT
------------
DATE
GFU\DE
FIND THE CORRECT WORD MEANING
DIRECTIONS: 1. Match the mean~ng in Column A with the
underlined word in the· sentence in
Column B.
2. Place the letter from Column B
on the line provided in Column A.
COLUMN A COLUMN B
l~ Methodical in habit. A. Summarize the story in
--- fifty of your own words.
2. Overpowering.
----
3. Trespass; intrude.
---
B. Did you encroach on your
neighbor's property?
4. Not taking sides.
---
5. Fitness.
---
6. To extend.
---
7. Busy.
---
c. The ship received a late~~
blow from the tcrpedo.
D. The train's whistle let
out a prolonge£ blast
as it passed the railroad
crossing.
E. Patty Hearst was ~uizzed
on her life after her
kidnapping.
F. Seeing everyone eating
Coming from the side. made the food irresistible
to rne.
10.
8. To examine by close
--- questioning.
9. To present briefly.
---
G. When Peter is working, he
looks very industrious.
H. Getting their homework and
chores done requires
~y~.tematic plarlning.
I. Her." E::liq~bilit~ on the
volley'iJall tearTl deperlded
on her ability to serve.
J. The U. S. was neutral until
t:"cie hornbing ()£ Pearl I-iarbor.
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For the Dial-A-Word activity card a few simple
materials are necessary, cardboard, scissors, a compass or
a precut circle, pa·ste, glue, :>r staples and a stapler,
colored markers, and two brass fasteners~ (1) A large
rectangular piece of cardboard is the basis of the activity
card. (2) Two thinner rectangular pieces of cardboard about
three inches by one half inch form the area that the root
of the word insert slides through to view each root
separately. These pie9~s are pasted onto the middle area
of the larger cardboard piece which is about nine inches
by twelve inches. P~out one half inch of space is left
between the pieces. The ends are secured on the cardboard
for about one inch. The remainder of the small rectangular
pieces is free from the cardboard. Paste, glue or staples
may secure the ends of the cardboard to hold up against a
lengthy workout or usage. (3) Either d~aw two circl~s
with a compass or trace a precut circle. Cut out both
circles. (4) Divide each circle into eighths. (5) One
circle will have the following prefixes printed on in each
of the eighths: ~,un-~ dis-, phono-, tel~, sub-, auto~,
and multi-. Care should be taken in'printing so that all
hyphens are closest to the center of the circle. (6) For
the suffixes these should be printed in the eights as shown
in the diagram: -ed, ~ment, ~, -ion, ~, -lv, -ship,
and an empty space in case some words do not require a
suffix to form a word. For the suffix circle all the
hyphens should be pointing toward the outside of the circle
rather than the center as with the prefix circle. (7) Brass
fasteners should be placed through the center of the circles
and through the large piece of cardboard to attach them.
(8) The insert for the roots should be made narrow enough
to fit inbetween the cardbaord pieces in the middle of the
card. The insert should be made of cardboard. The roots
which should be printed on the cardboard are S110wn on the
following page.
"~ • '1 ~ ...,f,
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Root.Insert for Dial-A-Word:
color
graph
ject
act
friend
establish
Dial-A-Word has a nuw~er of possible word
combinations. Below are listed some· of the possible
word combinations.
Word List:
1. react
2. reaction
3. friendship
4. establishment
5. discolor
6. multicolor
7. multicolored
8. disestablishment
9. autograph
10. pll0nograph
11. multiaction
12. reject
13. unfl."ien.dl~{
14. sUbject
15. sUbjected
16. telegraphed
Make-A-Word is an activity for spelling. The
circles are twisted on the brass fasteners so that words
of five letter are made. A ~ossible word list for Make-
A-Word are given below:
1. salad
2. talon
3. lever
4. piper
5. saver
6. penal
t •
7. polar
~. sola.r
9. t. E..nor
10. level
11. soli.d
12. li"\rer
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Organizing reports and papers
Rep~rt writing, a stepping stone. Organization is
like a stepping stone. We step along a path which leads
us to a world of "Do It Right Now" instead of procrastina-
ting. These stepping stones make it easy to follow a cer-
tain line or thought. Extracurricular consumption of time
and effort is not allowed. While time is used wisely, steps
are marked off showing completed work. This leads us to a
goal of completing a task, peace of mind, and satisfaction
in "a job well done."
Before a research paper 1s introduced in the eighth
grade English class, several other materials are introduced
to the students mainly because the organization of their
textbook is followed. In their textbook, Ginn Elements o~
English 8, chapter 8, "The Reporter's World," presents the
mass media by introducing the two main divisions: the
electronic media and the printed media. Then, a newspaper
unit is begun as a media of information. Newspaper aruicles
are classified into types, analrzed, and written~ Students
collect each type of newspaper article and label it. They
analyze the sUbjectivity or the objectivity of the news
article, and they learn to write leads, headlines, and
finally, the actual article. Since the eighth graders are
responsible for the pUblishing of the school newspaper, an
opportunity is available to the students to use their
skills and see them in print. After being presented this
information, the students start a unit on report writing.
Report preparation. Bringing information to others
and presenting them with new ideas and thoughts to consider
is an important part of writing, especially a report.
A topic must be chosen, then lImited if necessary, researched,
organized, written, proofread, rewritten, and lastly, the
final touches for the written paper must be added such as
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illustrations, footnotes, a bibliography, an appendix, if
needed, and a cover for the report.
Necessary· tools. ~tor wr>J.ting a report, several
tools are necessary: (1) library research skills which
include using the card catalogue, locating the books on
the library shelves, and using the book's table of contents
and index; (2) encyclopedia locational skills; and
(3) specific reference book skills such as using~
Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature, !ogetts Thesaurus,
and The World Almanac; (4) organizing and writing a biblio-
graphy; (5) notetaking; (6) writing an outline; (7) writing
· footnotes; and (8) writing skills such as spelling, penman-
ship, punctuation, using complete sentences, sentence vari-
ety, and paragraph development. Notetaking and outlining
have been discussed in a pre"riou.s section; therefore, this
information will be deleted from the report writing section.
Topic choice. Students may either be assigned to
groups or select their own groups to discuss choosing
topics for writing a report, limiting their topic to one
specific approachable idea, a.'ld fo.t'mulatillg questions
that may guide the students during their library researCh.1
Together they will choose a topic, for instance, the mass
media. Since this topic is too broad, some narrowing of
the scope of this topic will be necessary. Moving from
the mass media to the topic, movies, would be another step in
limiting the topic. Yet at this point, the topic is not
sUfficiently limited. Diagram 5 points out how the
topic may be limited in scope so a report may be written.
1
Ellen T. Kerrigan, M. Ed.; Lena T. Trojano, M.Ed.;
Mary C. Concannon, Ph. D.; Margaret M. Hock; and Constant
J. De Cotiis, Ph. Dc. Pati!:.erns .. 2f Eng£f?h I (!tle,~ York:
William H. Sadlier, 19680, p. 76.
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General or broad topic--Mass media
f--1ovies
Movies of 1977
Specific or narrowed n star vJars U
topic-------------------The Special Effects Used
in Making "star War's"
Diagram 5. Limiting a Topic.
Therefore, The Special Effects Used in Making
n Star \.vars It is an example of a possible topic to use.
Once the topic choice is narrowed, questions should be
formulated and then written out for reference during
· the writing of the research paper. Some examples of
questions are presented as follows:
Questions:
1. What were some of the special effects used in
the movies, "star Wars t '7
2. How were these special effects accomplished?
3. Who was responsible for these accomplishments?
4. What types of materials, knowledge, and movie
techniques were necessary to develop the special
effects?
5. How were the robots built to walk and talk?
6. After seeing the movie, "star Wars," what is
my opinion of the effectiveness of these special
effects?
7. Where can the answers to t'l1ese questj..on.s be
obtained?
References:
a. The movie, "star vJars"
b. TV Special, "Behind the Scenes of 'star
Wars' "
~. Book entitled, Star Wars
.... ', "'a ... 1-I"
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d. Write to the producer or director of the
movie "star \vars" concerning the special
effects
e. Milwaukee Public Library's Re~dy Reference,
278-3011, for the address of the producer
or director of n star vIa!." s"
f. Research topics from the subject file in the
card catalogue: movies and special effects,
films, making movies
Once the topic is narrowed and the questions are
determined, it is possible to start the research invplved
,
in writing a report. Areas to search for current informa-
tion at the library would be (1) current periodicals;
(2) the newspapers; (3) the vertical file; (4) TIle Rea..d!:.r 1 s
Guide to Perio~~cal Lit~rature; (5) books on movies and
special effects; (6) call Ready Reference; or (7) ask t.he
librarian to assist you~ Sometimes television specials
may be of assistance or special radio programs. Pr1ono-
graph records and albums may be beneficial too. It may
be benefi.cial to watch for these special in tIle TV Guide
for television programs and the local listings in the news-
papers for radio programs and records.
Since the topic was limited, a statement of pur-
pose was written next.
Statement of Durpose. When writing a statement
of purpose, it is important to remember several factors:
(1) the audience t s interests, age, vocabulary level, and
previous understanding of the topic; (2) the main point
of the report; (3) the questions posed and their respect-
ive answers; and (4) a plan of action such as what will
be proved, questioned, explained, told about, or illus-
trated. wben the statement of purpose is written and
revised, research may continue to the next step.
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Wr~ting for a Particular Audience
1~ Keep your audience interested
2. Have neat handwriting
3. ~emember to punctuate sentences correctly
·4. Write appropriately for the audience using the
appropriate language style
s. Vary the writing vocabulary according to the age
level of the group
6. Know what will be written about in the paper
7 A Determine who the audience will be
8. Choose an appropriate type of letter, business or
friendly, if one is to be written
9. Have a good attitude toward the audience
Chart 6. Writing for a Particular Audience.
Three time savers in doing research for a paper or
report are as follows. First, seek bibliographies compiled
by authors on a specific topic or written at the end of a
chapter or at the end of a book. Secondly, write the call
number on your bibliography cards so that the book may be
found later if it is needed. Thirdly, write the library's
name or abbreviation on your bibliography cards if you use
more than one library for your research. This will assist
the researcher to locate a book quickly.
Following the establishment of the pu~pose for
writing, the criteria for· the written report was estab-
lished. The students were given a checklist to keep track
of the completed parts of the paper, and the teacher had a
corresponding checklist for each student. Notes, dates, and
conference comments were listed on the students· sheets.
An e~~ple of the checklist may be found on the following
pag~~ Specific expectations for the report are discussed,
and a ~i$ting of how each student will be graded is pro-
vided during the discussion so the students know exactly
what will be expected of them. An example of tl1e \vritten
report grading sheet is found below.
Written -Re-port Gra.ding Sheet
N~e:
Subject:
pate:
Topic:
Grades
£
Cover:
outline:
Bibliography form:
Footnotes, if .any:
Neatness:
Spelling:
Capitalization:
Punctuation:
Penmansllip: (Ink/Typed) :
Organiza.tion:
Grade:
Development of topic:
---------..................
Sentence structure and variety:
OVERALL GRADE:
COMM~r.JT s :
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LANGUAGE
LITERATUI{E
CQMPOSI'rION
READING
SPEAKING
LISTEl\lING
WRITING
Research Paper Checklist
(See textbook for English 8, pages 195-196.)
DUE DATES
Topic approved.
------
Bibliography cards
------started.
Note cards, 3"xS 11
------index cards, bought,
or paper cut to
3 t,xS" size.
Decide on a state-
------ment of purpose
and write it out.
(P. 189, EX. A)
Bibliography cards
------completed.
Note cards com-
------pleted.
Organize notes
-----------and write an out-
line. (P. 189, EX. B)
Describe the audi-
------ence you are
writing for.
(P. 189, EX. C)
DUE DA']:'ES
Write an opening
-------paragraph that will
catch the attention
of 'i:he reader.
( P. 189 , EX. D )
Write a second short_~_---
paragraph to intro-
duce ideas and pur-
pose. (P. 189, .
EX. E)
Write your first
------draft.
Revise the first
---......--draft.
Develop a conclu-
------sion.
Second draft.
-- 1
Bibliography page
--completed.
vv11(Jle paper com-
-----pleted.
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Due dates are estimated for the first four expecta-
tions, and then, the other due dates can be adjusted
accordingly. Depending on the students' working speeds,
due dates may be modified to adjust to the students'
abilities. Tperefore, flexibility would be essential for
estimating future due dates for each individual as the
writing and research of the report progressed. A time span
of a week or more may be given for each of these tasks
after a definite due da~e is established: bibliography
cards and basic researc~ and two days may be given for the
statement of purpose if need be. More time and teacher
guidance may be needed for some students who have difficulty
in planning, learning, or studying.
When each skill has been introduced, the students
who could work faster were allowed to work ahead of the
established due dates if they could fulfill the given
expectations and have their research report checked at
specific agreed upon intervals. At this point, the speed
of the report writing is not as important as learning the
steps of report writing and completing them and the report.
An outline of the steps in writing a report as
shown in diagram 6 may be written on the chalkboard or on
a transparency. An alternative to the diagram would be
the drawing of the stepping stones, figure 10, Stepping
stones to Completing a Research Report, may be given to the
students on a duplicated sheet to assist them in determin-
ing the major steps in writing a research report or the
stepping stones may be used to create a bulletin board
for reference during the report writing unit.
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On this page the diagram which summarizes the
steps in writing a report in outline form will be
presented.
?teps in Writing a Research Report
I. Topic Choice
II. Limitation of the Topic
III. Bibliography Cards~-Started
IV. statement of Purpose and Audience Evaluation
v. Preliminary Research--General Information
VI. Revision of the statement of Purpose
VII. Research--Specific In~ormation and Notetaking
VIII. Notecards--Started
IX. Outline Development
x. Bibliography Cards and Notecards--Completed
XI. Organization of the Report and Report Writing
XII. Proofreading
XIII. Revision of the Report
XIV. Bibliography, Footnotes, and Appendix or Appendixes
xv. Good Copy of the Report
XVI. Completed Research Report
Diagram 6. Summary of the steps ~n Writing a Report:
An Outline.
On the following page the drawing representing the
stepping stones toward completing d research report will
be shown. Instead of presenting the library research skills
after the drawing, they will be ~iscussed in the Reference
Book section of the Materials divis~on of this paper.
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Figure.10. Stepping stones to Completing a Research Report.
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Notetaking. Trying to sort notes taken on both
sides of loose leaf paper, scraps of paper, or assorted
sizes of paper ~ay be troublesome and lead to lost notes,
misplaced papers, or just confusion. William and others
offer .suggestions to students who are writing reports or
papers. Take notes carefully and organize them on 3-inch
by 5-inch notecards. Here is a summary of Wil1i&as'
ed 1~ ease
1. Keep a 3-inch by 5-inch index card of each source
of information so proper credit may be given in
the bibliography or in the footnotes. When each
source is on a separate card, alphabetizing the
information is much easier.
It is best to include the author's name, title
of the book in an abbreviated manner, page
number, and the book's call number so information
may be located later if it becomes necessary.
2. Keep separate notecards for each division of the
topic. Then, other index cards may be sorted
behind its proper section.
3. Read information thoroughly first. Then using
your own words, summarize the author's ideas and
begin taking notes. Do not copy directly from the
source of information unless it is being quoted.
Bibliography informatio~. At the end of research
reports is a listing of the books, periodicals, and any
other sources which have been used to prepare the report.
This listing of reference sources is known as a biblio-
graphy. During the p~esentation in class of the biblio-
graphy information, a form sheet may be given to the
students so they may refer to the sheet for reference
while they are writing their bibliography cards and their
bibliography.
1Elizabeth Williams, Ginn Elements of English 8,
Le~ington, Mass.: Ginn & Co., 1970. p. 181.
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In the Handbook of your English textbook, examples
of a book, a magazine, and an encyclopedia entries of a
bibliography are given. The last name of the author is
written even with the left-hand margin of the paper
followed by a comma, and the first name of the author
follows with a period after it. The title of the book,
magazine, or encyclopedia is written after the author's
name, and it is underline~. Th~n the place of pUblication
followed by a colon and the pUblishing house, a comma, and
the copyright date are added. Bibliography entries are
arranged in alphabetical order according to the authors'
last names or the title of the book, magazine, or encyclo-
pedia if it does not have an author. If the titles start
with ~t ~, or ~, the titles are alphabetized by the next
word.
Example entry for a book:
Hagen, Conny. Alcoa's Book of Decoration~. New York:
Golden Press; 1959.
Footnote informati~. The purpose of footnotes
is to give credit to the author who is responsible for an
idea or thought. It helps the reader to check the facts .
or the way the summarized points of the book, magazine, or
encyclopedia compare to the original source. The footnote
reference to a book includes ,the author's natne (first name
last name), the title of the book (underlined), and the
page number or numbers. Footrlotes for magazines and
encyclopedias will be given below and on the following
page. Footnotes are divided from the context of a written
work by a line about one and one half inches long_
. Magazine article, no author:
1 "
"Growing Tiny Trees," r,Ta~J._~nal Geo.graphic Wor!s!,
Number 29 (February 1978),' p. 12.
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Magazine article with an author:
2Shelley Smolkin, "All-American Yourth Bowling
Chro~ps," Young Athlete, 2 (Febrallry 1978): 16~19.
(Volume 2) (Page numbers)
Encyclopedia article without an author:
3"Silverware,tr Funk and Wagnall Standard Refer=
ence Encyclopedia, (Volume 22), pp. 8009-8010.
or
22: 8009-8010
Volume : Page numbers
Any material copied word for word or ideas not
· generally known must be footnoted. Material from a text-
book does not need to be footnoted unless it is copied
word for word, but the textbook must be in the biblio-
graphy whether a footnote is provided or not.
BibliograQhy notecard organizatioq. In the
following examples suggestions are offered for organizing
the information on notecards for the report's bibliographyc
Author: (Last name, first name)
Title: (Underlined)
Place of publication:
Copyright date: (Year)
Page(s):
Author: (Last name, first name)
Title of article: (In quotation
marks, " ")
Name of magazine: (Underlined)
VQlume number: page(s)
Date of the magazine:
A book
A magazine
article
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Name of show:
Series title:
Date of the show:
Name of show or speaker:
Channel:
Time, if possible:
Date:
Name of movie:
Year of issue:
Date seen:
Location:
Name of person being intervi~wed:
Topic:
Date interviewed:
Interviewer, if different from the
person who is writing the article:
I
TV show or
moyie
Radio program
Movie or
film
Personal
interview
.....,.. ~" ..,,,
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The report, the beginning. Beginning the report
may be less complicated by choosing one of the five ways
Williams mentions in her textbook, Girin Elernents of
English 8. Common ways of opening a report are to begin
with (1) an example, (2) an anecdote, (3) a quotation,
(4) a question, or (5) a definition which mayor may not
be followed by a personal definition. l Using one of
these techniques may supply an interesting or attention-
getting device introduction besides ,including the state-
ment of purpose in the first part of the report.
The report, the middle. In the main body of the
· report, the main idea developed by the statement of pur-
pose is further elaborated upon by supplying supporting
details. Questions formed at the beginning of report
writing process are answered in this·section. Specific
points may be explained, proved, questioned, told about,
or illustrated here. Personal opinions or experiences
may be incorporated with the ideas already presented if
they pertain to the main idea of the paper or report.
~he report, the conclusion. Ideas may be
summarized ur tied together in the conclusion~ ConclUding
remarks may be made, and suggestions for further study
may be given. Personal COllclusions may' be added, also.
lIbid., pp. 186-188.
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Materials to Use in Teaching the Reading illld study Skills
Reference books
Introduction. "The library and its reference
works 'could be considered an educa~ional medium, culture
transmitter, and social institution--an instrument of social
change in developing countries."l
Reference materials. Reference materials like
people come in all shapes, sizes, and colors. Each piece
of reference material has its own specific information
which is unique to it alone like a personality and its
features belong to each person. Many times we accept these
materials just the way they are without challenging our
minds to creative and varied use of the books and other
materials. Forgan in his recent book, The Reading Corne~
Ideas, Games, and Activities for Individualizing Reading,
presents numerous learning activity sheets which may
become springboards for development of materials made by
the teacher or better yet the students.
Often, an unused resource in the classroom is the
student. Many times small groups could organize a game,
bulletin board activity, or self-learning package for them~
selves and/or others. Dictionary skills, vocabulary
development, library skills, plus skills tests in areas of
ptudy skills, parts of a book, and reference materials
offer a wealth of material that may be developed into
lessons for or by the students themselves.
Using the actual reference book would be more
beneficial due to copyrights and the new copyright law
which went into practice and enforcement on January 1, 1978.
lB. Ardhanareeswaran, "Reference Skills and
Education for Development, n JOl.1rn~l 0.£ F~eadi11.9. 20 (fJlay
1977): 676.
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More .information about the new copyright law and its
effects are found in appendix C. The New Copyright Law
of 1978, as an ~ddition to assist teachers.
Some activities to encourage the usage of refer-
ence materials and reinforce reference material skills
and library skills will be presented. Many of these
ideas are probably not new, but as far as this paper is
concerned, the activities are useful in guiding students
to become more aware of what a libr~ry has to offer them.
An interest. inventory. An interest inventory
may be valuable so teachers may determine the following
· information about their students: first of all the
students' general school interests; secondly, their
activities outside of school; and lastly, their general
attitude toward books and reading.
Name
Date
Interests
1. List your hobbies or the things you like to do.
2. What is your favorite sUbject in school and why.
3. What clubs or other activities do you belong to
in school?
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4.' What clubs or other activities do you belong to
outside of school?
5. What magazines and newspapers do you have at home?
6. What are the titles of the ones you like the best?
7. vfuat magazines and newspapers do you read twice
or more a week?
8. Give the titles of any library boo~(s that you have
read in the last year.
9. Do you have a library card?
10. If you were told you would be the first man or woman
to live on a space platform and all you could do
would be to read, what reading materials would you
.bring along with you to make your trip more enoyable?
Because of weight problems and packing, you would be
allowed four items. What four reading materials would
you take along?
Why would you choose these reading materials?
(Use the back of this paper if you need more space.)
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Library research skills. One way to become familiar
with the card catalogue is to have tile librarian or the
teac11er introduce it, to the students. Preparation fo!:· tl1e
visit to the school library or to the neighborhood library
may be made by the teacher. The card catalogue may be
compared to a Sears, Penneys, or other type of catalogue
which contains a variety of information on the products.
On the other hand, the card catalogue organizes its infor-
mation not by an index in alphabetical order but by
arranging all its information alphabetically on three types
of cards: (1) the author card, (2) the title card, and
· (3) the sUbject card. Alphabet~zing exercises may be_done
at this point to check the students' understanding and
proficiencies in alphabetizing. Possible alphabetizing
exercises are suggested.
The teacher may ask a student to alphabetize a
series of five words on an index card. The student
should try to do this exercise orally rather than in
writing.
Another activity or exercise involve·s a list of
words with aach ~ord individually being written on a piece
of cardboard and then alphabetized. The directioI1S for
the exercise are given as follows:
1. List the words from either Word List 1 or Word
List 2 on the next page on posterboard, card-
board, index cards, or construction paper covered
with clear Contac paper.
2. Write the directions on the outside of an envelope
or box wl1ich will hold t:.11e word cardz.
DIRECTIONS: Put the words in this envelope
in alphabetical order.
After the word cards are in the
proper order, have the teacher or
a student check them· for you.
3.
4.
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2. Another set of directions may be written instead
of the ones previously mentioned:
DIRECTIO}JS: Place these word cards in alprla-
betical order.
2. On your paper, write these numbers
in a column like thIs:
1.
4.
7.
12.
15.
Which words should fill in the
blanks?
Write these words after their
proper number.
Word List 1
remember
remembrance
memory
rnemorize
memorial
prove
improve
improvement
transition
transoceanic
transitive
transportation
transit
transformation
reassign
\vor.'"d List 2
repeating
repeat
repressior.l
represent
reparation
representation
repeated
repetition
redllction
red1.1Ce
repeatedly
I.'equirements
responsible
re·quest
record
'\':,tt., ~.,. '-"'It
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Large cards illustrating the author, title, and
sUbject cards of the card catalogue may be made on poster-
board by the te~cher or by the students. These cards would
assist the students in identifying the information on the
cards .more readily. Also, they would be useful as visual
aids or part of a bulletin board display preferably prepared
by the students' supplemental knowledge and creativity
giving them an active participation in a classroom activity.
The library itself, however, is organized by using
the Dewey .Decimal System. Each card in the card catalogue
and each book on the shelf are given a corresponding Dewey
· Decimal number as shown in Illustration 8. In this 'i,ray
books are located easier, and they may be arranged on the
shelf faster due to the orderly manner of organization.
Book location activities. Assisting students in
locating books in trle library may be accomplished by using
several techniques.
1. Actual library books bought from a library
book sale may be placed on a shelf in the order of their
Dewey Decimal numbers. Cards could be made for each book,
and the cards could be organized in a box like the card
catalogue. For students who need practice, a small library
could be used first and practice in locating books on a
smaller scale could be completed in this manner.
2. To help students put the books back in the
correct order, one student at a time may be given one or
several books, and the teacher or another student may
determine whether it is· put back in the correct area.
3. Books borrowed from the library or bought
from a library book sale could be put on a shelf in a
random order, and the students must correctly place them
in their proper order according to the Dewey Decimal
System.
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914 .. 3
S 454
1977
AUTHOR CARD
Seger, Gerhart H.
Germany
Grand Rapids, Mich.:
The Fideler Company
1977 ill. 158 pages
914.3
S 454
1977
18 page 'Ski11s Manual
TITLE CARD
Germany
Seger, Gerhart H.
Germany
Grand Rapids, Mich.:
The Fideler Company
1977 ill. 158 pages
18 page Skills Manual
SUBJECT CARD
Seger, Gerhart H.
Germany
Gr~nd Rapids, Mich.:
The Fideler Company
1977 ill. 158 pages
18 page Skills Manual
GERMANY--EAST: WEST914.3S 454
1977
Illustration 8. Comparing the
Card Catalogue Numbe:r to the Bookbinding
Number. Examples of the Three Types of
Found in the Card Catalogue: the Author
the Title Card, and the Subject Card.
914.3
S 454
1977
Cards
Card,
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4. Students could be given a list of one to four
beoks to locate in the card catalogue and obtain specifically
listed information from the cards such as (1) the Dewey
Decimal number, (2) whether there are illustrations in the
book, or (3) how current the book is by checking the copy-
right date.
5. A list of topics could be given to the students
to choose from. The students must find two books on the
shelves, aud they must give each bo~k's author, title,
publication information,. and copyright date plus the Dewey
Decimal number from the card catalogue.
6. ltJrite a bibliograprlY for a specific topic.
7-. Students may make a bulletin board to help
themselves use the Dewey Decimal System. This mnemonic
device may be a useful starting point or springboard of
ideas.
Ten Classes of Books f'tlnemonic
000-099
100-199
200-299
300-399
400..499
500-599
600-699
700-799
800-899
900-999
Qeneral Works
E.hilosophy
.Religion
Social Studies
-
!:anguage
Science
-Qseful Arts
Fine Arts
-
Literature
.!:!istory
Good
!:upils
!equire
~peedy
~earning
So
-
Use
-
Eine
!:ibra,ry
!!elps
Chartl 7. Dewey Decimal System Classifications and
Mnemonic Device (Memory-Helper).
1
Joseph Bellafiore, Re'tr:te~fJ Text in EI1g1ish r..languag~
Arts~ Preliminary (New York: Amsco School Publications,
1958 , p. 363.
.t.;,,. ..... ,.
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8. An actvity mapping the school library or the
local library with specific purposes in mind will assist
the students in their Lib~ary Search. As surveyors, they
would map their way around the library or have a treasure
hunt for a special book or reference material. They may
be encouraged to become actively involved in the quest.
9. The students would give directions very
specifically to locate in the library a section or a book.
Not only is this a book Ioeational ~kill, it will assist
the students in writing specific directions.
10. The students must locate specific reference
· books to use to answer questions previously prepared for ·
them.
11. A get acquainted paper may be given to the
students to direct them to the refernce book area of the
library.
Getting Acquainted with the Library
1. Where are the reference books located in ·the
library7
2. List the reference books you have used before
this visit to the library.
3. What magazine did you find in the library that
you liked? Lis.t the ffiElgazine' 5 name, i..ts date,
and an article that you found interesting below.
Or did you find a book you liked instead of a
magazine? List the name of the book, its author,
and the Dewey Decimal number below.
Is there any particular reason you chose this
-magazine or book? Wrla.t inter~sted you .tltost
about it?
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A brief quiz on the Dewey Decimal System, the card
catalogue, and reading an entry from the Reader's Guide to
Pel"'iodical Lite.~ature would provi.de an opport.urlity to
determine the students' understanding. Depending upon the
teach~r's objectives, a listing of the Dewey Decimal Class-
ification and its topics mayor may not be provided for the
students' usage.
The Library
I. Write down the Dewey Decimal Classification section
number where you might find each of the following
items.
A. The history of the fu~erican people
B. Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature
c. The Catholic Church
D. The mountains of Asia
E. A dictionary of sports terms
F. The music of Beethoven
II. Write the names of the reference sources which would
be appropriate in the following blanks.
A. The card catalogue in a large library is generally
organized according to
•
.......-----
______, _._.. , and
B. One source of information is an expert with whom
you may hold an •
--------
c. One source of easily available, general summary
information on a topic would be an
-----_.
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III. The following item is an entry from the Reade~~~
Guide to Perio~ical Literature:
Glossary of campus slang. L. B. Johnson.
il. I-1::Call 94:55 Ap '67.
Rewrite the information so that someone unfamiliar
with the abbreviations would understand the entry.
For those who would like further materials to
consult concerning the usage of reference books, the
library, and library skil1~ a bibliography, A Selected
Bibliography of Library and Reference Materials, will
be provided at the end of this research peper in the
additional selected bibliographies sectione Books,
leaflets, magazines, pamphlets, posters, and other
materials were co~sidered for this bibliography_
Hopefully, this bibliography will be of assistance to
teachers in planning their library and reference skills
units and lesson plans. Since these are only some of
the materials available, further information may be
found in libraries whether they are pUblic libraries
or professional libraries.
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Library Books and Maqazines
Introduction. To combine the use of library
books, magazines, letter writing, a~d research) a sho~t
genealogy section was developed. In writing this section
on genealogy, it is not possible for students to dash to
the local library and obtain an encyclopedia like they
may do for other projects. Location skills are needed
along with delving and inquisitive minds. Since refer-
ence materials are used to some extent, students will
benefit from knowing how to use reference materials.
Through this activity, the students rely on family con-
tacts and participation. The information gathered may
be kept by the family for years to come and, hopefully,
be of value to the students' families.
The genealoov section. This activity combines
Language Arts and social studies activities which use
reading and study skills.
My Roots in the Community, School, and Fa~
Assignment Sheet # 1: My Ffu~ily History
.Directions for Stages One a!ld Two and the
objectives to be met by the students are listed below:
stage-!. The students will do the following:
1. Collect pictures of their families both recent and
past pictures, plus their pets, their horne, and
their yard.
2. The pictures will be neatly mounted in any form
the students feel is approprinte such as a booklet
or a photo album.
3. Each picture will have captions with the event
taking place and the names and relationship of the
people pictured.
4. Each family member will be pictured.
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staqe 2. The students will do tlle following:
1. Collect pictures of their relatives: great-
grandparents, grandparents, aunts, uncles, cous~n~,
nieces, and nephews.
2. The pictures of these relatives will be mounted and
captioned in the same manner as before or with some
modifications if needed.
Assignment Sheet 1:/= 2: My Family flistor~l
Objectives to be met for stage 3 are listed below:
stage 3.
1. Students must write a friendly letter and a business
letter using the correct forms of the parts of a
letter.
2. The students will do an interview of another student
in the classroom.
Prepared questions are a necessity along with
proper materials for notetaking or taking a
cassette recorder with them.
The report will be written in paragraph form and
checked for accuracy by the partner being interviewed.
3. A mock telephone conversation will be presented by
two students at a time in front of the class. They
will present a telephone interview.
4. The students will interview the oldest member of
their family, if possible, or someone in their
family at least thirty to forty years older t11an
they' are by one of these methods: (a) telephone;
(b) letter; or (c) personal interview. If for
some reason the students have problems finding a
member of their family, the teacher will be the
final source to discuss the matter with the students.
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stage 4. Who's Who in Your Family
1. Read an entry of a famous person in the reference
book, 1tlho' s i/Jho in America.
2. After reading the information, several steps in
vJri ting. an entry for your ~'Jho t s \"lho in fvly Farnily
should come to mind:
a. Name, last name first comma first name
b. Last name is in all capital letters
c. Year of birth. hyphen (-) year of death or an
empty space if the person is still alive,
for example, 1963- •
d. Occupation
e. Important accomplishments or achievements
in your life and the year of the accomplishment
f. Religion
g. Address
3. Write an entry in your Who's Who in My Family
for yourself and the immediate members of your
family. You should have at least three entries
in.your Who's Who if you are an only child.
stage 5. Complete a Family Tree Chart shown on the
next page.
stage 6. My Family Crest and Monogram.
1. Design a family crest or shield. Consider important
aspects of your family's heritage.
a. Nationality or nationalities
b. Length of time your relatives have been in
America
c. Family interests or hobbies
d. People who are in your family
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Illustration 9~ Family Tree.
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"Illustration 10. Family Crest or Family Shield.
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Illustration 11. Silver Pattern and Monogram.
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~. Choose a specific shape for your crest.
(1) Draw the shape of your choice
(2) Divide it as you plan your construction
(3) In each part of ycur crest or shield d~aw
a distinctive symbol for your family
(4) Draw other designs around the basic crest
is you wish.
2. Design a family monogram using your last initial.
a. Methods to use
(1) Cross stitch or needlepoint
(2) Graph paper
(3) Ink and pen drawing
(4) Clay or plaster of Paris
b. Resources
(1) Needlecraft books
(2) Lettering entry in an encyclopedia
stage 7. Draw a map of the United States and Wisconsin.
On the maps put in the cities where you or
your relatives live.
Assignment Sheet # 3. Family Almanac
1. Determine the birthdays of each of your immediate
family members.
2. Design a calendar for each of the months of the year.
3. Write in each of your family members' birthdays.
4. Write in important family events, past, present, or
future, such as anniversaries, weddings, births,
and others for your immediate family and relatives.
5. Make a list of family traditions.
6. Write the family stories or oral history that has
been passed down from genera~ion to generation.
7. Create poems for each of your immediate family
members.
8. List any family sayings or humorous sayings they
may have.
•S ~d.
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Games
Introduction. ttReadirlg i.s Funda.mental U is the
--.r------
key slogan of the federal government's RIP Program which
provides books for those who do not have them. Usually on
commericals ~or RIF, the first three letters of fundamental
are capitalized to emphasize ttlat reading can be fun, first,
as well as being a fundamental skill necessary to learn in
school.
Goa.l. Si:lce tj>1::~ ul t:i:~·iat::- qoa~. of us in0 games is to
make rea\jirlg rev-larding acc:or'din(jr:o Allington and Strange,
d · b ~ 1 ~. 1 ~I th· · t brea J.ng caI1 e run t:) us !:'e\;..:a.l~ ......l.ng $ J..ovJ" 1.S J.S 0 e
accomplished depends upon the students and the teachers
who are responsible for" thL~5_r l(~a.l"'rling.. Cht')osing comn1ercia"1
games selE:ctively and pr'oviding )crle essential elenlent of
motivation, gaming can be beneficial in learning and/or
in reinforcing reading and study skills. Of course, games
cannot be the \e'll101e curricu11.1rn, l)lJ"~: i.nserted a·t the riC]rlt
moment, games can be resourceful means of making reading
fun.
Vj.e~oints. Aroc).n.g reSt~clr"C}ler$ a.nd teac}1eI."s, trlere
is concern about the usefulne5s of games. Allington and
strange believe games do not foster positive motivation nor
motivate enough to continue growth in a skill. In other
words, the motivation they observe is two fold: (1) two
or more players pitted against each otl1er, and (2) games
used by the least creative teacher to motivate the children
to learn. 2 Allington and strange's viewpoints are countered
by Steiner who sees games as an a3set to learnirl~J• "Despite
criticisms leveled against their use--that they teach
lRichard L. Allington and Michael Strange, ftThe
Problem with R~adil1g Games, ff ~hE': f~.e2iCl~n(J Teacl~eJ:' 31
(December 1977): 274.
2Ibid •
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comp~tition, simplify the world unnecessarily, and avoid
issues in 'real learning' games possess an undeniable
ability to motivate and to involve that cannot be
ignored_ttl
Uses. By using games, students must be respon-
sible for their own learning. "They learn best by taking
an active part in their own education. n2 Besides being
motivators, games have diagnostic value, too, according
to Carter. He sees them as useful in three areas:
(1) assessing cognitive functioning;
(2) assessing affective functioning;
and (3) evaluating four areas:
(a) social behavior,
(b) problem solving techniques,
(c) competitive behavior, and 3
(d) other interactional patterns~
Glazer views games as ways to promote success in
learning to read. Four more ideas of Glazer's encourage
the usage of games.
1. Success at games can reinforce the willingness
to learn.
2. Games can foster independence and team cooper-
ation.
3. Games can develop attitudes of self-assessment.
4. Games provide opportunities for "diagnosis,
teaching, and evaluation."4
lKaren Steiner, "ERIC/He3 Child's Play: Games
to Teach Reading, If 'fhe Reading 1~eache.r: 31 (January
1978): 476.
2 ~Ibid., p. 474. ~Ibid., p. 476.
4susan M. Glazer, "Learning to Read Can Become
'Fun and Games', tt ir\ Classroom Practice in Rea,.:ii.nci ~ ed.
Richard A. Earle (Newark, Dcl.: Interna~i·onaI~Reading
Association, 1977), p. 50~
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Garnes: categories and c11aracteri.stics. Games are
classified by Glazer into two categories: (1) process
gffines and (2) r~inforceme~t games. First of all, process
games have the characteristics listed as follows:
1. Develop new ideas based on old ideas,
2. Present many solutions,
3. Are error free,
4. Insure student success, and
5. Develop self-confidence. l
On the other end of the learning sequence is the reinforce-
ment game. These reinforcement games possess specific
· characteristics, also. These characteristics are listed
here:
1. Signal one correct response,
2. Create a competitive situation, and
3. Create a feeling of satisfaction. 2
Skills. Garnes that provide practice in oral read-
ing, silent reading, comprehension, and reinforcement of a
previously learned skill seem to be the most useful for the
students. To determine the skills of each game, the content
areas, and the number of players, consult chart 8. Game
Skills Chart. Games achieve the greatest effectiveness
when used to reinforce skills that have already been
3presented.
"Callnery suggests that almost any game can be
turned into a reading or content area game if students are
required, before taking a turn, to read a word, identify a
sUffix, spell a word, or punctuate a sentence.,,4
2--b - dJ.. J.. .,1Ibid., p. 45.
3Steiner, ftERI{:/RCS Child t S Pla:l:
Reading,U p. 476.
4Ibid., p. 475.
p. 460
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AD-LIE iICROSSWORD X X X X X XCUBES
AUTI-I0:<S X X X XCAI~D G/\f1E
BOGGLE X X X· X X X X
Ci\.REERS
X X X X
FLUSTER •X X X X X X X
TliE G};r~IE OF' X X XEASY Iv~ONEY
GLOB.~L X X XFLASrICARDS
-.,-.-GO TO THE HEI~D
OF 'THE X X X X
CLASS
GRAl)PLE X X X X X X
LANDSLIDE X X X X
MONOPOLY X X X X
THE NEWS X X X X X X
GAl-'IE
SPILL I~ND X X X v X J I X X.t\, ISPELL
u. s. FLASH- X X X
CARDS •
YOUR
XAlv1ERICA X X X X
l-
Chart 8-. Garnes Skills Chart.
COlnmercial qames.e Commercial games such as those
.i~~ ._~ " . d
$e~~ct~vely listed in bibliography form could provide
~ome or all of the ~ossible uses that Cannery mentions.
These games would be particularly useful at free times
duril1g the da¥, such as before school, at lU11Ch time when
the children are inside, or after school, if this is
.de.sirable.
Guidelines. In choosing games it is best to have
guidelines established.-
Gaming in the classroom should be guided
by the following:
1. Must help in achievement of ~lassroom
goals
2. Should enrich and give needed practice
3. Avoid games with complicated or vague
directions
4. Should group by ability
5. Should be used to provide se~f-competition
6. Should be self-checking 1
7. Enhances learning and anticipation~
Cannery suggests addi-ti9na1 guidelines in using
games: (1) incorporate an element of surprise and
(2) consider the time element. ttToo ·much time spent in
waiting for a turn can minimize ins"tructional benefits. ,,2
Accordingly, some examples of games fulfilling these
requirements are Scra~ble Alphabet, Bingo, and The Guinness
Book of World Recordse
Allington and strange provide ~ "Checklist ~or
Evaluating Garnes" at the top of page 274 in their article
for The Readinq Teacher issue of December, 1977. U?~ng
lRonald G. Noland and Lynda H, Craft, "Methods
to Motivate tlle ReIunctant Reader, n ~9u.t'nal of Reading
19 (Pebruary 1976): 391.
2steiner, "ERIC/RCS Child's Play: Games to Teach
Reading," p. 4750
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the checklist will assist those interested in using games
in the classroom to choose the appropriate ones.
Content areR games. Games may be USefl.l1 j_n the
content areas, and two examples of how games may be used
in the classroom will be given.
I Process or
Content P,..rea . Game Type Reinforcemen
Cateqorv
Social Landslide Commercially Reinforcement
Stlldies made
English Sentence Student or Process or
Pattern teacher made rei11forcement
Card
GamE:;
Chart 9. Content Area Games.
The first game, Landslide, is used in the area of
Social Studies (History/Government). Before the November
presidential election or before selecting or electing a
class president, a class could use the Parker Brother's
game to assist them in understanding how a president is
elected; what an electoral vote is; how many votes each
state has in electing the president; and the strategy
~necessary to win the game. Either a student who is a
group organizer type or the teacher may divide the class
into groups of four. If thetc are any people who do not
make up a foursome, they may form a smaller group.
Elimination rounds are played until four students remain.
A final game is played with the highest scorer being
declared the winner or becoming a possibility for class
president CJ 'l'rlis game gi.ves the students an 5.dea of how
the electoral college works.
t
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When the Landslide game was used in the classroom,
a student organized the teams for playing, and he kept a
record of the elimination rounds. Even after the elimina-
tion rounds were completed, the game was still used during
the noon hour.
The second game, The Sentence Pattern Card Game,
was used to reinforce the students' knowledge of sentence
patterns, how to organize a sentence, and to learn the
actual parts that compose each sentence pattern. Since
the game may be student and/or teacher-made, the directions
were provided on a duplicated sheet so the cards may be
· prepared, and the game may be played by following the
written directions. The directions for making this game
may be found in Appendix D. Since this game is not an
original design, it is possible the teachers have been
using this gdffie under another name or a modified version.
In summary reading games make reading fun and
rewarding. Allington and strange believe games offer
little more than winner-oriented motivation while Steiner,
Glazer, and Carter view games as ways that students can
grow in knowledge and in interacting with ot.her people.
Games are· classified into two categories: (1) process
games and (2) reinforcement games. Cannery suggests that
games may be used in reading if students perform some
!eading skill such as reading a word, identifying a pre~
fix or root, or following directions to play the game.
Games can be skill-oriented.. They can be guided and
evaluated by both students and teachers.
In conclusion, games can be useful in the learning
process provided guidance and specific objectives are
given.
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Television
Introduction_ Televj~sion is a unique medium
because it brings into tne classroom and into the home
on the spot events to further the informational back-
ground of students and the public. The educational value
of the programs is very prom~s1ng. Television according
to Schramm, Lyle, and Parker affords children with the
opportunities to meet famous people, hear important people
faced by people and by the government, quiz public figures,
and see events far away.l Viewing television must be as
critical as evaluating reading a newspaper article. 2 A
certain art, learning process, is essential to watching
television. "Furthermore, television is a real resource,
for example, assignments and what the teachers call
'enrichment t ."3
Usage of television in the classroom as an .~udio­
visual aid. Three main uses of television lessons are
(1) enrichment, (2) cooperative teaching, and (3) total
teaching. 4 Through enrichment, information beyond the
textbook and available audio-visual materials is given to
the students in the television lesson. The television
lesson which is used as enrichment may be used to (l)clarify
obsure material, (2) provide specific illustrations, and
(3) expand further ideas. Since the television program
is a learning device, the lesson may be related to class~
room learning assignments, project work, and the students'
experiences outside of the classroom. Therefore, the
televised lesson is auxiliary to the curricu1um. 5
lSChramrn, Lyle, an.d Parker with Freedman, Television
in the Lives of Our Children, p. 97. ·
2 3Ibid., p. 184. Ibid., pp. 184-185.
-4Costello and Gordon, Teach with Television. A
Guide for Instructional TV, p.-IT1.
SIb1d., pp. 127-128.
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Through cooperative teaching, the classroom
teacher supplements the material of the television teacher.
By introducing the lesson and by using textbock material,
a correlation between the televised lesson and the text-
book _may be formed.
In depending upon the television teacher to do the
total teaching, the purpose for watching the lesson must
be clearly established by the classroom teacher. By doing
this, the students will realize their expectations whether
they must take notes, complete a chart, write a su~nary
after the lesson, do a project based on the televised
lesson, place the important events in sequential order, or
get eight or more answers correct on a ten. ques·tion. quiz
following the television lesson. The worse thing to do is
to turn on the television with no p~rpose for viewing
established for the students and no follow-up activity
such as a discussion.
According to Gordon, there are some guides as to
when instructional television should be used in school.
First of all, television is a means of aiding the class-
room teacher. Secondly, since younger pupils have a
shorter attention span than older pupils, the length of
the lesson should be determined by the age of the students
In the third place "television is best used for courses
where teachers welcome help, subjects where television
. offers special advantages, and courses wh.ich could not
otherwise be taught_"l
Costello offers suggestions in using the tele-
vision in the classroom. The television set should be
placed in front of the window wall to avoid glare, and
the seats should be arranged in a triangular pattern in
front of the television. The television should be mounted
. lGOrdOn, Classroom Television. New Frontiers
in lTV, p. 87. .- -,-_a
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so it operates above the students' eye levels. During the
telecast, the room should be kept dim but not dark. l , The
sound level of the television s~ou~d be raised. Teuchers
should plan on circulating in the room especially during
the beginning. of the lesson to insure that everyone's
attention is focused on the television lesson. Since
teachers serve as examples to students, it is desirable
for the teachers to view the televised lesson. Even if
teachers have seen the +~sson previously, they can be the
observers of new ideas which can be used to recreate in
the classroom approaches which have been seen on the tele-
vision. Later the pupils! observations may be useful as a
resource for new ideas, suggestions, or activities to be
used along with the lesson.
Television can be used as an aid to teaching
because there are so many means by which is can be a class-
room aid. Some ways television may serve as an audio-
visual aid are as follows: (1) lectures and demonstrations,
(2) panel discussions s (3) interviews, (4) dramatizations,
(Sj audio-visual device, (6) !realia', and (7) pupil
participation with a talk back system or other device. 2
The television instructors and their lessons!
styles. According to Costello, the total responsibility
of teaching the lesson, giving homework, and motivating the
students are the responsibility of the television instruc-
tor. 3 The instruction by the television teacher should be
supported with a specific purpose for the students to view
the lesson. Classroom teachers should be supporters, rein-
forcers, clarifiers, and reviewers of the information
presented in the television lesson. Establishing a purpose
for the television lesson is essential to active student
participation and increases the value of the lesson presented.
Guide
lCostello and Gordon, Teach with
for Instructional TV, p.-T33-.-
3Ibid., p.
Television.
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Prefer.ably, a cooperative venture should exist between
the television instructor and the classroom teacher.
The conveying of knowledge to the students may be
dependent on the teaching styles in presenting the lesson.
This may affect how the students will remember the tele-
vision lesson's main points. Since teaching styles vary
from teacher to teacher, it may be beneficial to briefly
outline some of the possible lesson styles that are used
on television and in th~ classroom. l They are as follows:
I. Narrative Devices
A. Pure exposition
B. Expo~ition plus demonstration
C. Exposition and/or demonstration plus
reaction
II. Pictorial Emphasis
A. Skill presentations
B. Criticism and comment
III. Dramatic Communication
A. Dance and theater
B. Interviews and panel discussions and
debates
The television teacher will usually provide most
of the actual instruction. However, the cooperation of
the classroom teachers with the television instructor may
be dependent upon how well the teacher's guide has been
developed. This may be true especially if the classroom
teacher has never viewed the televised lesson.
Usage of the teacher' s gtl:ide. mor manual in .the
teacher's preearation of the tel~vi~ion lesson. Coopera-
tive teaching may depend upon how well the teacher's guide
(a) clarifies the exact nature of the course of study,
lGOrdOn, Classroom Telev:i.si.on. Net., Frontiers
in ITV t pp. 142-147.
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(b) lists the materials offered in the individual lessons,
(c) states what concepts and/or skills will be presented
by the television teacher, and (d) the specific responsi-
bilities of the classroom teacher: "A teacher's guide is
fundamentally a professional communication••• _"2
Essential parts of the teacher's manual suggested
by Gordon will be provided for the teachers who use the
television in the classroom. The objective of the lesson
should be clarified as to its usage in previous lessons and
lessons to follow. Descriptions of materials used in the
televlsion lesson should be provided. If the teachers are
. unfamiliar with the audio-visual materials used in the
presentation of the lesson t an explanation in the teacher's
guide would be of assistancee Suggestions for preparing
tile class for the television lesson ~ay be given. In this
introduction to the lesson, the classroom teachers should
refrain from teaching the content of the television lesson.
At the end of the lesson, time should be provided to
clarify points of the lesson, reteach these parts if
necessary, review the main ideas of the lesson, and follow~
up the lesson with an activity. A follow-up procedure may
be suggested in the teacher's guide. Related background
reading for the teacher's professional considerations and
sometimes for the students' reading may be given. Other
educational materials such as films, tapes, maps, and
charts relevant to the lesson may be provided in the
manual. "All materials which the classroom teachers n1ay
..;
use during t.he video lesson Sh!'?llld. also be listed along
with any other information which should be on the classroom
chalkboard while the lesson is being shown• .,3 Since it is
ATelevision.
New Frontiers
...-
lcostello and Gordon, Teach with
~ide for Instructional lTV, p-':-·~f~~~9~$-----------
2Gordon, Classroom Telev!!~onc
in .ITV, p. 186.
3Ibid., p. 187.
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essential that the class be totally prepared for the
television lesson, the students should know what materials
they will be needing during the televised presentation.
Hopefully, the teacher's guide will provide a list of
equipment necessary for each student to actively partici-
pate in the television lessonts activities. Guides and
•instructional materials provided with the television
lessons should be carefully prepared so the students may
1
use them.
Usually a teacher's guide follows a specific
lesson outline. Costello offers an outline of the lesson
. enumerating ten specific sections. For teachers planning
a television lesson without the benefit of a teacher's
guide outline, Costello's ideas will be briefly outlined,
and an example of a television lesson plan will be pro-
vided. 2
outline of the Television Lesson .
I. Objective
What should the students know at the completion
. of the lesson?
II. Relationship
How does the lesson relate to the overall
objective of the seriesl
III. Materials
A. Preparation for televised lesson
B. Preparation for the follow-up to the lesson
IV. Introduction
How may the lesson be introduced to the students?
v. Information
What material will the lesson present?
",'
lIbide, pp. 186-187.
2Costell0 and Gordon, T~a~l-:Q~h Television& A
Gu~de for Instructional ITV, p. 83~
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VI. Questions and Ideas
A. Classroom teacher's questions and ideas to use
B. Students I. qtlestions that may be asked
(The teacher will ant.icipate possible qtlestions
that the students may ask before, during, and/
or after the television lesson.)
VII. Suggested Activities
A. Pollow-up activities
(Further ideas for follow-up activities may be
found in app~ndix E, One Hundred Activitiy
Ideas.)
B. Relationship to other classroom sUbjects
1. Art
2. The Fine Arts
3. Language Arts (English, Reading, Spelling)
4. Mathematics
5. Music
6. Physical Education (Dance, Sports)
7. Religion .
8. Science
9. Social Studies
VIII. Suggested Readings or Bibliography
A. Teacher's bibliography
B. Student's bibliograp~y
IX. Assignment and/or Homework
x. Tests or Check-up Activities
An example of a television lesson plan for the
fifth episode of the commercial television series,
"America," will be found in appendix G, Television Lesson
Plan. The lesson plan for the episode, "Gone West," will
follow the outline that was developed by Costello as a
guide to the teacher's planning for the usage of television
lessons. This outline guide has been referred to in detail
on the previous page and at the top of this page. The
lesson plan may be developed according to the teacher's
expectations of the students and of the television lesson.
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Television's role in teachinq reading and~tud~
skills through instructionaLteleyision lessons a.n~
commercial television proqrams. T~levision offers many
areas to delve into and to develop. Currently there is
an emphasis aiming toward teaching adult illiterates
through modifying and adpting the commercial television
programs, It Seseame streetnand ttrrhe Electric Company".
Because the main emphasis of instructional television
(lTV) has been in preschool and primary grades, there is
a definite potential to move television into new and
different directions for the future. Mainly decoding
skills in reading have been taught on the educational
channels. The British Broadcasting Company (BBC) has
been motivating children to learn the reading strategies
of sight reading, phonics, and context and structural
clues to word indentification through a story approach.
Now television is broadening its reach beyond
just reading and including speaking, listening, compre-
hension, content areas, study skills, and writing. Acti~
vities are being directed toward commercial television
programs. In their article in the October, 1975, issue
of The Reading Teacher, Adams and Harrison are concerned
with using television to teach specific reading skills.
Table four of their article lists (a) the reading skill
to be emphasized, (b) the type of television materials
necessary, (c) an explanation of the activity, and
(d) the number of students with whom the activity may be
used. 1
Becker concerns himself with the use of television
in seven areas: reading, speaking, listening, comprehen-
-
1Anne H~ Adams and. Catl1Y B ~ !-Iarris.O!l, nusing
Television to Teach Specific Readj..ng Skills, n Irhe Readina
Teacher 29 <October 1975): 49-51, Table 4. _.-.._..,~ .... ~. ""-
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sion.skills, the content areas, study skills, and writing. l
1. Reading
a. Develop an inte.~est center on television programs
and characters by using posters, pictures, books,
magazines, maps, and newspaper articles2
b. Recommend books and reading material keeping in
mind the students' television interests. 3 A
television interest inventory may de'l:errnine what
the students watch on television and what programs
they enjoy.
c. Have sports books by retired athletes available
to read
d.
e.
f.
g.
Have newspaper accounts of televised sports
events and use them for reading
Encourage the students to obtain paperback books
from educational book clubs like Teenage Book
Club (TAB), Discovering, and Read Book Clubs
and encourage students to read the books that
are related ~o the television programs4
Select topics presented on favorite television
programs and
(1) Discuss them in class
(2) Read excerpts from the book dealing with
the topic
(3) Tell the students where to find the bookS
Make a classroom television6
lGeorge J. Becker., Television__and t~e Classroom
Reading Program, Reading Aids S~j:·ies (Newark, Del:
International Reading Association, 1973), pp. 13-32.
2 3Ibid., p. 17. Ibid., p. 20 for b.
4Ibid., pp. 20-21 for c-e.
5Ibid., p. 23 for f (l)-f (3).
6Ibid., pp. 24-25 for g.
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2.· Speaking
a. Draw pictures or collect pictures of television
chara=ters
b. Identify television characters using two tea~s
and a ten question game
c. Develop role playing interviews
d. Adapt a television game show to the classrooml
3. Listening
a. List words spoken on television to use in speak-
ing and/or use in wrj.ting
b. Listen for dialects and regional dialects which
may serve as an introduction to our evolving
2language
c. Listen to themes from television shows on records
or a cassette tape and try to identify them
d. Listen to a cassette tape of voices and situations
from television and try to identify them
4. Comprehension Skills
a. Watch television for different purposes such as
(1) Summarizing the plot
(2) Determining interesting words
(3) Identifying the setting of a television
program
(4) Identifying the way people acted at a
particular time
(5) Identifying the most exciting event of the
program
b. Write a critical review of the program
c. Write recipes or directions for a project from
a televised program3
lI:bide, pp. 16-17 for 2 a-d.
2 13-14 for 3 a--b.Ibid. , pp.
3I:bid. , pp. 25-26 for 4 a--c.
2Ibid., pp. 28~29 for 5 a-c.
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4.' Comprehension Skills
d. Write an original. plot and omit tIle resolution
e. Analyze the methods of persuasion used in the
televisj.on commercials1
5. ·Content Areas
a. Make a list of the technical vocabulary from a
television program and analyze the words
structurally
b. Introduce new concepts in.relation to television
that the students are involved in using such
as a budget
c. Compute the amount of time devoted to commercials2
6. Study Skills
a. Summarize the program's plot similar to a !!
GU.ide entry
b. Take notes on an informative television program
such as "vlild Kingdom, It "Meet the Press, It the
Jacques Cousteau Specials, and the "National
Geographic Specials"
c •. Graph the results of a television preference
survey
d. Compute the mileage traveled in several tele~
vision programs
e. List words from television programs that the
students do not know3
7. Writing
a. Write a biography of a television character or
an entry for a book such as Who's Who in America
b. List adjectives describing a character or
locate precise synonyms by using a thesaurus4
lIbid. for 4 d~e.
3-Ibid., p. 27 for 6 a-c.
4Ibid., pp. 29~30 for 7 a-b.
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7•. Writing
c. Write letters to stars and ask them their
favorite books
d. Write a script changing the setting of a seriesl
e. List the sequence of events in a program
f. Write critical reviews of television programs
or television commercials2
To reinforce th~ words presented on the commercial
television program, "Wordsmith", a small accordian booklet
could be made by the students or by the teacher and placed
on duplicating masters. The vocabulary exercise could be
varied for the needs of individual students or for small
groups. The illustration provided on the following page
offers an example of a booklet for the prefix, gec.
Following a television lesson on ~riting opening
sentences, the students were expected to write an opening
sentence in their notebooks~ After having their sentences
checked for appropriateness as opening sentences, their
spelling, capitalization, and punctuation, the students
wrote their opening sentences on a duplicating master.
Lines were drawn at the bottom of the duplicating master
under the opening sentences. After the lesson from the
instructional television program, "From Me to You. • .in
Writing," was duplicated, the students were asked to
choose one of the opening sentences to begin a paragraph
with, develop the idea into a paragraph, and write the
paragraph at the bottom of the duplicating master.
1Ibid. for 7 c-d. 2Ibid., pp 31-32 for 7 e~f.
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DIRECTIONS:
Fill in the word that
completes each section.
The same word appears
in both sentences.
(;~ Jean's favoritetype p"~type~f mathematics is a type ~ I
which i~volves measuring ~~
property by knowing line.s and Ie ~
angles, oJ
The study of "earth measuring 'l ~
-------. is J;:.
"Earth writing" is another
way of saying
All of the words that
are in the sections to
follow have the prefix,
~tt. Maps come in many
sizes and forms. To study
maps would be called
GI·G · f' \.' heo- ~s a pre ~x WI1~C
meanS""'earth." This is a
Greek prefix, and it is used
in many scientific words.
The "study of the earth"
is
<;r3.When we study rocks,
~t is known as
~~. Many creatures
on earth do not travel
outside the earth's
atmosphere; therefore, they
are "earth centered" or
G~ ANSWERS.
G 3. .s..eology
G 4. geography
G 5. geoMetry
.G 6. geocentric
C9~... Here is one last try. I P
Someone who studies the earth i':'SA
is known as a IS
T
E
The universe is not earth
centered:.:::..Ii-- -=- ~ _t_ ...__
Illustration 14. An Example of an Accordian Booklet to Reinforce the study
of Words on the Television Program, ftIjJordsmith~.
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"From Me to You. • • in Writing"
Lesson 6 «What's in·a Sentence Besides Words7"
1. Going b?ck to school is not as easy as it seems.
2. Older men sometimes play football better than
younger people.
3. The wonders of outer space are fascinating.
4. I think you can learn more on T. v. than by listen-
ing to a radio.
5. Can over-eating kill you?
6. The great monuments of Washington, D. C., are some
of the wonders of the world.
7. Skateboarding 1s dangerous or fun.
8. Airplanes are helpful as well as dangerous.
9. My trip to Alaska was fun.
10. Diving is a nice sport.
11. Swimming is a great sport.
12. Gynmastics is a very exciting sport.
13. Horses are very interesting animals.
14. Books tell the story of many adventures.
15. Rats are very dangerous to our environment ~~d are
equipped for astonishing deeds.
16. Space is an infinite exploration for man for years
to come.
Gymnastics
Gymnastics is a very exciting sport. In this
sport there are four events: the floor exe~cise, uneven
bars, balance beam, and the jump. The floor exercise is a
skill which is done on mats. It shows fast moves, ballet
steps, tumbling, and very dra.rnat ic moves Wllich are combined
together with music being played in the background. The
balance beam is a skill which shows a lot or balance as
they do stunts back and forth on a .four inch beam. The
uneven bars show constant moves on one bar higher than the
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other. The jump consists of a spring board which they
jump off and onto a four foot high box which they push
off into the air doing a twist or sornethi.rlg li}~e that.
Lesson twenty-six of the instructional television
program, nOur. Living Language", provided the format for
the students to write a story. After the ideas from the
lesson were discussed in the class and written on the
chalkboard, the main deas were written on a duplicating
master. The student~ uped these ideas as a guide in
writing a story developing it in a step by step process.
The resulting duplicated sheet is reproduced as follows:
Lesson 26 "v/riter •s Workshop It
I. Select a plot or idea to develop in written form
II. Choose an appropriate title
III. Follow the outline to write your story
A. Setting
1. Where; a location
2. Mood
3. Time (past, present, or future)
4. Main characters
5. Circumstances or situations
(Situatio~l characters a.t~e facing.)
B. Main Body
1. story unfolds
2. Conditions or experiences the characters
face
3. Conflicts or adventures
4. Introduction of new characters
C. Closing
(Main Idea of Each Paragraph)
1. How was the adventure or conflict
concluded?
2. Who resolved the situations?
3. What really happened?
IV. Editing
A. Do the sentences belong to the paragraph?
B. Are the paragraphs related to each other
in their ideas7
C. Are the sentences written clearly?
D. Does the story hold the readeris attention?
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Ve Proofreading
A. Read the story for spelling errors
B. Read it 'for punctuation errors
C. Read it for omission errors, that is, the
omission of words
D. R~ad it for tIle duplication of vJords
The commercial television prograrri, ttAmerica~t,
was developed in a lesson to assist the students in note-
taking and completing an outline. The lesson was presented
as follows:
Episode 3 "Making a Revolution, Parts I and IIff
Purpose for Listening: As you view the television lessons,
keep these questions in mind.
1. Do you think that there ~re ever times when it is
justifiable to rebel against authority? Give reasons
for your answer.
2. If the American struggle for independence actually
began after the outbreak of the Revolution,
a. What caused the Revolution in the first place?
b. For what goals were the colonists fighting?
c. Why did most colonists prefer not to support or
become involved with the Revolution?
3. What were the major factors that contributed to
America's success in the Revolution against the
highly trained British Army?
Complete this outline as you listen to the two lessons.
The American Revolution
I. Struggle for Independence
A. Main Causes Leading to the Revolution
B. Goals Sought by the Colonists
IX. Factors Contributing to k~erica's Success in the
Revolution
Sometimes it is beneficial to have the students
list the main points of a television lesson in poster
form. A few examples of posters cOluple-t€'.d by' studen-ts fo!.'
the television p!.~ogram, "From Me to You. • • in v.lriting, U
are presented here.
What's in a Sentence?
interest
unity
coherence
\AJHAT?
,
Suspense
A topic sentence should have
1. Suspense, comparison, or contrast
2. Suggest what will be developed in a paragraph
Sometimes only part of a thought is written. This is
called a fragment.
Fragment: Although I like carrots.
Sentence: I like carrots.
Sentence: Although I like carrots, I don't eat them often.
What's in a Paragraph
A paragraph always has to be .Q.lanne_d. in ()ne l;lay
or another. First, you can plan it in your head or write
your ideas on paper.
A paragraph should have !J~£ qualifications:
1) interest, 2) unity, and 3) coh~rence.
~nteres'l: is very important and ras se"'tj~n. parts :
1. Concrete details
2. Comparison
3. Contrast
4. .Suspense
5... Adj ectJ,"V"e:8 i:o.c· f(~o.re
irJ.terest
6. Know your reader
7~ Catch ideas
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Since television is a medium by which activities
using listening, reading, and discussion may be developed,
television has many uses in and out~ide of the classro~m.
Some suggestions for television usage either commercial or
instructional television will be enumerated ina list.
1. Use a television program as an introduction to a
lesson before it is covered in the textbooko
2. Use a television lesson or program as a review of
material after a lesson in the classroom. This
serves as a reinforcement.
3. Require the students to establish their own purposes
for listening. After the program, ask them if their
purposes for listening were met. Have them explain
how their purposes were met or why their purposes for
listening were not met by the producers of the tele-
vision program. This may be accomplished as a class
or in smaller groups where everyone is required to
contribute their own ideas.
4. Have the students pose questions to have answered by
the television lesson. A~ter the program, have the
students think of resources to seek that would be
useful in answering any questions that may not have been
answered or resources to locate additional information.
S. Record the television lesson on a cassette tape as it
is viewed by the students. Have them take brief
notes as they listen to the lesson and use the cassette
tape to fill-in essential ideas. This technique is
helpful for students who h&ve difficulty coordinating
three activities such as viewing television, listen-
ing to the program, and taking notes at one time.
These students could use earphones a~d the cassette
recorder to listen to the tape on their own and skip
parts of the tape where their notes are complete. A
class discussion could he used also with the teacher
completing an outline on the chalkboard or by using
an overhead projector. Students could be paire~too.
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6.. Have the teactler watch ·the television program ahead
of time; if possible, request someone else to watch
the progra.m; or obtain a ·.,ideotape of the progr-aT1l j,f
the school has the essential equipment. By doing
the previewing process, the teacher may develop &
lesson for the program which would increase the
students' proficiency in a sp~cific reading and
study skill.
7. Tape the program on a cassette tape to listen to
the audio part of the television program.
8. Use the teacher's manual for idease The students
may want to use tIle teacher's manual themselves
which would be beneficial.
9. Develop a bibliography on the topic to be viewed
on television and then duplicate it for the class.
Have the students do a written and/or oral report,
a project, or other activity on the topic. See
appendixes A, Materials for Writir.lg Students COlltracts,
and Independent Study Group Contracts; E, 011 Hundred
Activity Ideas; and ~Television Units for more
suggestions.
10. Create a poster or display on the topic.
11. Have a collection of books and magazines available
in the classroom on the television lesson or ask the
school librarian to have a place in the library
available for a display on the television lesson's
topic.
12. Use with the television program reading and study
skills that may be checked without previewing the
the program:
a. Formulate questions before the telecast. Deter-
mine if the questions are answered. If not,
form research groups or teams to locate the
answers to the· questions.
b. Set p\lrpOSes for vievv1.n~.J th(:.~ program" This the
students should do.
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12•. c. Select tIle main idea of the prograrr~ and its
supporting d·etails.
d. Place specific parts of t.he prograln in thej.!.'
proper sequence.
e. Divide the class into two teams and have them
alternately recall one idea at a time as many
ideas as possible from the television program.
f. Ask the students to take notes either on points
that they found useful to them or list three or
four ideas from the program. Therefore, a
specific limit of ideas may assist students.
9. Have the students paraphrase an idea from the
the television program.
h. Observe the characters and determine from their
actions what type of peopl~ they are in the
television program.
These activities are offered as suggestions. Each
of them should be judged according to student and teacher
needs' and the possible successfulness of using one of them
with a particular class. Any of these activities may be
used alone or combined with other activities.
Conclusions on television's potential as an
instructional medium. Through their studies, Dunn, Ayers,
and Lamb have concluded that television has tremendous
possibilities as determined through their findings. Dunn's
findings concerning television are (1) as an instructional
medium television is of benefit to children not in the
cultural mainstream, and (2) the greatest benefits of tele-
vision develop as the television lesson is supplemented by
work with parents, teachers, or i;d.d.es. 1 Fin.ally, Dunn
concluded that time spent in follow-up activities varied
?in a positive ratio to the gaii1£ mees'tlred.,::-
lLamb, "Reading and Tel(~\r1..s:Lon, in the "(Jtlited states f '
in New Horizons in Reading, p~ 372.
2Ibid •
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Ayers who surveyed elementary students' attitudes
toward instructional television revealed that "Recent
studies have concluded tha~ elempntary school children
think they learn more from television than do high school
1
and co_lIege students. tt
Other results determined by Ayers are that (1) pro-
grams in science and social studies were the most popular,
(2) twenty-two to thirty percent of the students listed
reading programs as the most preferred, and (3) more
preparation was needed prior to viewing the television
lesson and more follow-up activities were needed. 2
From Lamb's studies these major conclusions are
found. Teachers need to have students more involved in
activities prior to or following the television lessons.
Instructional television can be used to minimize loss of
reading skills during summer vacation. "Pupils tend to
become more critical of instructional television as they
use more of it and their enthusiasm wanes. Th'is trend may
not be irreversible, however. tt3
As far as television's importance as an instruc-
tional medium is concerned, then four ideas seem to dominate:
(1) television has a tremendous potential; (2) television's
impact is great; (3) television is an influential medium;
and (4) children can learn much from television. 4 Tele-
vision t s usefulness as a learning tool has grovln. Viewers
have had an opportunity to see the read-along program, ttT11e
Defection of Simas Kudirkae"S Truly, there is a furture
for television in education both at home and in school.
lIbide, p. 377. 2Xbid •
3Ib · d 4T~ ·d ~81). • L .....,)~ 8, p • .,;,' - •
SWITI Itn,,,",,..., Dpfect;on I',..l': <... ..;ma- KU·~l·-;"~""i '% 1'";" Janu-ary. ,J. 4 j t:: ..:., ,_ ' • .....,; .).,. ... '!'..... .. i . tJ . \..L .. J... i".. .~~.. , ~.. f... """ C
1978; and the Educational ComJ~nJ:'li.cation and l\'ledia Branch of
the Los Angeles Unified School L',.: st.;_"ir;t, Dr. r'1ichael Ivlcll1'~
Andrew, and the CBS Televisio.L~ Fi.f::[-1·:~L:-rl~·f Program Staff, "The
Defection of Simas KUdirka, A T~acher's Guide for Televi-
sion Reading Enrichment'· (New York: CBS ~clevision, n. d.).
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Textbooks
Introduction. "Every lesson in ,every te}:.tb'ook,is
a potential SO~L1rce f'or the best teaching of reading ski~ls.
Few secondary teachers seem to realize this. ttl Assigning
the students to read the ~extbook will not insure the
growth in reading skills. vfuat may be needed to encourage
the growth of reading and study slcills and later strengthen
and sustain these skills is the purposeful teaching of
reading skills incorpcra~ed into the daily assignments ~n
2the content area. Since daily assj.gnments are ·usual.ly
designed from a textbook, this section will be devoted to
the textbook as a material to use to teach read.ing and
study skills in the content areas of Language Arts and
and social studies.
In many classrooms the textbook is the main means
of transmitting written information. Sllpplemental film-
strips, cassette tapes, audio-visual materials, and
reference materials usually from the library con·tribute
mllch to the ~learning process. Since studellts learn by
reading the textbook for a particular class, it ~s here
that teachers should start in teaching reading and .s·tudy
skills. How to introduce reading and study sk~lls into
the curriculum and continue using them in a wel~-designed
program depends on the teachers' own concern with the
importance placed on teaching these skills. .A framework
for a basic program may be useful. 'I\he idea.s to be pre-
sented are not new, but they are based on the ideas of
authorities in the field of read:,.rlg;})
lOlive Stafford Niles, HCOifi?rehension Skills,'" in
T ach ';nq R ad-n,-y cl....~ll~ ;1"" so-.,,· ..·....~;_··,·· .. -.. · (. hr-.r·'''~. ~.o d· c:'e .L.. e ~~..J ..~..L ~C) __ .. 1 -.~~-,\ ..~::..,:;~4_.L_~~~:.,~,::.~ __ .._~:.- a_:..1.nq.~~,
ed. A..rthur \1. Olson and vvilbt.;.I," s~ ;~n:cs (,scrar.lton, l:Jenrl.:
International Textbook Co., 1971), p~ 175.
2Ibido
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Using reading and studx_skills wit~the Language
~rts textbook. In many classrooms the textbook is the
main means of transmitting written information. Supple-
mental filmstrips, cassette tapes, and other audio-visual
materials contribute much to the learning process. Since
students usually begin with reading the textbook for a
particular class, it is here that teachers would begin in
teaching reading and study skills and to determine which
ones to select by giving the students an informal reading
inventory. By providing the students with an informal
reading inventory, the teachers would be able to determine
the students' strengths as well as their weaknesses. An
informal reading inventory may be used in any sUbject area.
Informal reading inventory. Using reading 'and study
skills is essential to remembering what is learned. This
inventory for the Language Arts is prepared using the text-
book, Ginn Elements of English 7.
Inventory for Reading and Study Skills Usage in Language Arts
Directions: Use your textbook to answer these questions.
Part I. Parts of a Book Total score: 10
Student·s score:
A. Does your textbook have these parts?
If the book does have the, part, check the yes column
and mark the page number where the part beqins.
If the book does not have the part, check the-no column.
YES PAGE NUMBER
.-......
1. Preface
2. Title
3. Frontispiece
4. Handbook
5. Index
6. Copyright
7. Table of Contents
8. Glossary
9. Bibliography
10. Word list at the
beginning of the
chapter
11. Acknovl1edgments
12. Appendix
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YES
-
PAGE NUMBER_....-
-----
NO
-
----------------------------
B. Complete the information here by using your textbook.
If the textbook does not have the information, write
none on the line.
1. Textbook title:
2. Author or authors:
3. Place of publication:
4. Publisher:
5. Copyright:
Part II. Using the Table of Contents
Fill in the statements by using the information
in the textbook.
'llotal score: 10
-_._-----
-----,-_._---------------
--~----_.~-,_._--_._,------_.
starts the study of sentences.
deals with study!ng the English
3.
4.-5.
Student's score:
Page
Chapter
language.
Chapter six starts on page •
Two lessons for the chapte:c entitled "Language
Families' are (4)
and (S)
6. The lesson on using the lib1:'o,ry ~'caJ:'ts on page a
7. The lesson that starts on page 187 is entitled
from page (8)8.-9.
------------'.._---- ._._-
The Handbook is found
._----_.
to
(9) ___a
10~ "Revising Your Description" is a lesson in chapter
--_.
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Part III. Using the Textbook Total. score: 10
Student's score:
Where would you 'find this information in your textbook?
Write the page number or page nurrillers on the spaces
provided.
1.-2. How to capitalize these words:
cudahy, wisconsin (1)
the milwaukee journal (2)
3. How to address an envelope
4. Punctuage this sentence:
Jane and David will arrive at the basketball game
in time to see Larry play_ (4) ........._
5. Proofreading symbols ~ __
6-. Methods of developing a paragraph
7. How to outline
8. ~lhat tIle form class words are
9. How to write a bibliography
10. The revision process
PART IV. Using tile Index 'fetal score: 15
studen.t t S score:
Using the index, find the page number location of the
information requested.
Then, for some of the questions use the textbook to
locate the specific information being sought.
1. Guidelines for interviewing (page)
2. Give the four guidelines for interviewing:
a.
c.
----~----_...._"'"'",._ ...---'-......._------------
d.
3. Listening for sentence errors ~ (page)
4. Information on standard English (page)
5. The poern, "!'1ira.clt::s" _~__' 'lIr"_(p )
6. Write the fir.st. Ij~'le of' t:h{~ !J{)etTI, ?Ct:;iJ:~;.·,lE:~s"
-,-_._--,-----------
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The Readeris Guide
8.
9.
Use of this reference book,
for Periodical Literature (page)
Forms of the outline (page)
--------
Opinions and facts (page)
10. The ai1dience and its importan.:::e in advertising
________( page)
________(page)
__________{page)
________( page)
an essay
_________(page)
________(page)
Information on the thesaurus
Abstract and concrete words
Prepositional p~rases
Limiting the topic of
Notetaking
11.
13.
14.
15.
12.
PART V. Reading a Chart Total score:
student's score:
--------_.
Using the chart on page 61 in your textbook, answer
or complete these statements.
1. The German word for mother is
2. In English the Sanskirt word dvau mearlS
•
3. The Latin word for is could be
"
4. The Russian "lOrd for three is •
5. . The -French word for tt-JO is •
6. In this chart languages are
being compared.
Completinq a book questionnaire. To acquaint the
students with the textbook, co:rt):::J:L€,t5.!H] a book questionnaire
may be suita~le. Through a preview procedure with specific
purposes, students would become fa.!:'.ilJ.2ir with thE: parts of
a book. Then, further activities :in using an index, a
table of contents, and a glossary 'dGuld bE; writt:e.n later if
the teacher deemed it nece~sarYe
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Book Questionnaire
Directions: Ca~ you locate the following information
in a textbook or a library book?
Cl1eck 'i'our ttL. 1<. H (IJoca'cion r~no\;Jle(lqe)
by using a book and your own paper and
pencil to ~~swer these questionSe
1. Title:.
2. Author or authors:
3. Publisher:
4. Place of pUblication:
5. Date of pUblication or copyright:
6. Is there a preface or an introduction?
7. What is the purpose of the book?
8. How long of a book is it?
a. Cllapters:
b. Pages:
What kind of illustratiorls are in the book?
10. Is ,there an appendix?
11. \Vhere would you find the glossary?
12. What kind of information does a glossary have?
13. Is there an index?
14. How is an index useful?
15. Is the book
a. Well printed and easy to read?
b. Well illustrated?
c. vlell bound?
d. Useful for studying or do you need many extra
reference books?
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Using reading a11d _sJcucly. g~kil!..E:"I_~!itll the ~:S!!.~
workbook. The workbook being used in the English or Langu-
age Arts class, Pl_a_i_n_E-...\~_:.9.. ...+__·t.sh ~, provid,ed an in-l:.:rod,ucLory
section, directions, the written activities, and a follow-
up activity. The students \-lorJ:::ed in t;>aj",rs!) arld they rea,d
the introductory section. Partners may be assigned by the
teacher, chosen by the students themselves, or randomly
assigned to work in pairs. The steps used in this paired
study technique v/ill be nlunbered below:
Step 1. Preview the introductory section by skimming and
identifying the main words in bold black print.
These words would be circled, and the students
would pronounce the words to each other.
step 2. Read the definitions of the words and/or phrases
quietly.
Step 3. U11dcrline the important iI}forrnation to remember
and study the preliminary material.
step 4. Say the meaning of one of the words to the part~
ner~ for practice.
step 5. Ask questions about the meaning of the partner's
word. The student would quiz tIle 1)artner on the
words and their meanings.
Step 6. Review the meanings of the words that have caused
difficulty.
Step 7. Read the directions to the written activities
together.. The stl1den.ts should be able t,o para-
phrase the directions to their partner. If the
directions are complicated, the students read the
directions as a class, ~~d each part of the direc~
tions is numbered. 'Itl1t..; studerlt.s proceed to do the
written activities.
Step 8. The students do the nt~t'nl)(~l'~~d acti'-vicies one at a
,time alternately in t.r1 f:! f() ..LIr.)'tf1r ing ma,r111er.
a. Answer s11eets arE~ !?l:·<o\·"i,cled to asstlre the
students of imrnediat~.E> i'(~E~(iback as t-Q \vhether
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a. thE=~ir answers are cor'rect Q.t: neE:.d correctioll.
bQ Orle of the students 11as the odd nl..unbered answers
~.ncl thf.~ 'otl1er student tlas the even n'umbered
anS\vers 0
c. 1'lle bt:ud.erlts \·/il0 do the odd nurnber"ed activitie::?
answers &
The readiIlg and study skill techniqlJ.e u.sed wi,th a
workbook just described would seem to be a workable way
of learning for two specific reasons: (1) it would
provide imme(li at.e feedback and correction~and (2 ) it ~j01.11.d
provide an opportunity for stud.ents to work and to learr.\
together as acti've participants in the learning situatiotl.
Tile assignrnent complet€~d in pairs may be evaluatecL; a.r'ld irl
addition, sC\ldent.s Ina.y comment on tCleir own progress. f'\S
a rtsul t 01: tlle evaluation and student comrnents on difficul~
ties durinq the lesson, individual or small group assign~
ment sheets may be suppl~ed for the students who are in
need of more~practice on a particular activity.
1m exolnp.le of an evaluatioll sheet that rna:'l be us~..
ful and a sample of a possible assignment sheet for small
group or individual assignment sheets will be presented.
Evaluation Sheet
Please rank ea,ch of t:rle members of your gro'up after you
have writ,tE;n i:.l1ei.r~ ~a':)rS-3 in the spaces provided.
s • SUP(2.~.!-:i.or
E = Excel1.f~11t
G - Good
A ::: All rigllt
F = Fair
t-; - Poor
Add comrnents on tr~e bottorn of i.: s sJl(~,at and on tila ba"c~~,
of this Sll l;';E.'!,t if tllGY ~-lj_ll be ri'e,;lI):C'c~l~
J.64
Names of the group members:
.-
-
1. vJillingness to share
ideas and help others
-
2. vlillingness to continue
working until all is .
done
..
3. \villingness to listen
to the suggestions
of others
4. Amount, of \\;'ork put j.n
by the indj.vidual
alone
5. Degree to which yOtt
feel he or she worked .
up to his or her
ability
6. vJillingrless to work
in a bUEine~s-like
manner
7. If you were given the
choice of working with
tl1is person again, how
~10uld you rank hirn or
her as a choice?
Comments: (Use the back of this paper if needed.)
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lLsing reading and s~~:!2.Y s/:j.. l1s ]i~~~tL-!_Qf~ 5°":3-21
.stuEies textr)oc)k. II1 HOr!1 f s research pc.per, ~'il~ l\loclel for
Int~grating Skills with th~ Social Studies Curriculum at
Cudahy Junior High Westtft she supplemented her study of
skills with material for the seventh grade social studies
textbook, §·:>urcE~s of Ic1enti£[., ltJ11iCll is also used at fioly
Family School in Cudahy. Since she provided lessons for
.S9urces of 'Iden~it): which incltlded a textbook inventory
and sample exercises in vocabulary, comprehension, making
inferences i map reading, an.d practice with charts, tl1is
area of reading and study skills seemed to be sufficiently
developed by her. Therefore, further information using
the seventh grade social studies textbook, §ources_~.
Identit~, will not be repreated. Instead the readers will
be referred to Horn's research paper for these lessons.
The material to follow will be developed using the eighth
grade social studies textbook, S.e~t-.il1.gs f.or Chctr~q~; or
using materials by which teachers may develop ttleir o\sm
social studies lessons.
Planning a.£lass ~che~ul~o Because many of the
students had older brothers anc.! sist.ers who ~ver€, 'dri.tixlg
their own cla,ss schedules for college, the stl.1(lerlts seel1ied
interested in creating their own hypothetical sclledule.
The format was planned by listing three factors: the sub-
jects, the times, and the teachers' names. The purpose
for reading was prepared along with the directions for
competing the class schedule. Then, questions to keep in
mind were written. Aft.erward f:.. l~;.e E.i.,~Jledule of sUbjects,
times, and teachers' flarnes pl'U~ tfl(~ class sClledlJle form
were given to the students who ~'l~~r'e c0uti r.Jlled t(,) t:tse
pencil in completing the class schedule since changes w~re
probablee A class question period W&S held to clarify any
uncertainties that the studentz would have. Further
teacher guidancie and disCllssiOtl ~l'/J.t:.l~ t:he sttldents '¥lere
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provided during the completion of the class schedule. The
students were allowed to confer with each other quietly
during the social studies class. A follod-UP activity was
based on the purpose setting questions at the beginning of
of the decision~naking lesson.
Decision-I'laking: Schedl.l,ling Classes
PURPOse: The purpose of this assignment is to prepare
a schedule f~r yourself.
1. Choose the appropriate times that will
complete your schedule.
2. Choose the times so that all the credit
requirernents a.rE~ fulfilled.
SUBJECT CREDITS OR DAYS FOR EACH SUBJEC~
Religion
Science
Mathematics
English; Spelling
Social Studies
Reading
Music
Physical Education
Art
5
5
5
5
5
5
2
2
1
Daily
Daily
DaiJ.y
Daily
Daily
Daily
Monday and Wednesday
Tuesday and Thursday
Frj,"day
PURPOSE SETTING: As you do this assignment, keep these
questions in mind.
1. vlho or ltlhat influcrlced yO'Ll wherl it came to crLoosing the
time to have a particular sUbject?
2. When would you prefer most 03 your classes?
Morning (8:30~lO:30 A.Me)s
Mid-morning (lO:30~12:00 Noon), or
P£ternoon (12:30-2:30 P8M.):
3. t,vhy \\Tould )!'OU ma}~e this crl~Ji(~0 of ·titne?
rna,k:e?
5. Did your schedule turn out d8 Y~J had planned?
. Why or why llot?
~·\l'lillI.U\:i
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6. ~fuat are some of the advantages of doing this assign-
ment?
7. What a.t:~e so:ne of the disadvalltages of doing tl1is type
of an assignment?
SC!ledule: SUbjects, Times, and Teachers
ENGL~SH; ~~LLI~G
8:30 ~Daily Miss Wysocki
9:15 -Daily Miss Bahan
12:15 -Daily Sister Agnese
1:00 -Daily Sister Audrey
ART
-
10:00
1:45
F
F
!VIr. Danek
1'1.i55 BahaIl
SCIENCE
- 9:1S--.Daily l-1r. Velasco
10:45 -Daily - Mrs.
Corr~ll
1:00 ~Daily Mr. Danek
M, W Sister Agnese
M, W - Mrs. Guss
READING
· 9 :PR1S- -Daily ~1r. Da.nek
10:00 -Daily Miss Bahan
10:45 -Daily - Sister Audrey
MATHEr-1ATICS ,
8£30 -Daily
10:00 -Daily
10:45 -Daily
12:15 -Daily
MUSIC
10:00
1:45
Ivirse Guss
Ivlrs·. Guss
~1iss I{eyser
~~r. Danek
Soc:IAL STlJDIES
-- .sS:::rO ~)~6a.i·~LY·.. !y!is s
Keyser
9:15 -Daily Sister
Helen
r"la.!.-.ie
10:45 ~Daily Mr. Velasco
1:00 -Daily ~ Miss
Wysocki
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
10:00 T, Th- Mrs. Trotte~
and Mr.• Joe
1:45 T, Th- Mrs. Trotter
a.l1d 11r. Joe
RELIGION
9:15 -Daily ~ Sister Marilyn
12:15 -Daily Mrs. Correll
1:00 -Daily Sister Helen Marie
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Class Schedtlle
"-""-'
'rHURSDAY I 1liIOt~DAY TlJESDAY VJEDNESDAY FRIfJAY
TII\qE r~j rr 'L' I 17',-j
-..~-
-
I
--
Subject
8:30
Teacher
Subject .
9:15
Teacher
_.
Subject
10:00
Teacher
'" 11:30 LUl~Cll
".
':-'Ie "'li".;"nrq ~ :tea ....
1
-..
SUbject
12:15
~ieacher
....-s"f"l!i
Subject
1:00
Teacher
Subject
1:45
'reacher
.~,--
2:30 DIS~1ISS~;.Q.
~...
-
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Follow-up Activity
DIRECTIONS: 1. k~swer these questions in compl(~te
sentel'lCes.
2. Base l'oll.r ans\rJers on the assigrlme!1.t t11at
you have just completed.
1. Who or what influenced you in scheduling your classes,
2. \"lhat problems did yotl encounter when you vlere pl.an.ning
your schedule?
3. vl11at are some of the advantages of this type of an
assignment?
4. If you had an opportunity to schedule all Y{)1Jl~ classes
early in the day (8:30 A.Me), mid-morning (10:30-12:00
Noon), or afternoon (12: 30-2: 30 P .M .. ), ;/lrlerl would you
schedule the classes2
5e Give two reasons for your answer for the time
scheduling in number four.
6. Did you find any disadvanAt:<lg'es -co doing an assignment
like this?
7. \AJ'rite your cornnlents c.nd/oJ'" Sll~J~1~~E;t:ions here. Use the
back of this paper if necc:;sa.r:{ f:or your conunents.
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!!!"i~·t:.i1l9 your o\vn text1?EoJ(.. 'lYsing t11e te):t~,l)oo;·~ as
a basis of study, the students were ~sked to select a topic
related to the political science zection in ~heir social
studies textbook. Contract writing was introduced by pre-
pa.rj_ng the sttlclcnts \'Jl th t11e sl-leet-:, "I3efoJ:e You l"Jrj.te YOtlr
Contra.ct. • • tl, vitlich i.s Ioea·ted in appendix A, Ivlaterials
for Writing Student Contracts and Independent Study Con-
tracts. Before the activities were begun, expectations for
writing the contracts, completing the project, and the
evaluation process were determined. ~ll materials includ-
ing reference and library books and audio-visual materials
that the students had planned to use for their written
assignments were listed on the contracts.
After the students had completed their textbook
section which involved research, tl1ey were to \\lri.te cinother
contrtict for their project and oral reports. The teacher's
copies of t11e students' C011tr2tcts vJere arrcl11·ged (.in tlle
bu.J.letin board under the students t names, a11d t11f~ stu(l~;;~rrcs
had thei.t~ own copies to refer to, a Iso. A (:alc::rlc1.ar on the
bulltetin board was developted to record the 8tudents'
contract due da.tes so that they may refer t.() the c."alenda.r
during class time if need be, and the teacher could observe
at a glance when the oral, written, and project contracts
were due.
Teacher guidance was provided all during the
activities. The learning center was available tinily to the
students. Previously, arrangements had been made with the
school's learning center director to use the resources
avai·lable tth~reCi An agreed upon li.hr2~ry pa~ss stating t11e
studentts nr1..rne, tl1e' objective fc;r' t:J1e (lay, the tirne 8.11owed
for research, and t11e teacher i::; s.i~~r1a"t·ure };)rovicled a guide-
line for the learllinq center (tirc,<:,tor aIld t11e learning
c~nt,er aides who :i,~l,5.:ti,:).1·2J. the ft')uJ..':' j~rl{:h ri'Y'" 5i>;.. itlCh il1dex
cards ea.C!l time -t.he students cLi(j 'i:11'2i x.' research in ttle
learn.ing center 1;)
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Usually, the first five to ten minutes of class
time were set aside for o.rgani"zational purpc)ses. tl10st
of the t.imE~, ho\~e,,~er, tile stlJdE~nts recruested Ij,J)ra.ry
passes a day ahead of time rather than waiting until the
11ex't da.y. I\. fog sheet \·la.5 CC)f:1\)leted dc;il~l })y' t:ll(~ sttldeilts
to note their progress especially if the library was being
used for that day. Daily observation sheets for the
students were supplied to list how the students were using
their research time and.~ooperation during the class time.
After the written assignment was completed by the
students, their papers were put through a Thermofax machine
to produce a duplicating master, and 'l:hen enough copies of
the booklet were produced for the students and the teacher.
The students collated the paper and stapled the booklet
containing all of their reseaich together. To make the
booklet more utilitarian, a cover and binding of the pages
together would create a more secure textbook for the
students own usage.
The following pages will provide an idea of how
the activities were organi~ed,and a few representative
pages of the resulting booklet will be presented~
Social Studies: Writing Your Own Textbook
DATE DUE:
WRITTEN SECTIOI~
1. Print all information in pencil.
2. Do rnar:~E, dra,,;ings, graprls, ctI1Cl other illustrations
in pe11cil, also.
3,. Give tIle sectio11 you hav~ f1 ti·t:le.
Subsect5.orl t i t:es may be l1secl, also.
4. Keep a list of your sources of information
for a bibliography.
s. Find information in rc~crence and library books
and I)r~(~f:"'~rably different f~~'o;n tht:: tE~xtbook and th(~
encyclc/~J~~dia~
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6. 'Footnote any direct quotations.
7. Identi=y and/or define nevi names and ~:ords.
8. vlrite a three to fiv~ sentence introduction ..
9. Outline the most important information in the text-
book section you have chosen to do.
Include:
a. Chapter title and chapter number
b. Section title and section number
c. Page numbers of the textboo~ that will be
included.
PROJECT SECTION
DATE DUE:
(Limit one to two weeks)
Directions: 1. Prepare a project to supplement the
written section of the booklet.
2. Choose the project first, th~n, read
the following part •
. 3. Possible projects are suggested helow.
Other cho~ces may be made, but they
must be okayed before actual work is
started on them.
Project Suggestions:
1. Booklet or collection of drawings, pictures, photo-
graphs, maps, articles
2. Collection of books and/or posters
3. Dioramas or models
4. Slides, filmstr.ips, records, cassettes
5. A mounted display
G. A mobile or wall hanging
7. stitching, needle=raft, or cooking
8. Woodworking, woodburning, o:c <tl.,(:;ther handicraft
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9.· stamp collection with an explanat.ion of how it is
related to your topic
10. Art activity for the class to do
11. Puzzle or puzzles of various types
12. Make posters, signs, or advertisements
13. Create a bulletin board
14. Display articles with identification labels
Explain in writinq:
1. Specifically what will bB done?
2. How will the project be made?
3. What mater.ials will be necessary for the project?
4. How long will the project take to prepare?
5. For your oral presp.ntation, how long will it be?
6. Are you working by yourself, someone else, or with
a group'l
Evaluation of the Nriting Your Own Textbook Activity
Teacher's Evaluation Sheet
RATING SCALE
5 = Excellent
4 = Very good
3 = Good
2 = Satisfactory
1 = Poor
I.. BOOKLET SECTION or WRI'i''':'FJ; SE:CTION
~._-,"-
A. Outline
B. Foo·t.notes
C. Bibliography
D.. PE":nman.ship
E. Pictures, graph~?
or illustration,,:>
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F. Content
G. GRADE POR THE
I."1RITT En ,SECTION
(Possible total: 20-30)
I:r.. PRO,JF:CT ~~ECTION
-_.- ..._-
A. Use of time
B. Finished project
C. Cooperation.
D. GRADE FOR THE
PROJ'ECT SECTION
(Possible total: 15)
III. ORAL PRr~SEI\TTATION
A. Varied speaking
voice
B. P~ility to be
heard
C. Eye contact
D. Composure
E. Visual aids
F. Awareness of the
audience
G. Content of the
oral presentation
H. GRADE POR THE ORAL
PRESEwrATION
(Possible total:
IV. OVERALL GRAD~
A. Written Section
B. Project Section
C. Oral Presentction
D. OVERAI.:L GRADE
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RATII~G SC.AIJB FOR OVERPLL GRADj~
70-80 = Excellent
60-69 = Very good
50·...59 :: Good
40-49 - Satisfactory
0-39 = Poor
students' Evaluation of Their Group
PART I. Read each statement.
Ans\.'l/er tl1em as completely as possible
1. Subject:
2. Group's name and/or purpose:
3. Group n'Lembers:
4. Chairperson, if any:
PART II. Read each question in -the two sections
Decide how to an.swer the quest.iorts l)~{ CI--1C)osi.rlg
either yes or noo If you are uncertain of
which arlSWer tochoose, select t.11e arlS\;;er that
applies most of the time.
Circle your response. Again choose either
y e s~ () .t-" !!.2,•
Section A. Individual Evaluation: How Did I Work
i.n the Group?
2. Did I cooperate to the best
c~:f my al)ility?
3. Did r keep to business all of the
time?
4. Did I do ~y best?
YES
YE~
YES
NO
l~O
NO
NO
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5•. Were the people in the g1701.1P
kind to me?
6. Was I criticized by anyona in the
group?
7. \~hy?
8. Was I kind to everyone in my group?
9. Do I want to work.with this group
agairll
10. My comments:
YE--:S
YE:S
YES
YES
NO
NO
NO
NO
Section B. Group Evaluation: How Did the Group
\~lork Together,
1. Did the group work quietly?
2. Did the group keep to the topic being
discussed?
3. Did everyone do so~ething in the
group?'
4. Did everyone work together without
conflict?
5. Why or why not?
YES 1\10
YES NO
'YES IlO
YES 1'10
6. Do you feel anyone dominated the
group?
7. Was the project completed on time?
8. Was the chairperson elected?
NO CHI-\.IRPERSON
9. \'las the group satisfied \'Jj~tl1 t:he
project?
10. My co~~ents:
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
~IO
---_._-------------
----------_._-------_.
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The Students' Evaluation of the Activities
Directions: COillplete the follow~ng open-ended sentences
vlith your ovm ideas concerning th(~ Social
Studies assignment just completed.
I. WRITTEN SECTION
A. In. dividing the work, I found _
B. If I had to do research from just books and
magazines
C. Doing most of the assignment in the classroom
rather than at home
------,------------------
D. Finding information for the written section was
E. I found writing footnotes was
--_.
------,---
-----------------~--------_.
F. Writing a bibliography was . _
--------
II. PROJ~CT SECTION
A. The directions for the project were _
---------------------_._._--
B. If I ha.d a choice of doing another activity 1jJ::;;;~
this, I
C. The choices for the project section were
--_.
D. 'fbe part I enj oyedthc HtC$t was
----------_.
E. I believe I learned these things:
(Use the back of this sheet if more space is
needed .. )
-------,---_. ...-------------
•
F. The part I least enj oyed viaS _
-------------------------_.
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III •. ORAL PRESEt~4~T~~~
A. Giving an oral talk is
________e
B. Whenever I speak in front of the class,
-_. -
C. Using audio-vi.sual aids for an oral talk _
•
------_.._---_..._------------------
D. When I prepared for this oral talk,
E. Once the oral talk was over, I
--------------------------_..
BooJclet
Writing Your Own Textbook
Booklet Urlit 3. Political Science, u::·lan's Governrnent ft
Table of Contents
Chapter One.
Section 1.
f"The J...Iimi.ts of Power ,.
"The Rights of I'-1en tt, Text, pa.ges 6..15
Section 2'". "We Hold These 'l'ruths tf , Text, Dcl('i("~S 16-25
- ~I
Chapter Two.
Section 1.
Section 2 ..
I1Crisis al1d Response u
t''Iiomorrow the ~'Jorldtt, Text, pages 52, 54,
55, and 56
"The Only Thing ~ve IJave to Fearn,
Text, pages 60-69
"Relating and Applying the Concept~ Disasters'"',
Text, page 72
The San F'rancisco Earthquake
The Hindenber~J
tiThe Rights ef :J!-C!l U
Page 1.
I. The Right of Men
A. Three hundred years dgC a k1ng would be feared
feared by his subjects~
B. To disobey a king was sinful in those days.
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c. Englishmen said there was nothing new G
D. Tn 1215 nobles forced King John to sign the
Great Charter.
II. The Glorious Revolution
A. People though it was terrible to plot against
}<irlg Jarnes II.
B. The tfGlorious Revolution" was the talk of all
Europe.
c. Politics was on the minds of all people who
wrote books about the government.
III. Locke and Law
A. Locke was a writer.
B. He was ar1 Englishrnan ,:,/ho said the "Glorious
Revolution" was needed.
IV. Hobbes and Monarchs
A. Hobbes had gro~m up under an orderly English
government.
B. Centralized administration ran Europe~
"The Rights of !"lel1 tt
Page 2
The Glorious Revolution
After 1688, with the signatures of King William
and Queen Mary on the Bill of Rights and other acts pro~
tecting Parliament, the rule of law, or constitutionalism,
was well established in England. Most people thought it
was terrible to have plotted a.gai.nst I<:ing James II. Ot11er
people sai.cl the "Glorious Revolutic)nn was needed to settle
political problems for England.
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Writing sttl(jent contracts CL"1d indepen.derlt stud.;L
contracts on j\ntarc·~ica c\nCl t['lE~ l1..rcticc Sj.nce t.he id.ea
of contract writing had b2en previously introduced, the
students were enthusiastic to begin another contract. A
filmst:rip fro:n t.he Cudal1y P'lll)lic Lj.br(lry el1ti-tle'd, nl~ol:·t:ll~
land tt , number 308, and books from several libraries
furnished a basis for the contract introduction on the
Arctic and Antarctica. A selected bibliography for Ant-
arctica and the Arctic is provided ~t the end of this
research paper. The contract writing followed the organ-
ization that was presented in appendix A, Materials for
· Writing Student Contracts and Independent study Contracts.
This assignloent gave the students an opportunity to use
their reading and study skills which had been learned
previously.
j-\pDl:£~.ng readinq and sttldy sk:ills in e~tt:.her La,n.<1t~­
age Art~£r zsoci~l stud~~~~. In a previous section various
organizational and readin0 and study skills have been
presented. In addition to these skills are sever~l other
reading and study techniques: (1) team learniIlg~) (2) D. E.
P. Smith's Hypothesis Testing Pattern step~, (3) Notetaking
System for Learning or NSL, (4) Read, Encode, Annotate, and
Ponder strategy or REAP, and (5) Transformational strategy:
Manzo's Re-Quest Procedure.
Guiding PUT)i.ls ~n t11e use of tl1e i;.~xtbooJ~ throtl9.!l
team learninSl. Team lea.rning is a means of guidi11g those
who are able to read "only fi:.fty to ninety perc;ent of the
words" in a textbook. l Using the t2am learning approach
originai:ed \~ith Dllrrell, each stt::;) \to/ill be presented in the
outliDc~ ·chat wj.ll follow.
"' '-" .- RI& • _,__~_..... _
lRalPh C. Preston and viayne r.. Hermct1, .Jr.." Teach-
i.ng Social sttldi.es .i.,Tl t~~("~ Ele~'''.t:::nt:D.~''.f ~;cl1ooJ (~J.e\",f "fork:--
HoJ. t ,~'Rinehar)c an~J'iirlston, If~~'c~v;"-;"''''-J~·£~~t~r4~p. 389.
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I. The teacher will divide the class into teams of
two to three students.
II. Selection of the captain will depend upon good
reading abilitYe
III. The students would be given the teacher-prepared
study guide which
A. Would list questions
B. Would cover the day's lesson.
IV. The captain wil~ read the questions aloud to the
team members.
A. Each pupil will look for the answers in the
textbook.
B. The answers will be given orally.
C. Questions would be discussed together.
D. The captain may consult an anSvler sheet when-
ever necessary.
E. The process will continue for each question
written in the study guide.
F. Every student will ~lswer every question.
G. The study guide will serve as a guide and not
a test.
V. The purposes for the study guide will be beneficial
to the students.
VI. The organization of the tea~m learning technique
will begin with the study guide.
A. Questions will be posed.
B. Alternatives will be provided by the students.
C. Discussion of the .:dl:r:;;t:na.tives will be allowed.
D. The study guide will take the students "through
procedures required fer understanding the text-
book."l
VII. The teams will be used CD}.)' fer textbook pages
lIbid., p .. 390.
-------------------_._._-
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that will be essential to the lesson rather than
using the procedure daily.
VI!I. Team learning is beneficial for literal meani~g.l
Developing the main ideas of a textbook through literal
and inferential reading may be accomplished through the
D. E. P. Smith's Hypothesis Testing Pattern Steps (H-T
Pattern). In step one the students will read the first
sentence and assume that it is the main idea. The second
step will involve the students in reading the second
sentence of the paragraph. Then, if the meaning of the
first sentence is supported by the second sentence, the
first sentence is assumed to be the main idea. If the
first sentence is too narrow, the main idea would be
broadened to include the second sentence's idea. The
students continue to read and to take notes in the same
manner as in steps one and two. 2
Notes should be taken in the following manner
using the H-T Pattern or the Hypothesis-l'esting Pattern .. 3
TMI = Tentative Main Idea
TMI 1
TMI 2
THI 3
TMI 4
Notetakinq System for Learning o~ NSL. Palmatier
has developed a Notetaking 2y.stem for Learning or NSL
which would provide the reader or l:Lstener with a method
of taking reading and/or lecture notes and a systematic
re'V'icw of mA.ster note:;>. The note:.; ".;ou1d be organized in
--, 1Ibi~-::~~P. 390-391.
~La\..Jrence E.. Hafner, D';';-v.~~A.2J::!.~:::!1tal R,"?adin~l..).n" ~th~
Mi d d1 e and oS e coD:.(1arLo Sc h001 G.: . Lc 'i l r~L'''::.~:.:l o.!2E_1.....:l.t r <:.d~.::.:.s i f:!.::":J. (illd
SJeills rof.' 'j.'cl0.china tIIe ...; York: '(;<";(d Llan PUblishing Co.,
Inc., .r~T77) ') pr>.... 224-225.
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the following manner. (1) Tl1e 110tes are vJri,tten on Oile
side of an eight and one-half inch by eleven inch piece
of loose-leaf. (2) A left side three inch margin is
added to lined paper having no margins. (3) Reading or
lecture notes are written tq the right of the margin.
(4) After the notes are written, numbers and letter are
written to identify the material. (5) In the left-hand
margin the students would write labels that would corres-
pond to the n segnlents of inforlnation . recorcied in the
original notes."l The labeling process would allow the
students to complete t'informationaJ& gapstf '''ill.ile Inaterial
would be fresh in the students' minds. 2 (6) Next,
stt.l(iellts wotl1d inseI.... t l:eading notes into the appropriate
positj,.ons in tile left-ha.rld marg~1.n using the correspondil1.g
num'bers and J.etters f'rorn the original rlotes. (7) F10r
.. St:l.1dy purposes the notes \:10\.11d be arr'anged, by placing the
second page on the first page and so on so that only the
left-hand margin would be showing. The labels in the left~
hand margi,n vlould be con\rerted into questiO!lS by the stu-
dents who \llould anS\1Jer the qlles·tions and w110 v/ould after-
wards check t11eir notes 'for the accuracy of th.e atlSwer.
When a page of notes would be mastered, it would be placed
in an "I already know" stack. 3
REP~P. REl\P is It a strategy for improving reading/
writing/study skills" \'JJ:1ich ~:as developed by Eanet and
Manzo.4 Using the REAP strategy would involve four steps.
First, the students read for the author's message or main
idea \"/hich wO\lld be secondly ,§:.,:.~!::,s=:~!;~~~;!,l and organized in the
studel1ts' O\t.ln wvrd~. Third, t1"'1J::~ m~~s~;age \\Tould be written
in notesusi~g a summRry, thesis, or formulating questions
cor1cerni.n~J the alltll0r' s meSSa(Jf~ ()J:" j"ft other v!ords, annc)tate
the notes. The fourth step would result in ponde~ing the
IW~...~..v~.__
----.-...'._..--...-------
lIbid."P. 180.
3Ib · ~~Q. p. 179.
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mess~ge which would be processed by thinking about th~
message~ by studying it, and by discussing it. There-
fore, REAP is an ancronym fer .Reau, fncoje, iinnotate,
1E,onder.
!£?:!1.l>_formF.tt.l2~!-2.t.r2t.£9L..L..!'10~}:;~o.'.s ~:.....~Qt~?~
Proce_dur~. i-lanzo' 5 Re-Quezt Procedure has three purposes:
(1) the procedure will promote reading; (2) it will assist
the students to read the material actively; and (3) it will
provide an active learning situation for developi.ng ques-
tions. By usj.ng the basic technique,' the teacher wou.ld be-
come a model for the students' questioning behavior. The
students would ask questions about the textbook materials,
and they would set a purpose for r.eading. The students
would use the teacher as a model. The lesson would improve
?
comprehension of what the students would be reading.-
The students and the teacher will read the first
·sentence silently, and the te~cher will close the textbook
while the students ask the auestions. The teacher will
. .
answer the questions and will require unclear students'
questions to be rephrased. The teacher will ~sk the
questions to add to the students' understanding (literal
and interpretation>, also. The same process will be used
on the second sentence. During this process, both the
students and the teacher will ask the questions and answer
them (integration and evaluation). To improve the stu-
dents' questioning, positive feedback would be beneficial.
Reading will continue until the paragraph' r; w.':~i;lning is
grasped. Predictions may be made as to \':ho.t. the students
think will happen next and why it would happen~ This pro-
cedure would be continued wi t'b t:h,~~ ;:;;<2:cona parat)raph if the
students needed further assistan~0 in using the reading/
writing/ st.udy strategy. A f01.1.~1h'c""u!,"' ;cti '! i c,; "!(,ltld be
useful. 3
3Ib " -"' •.].a., p • .1..,):.>.
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Concll..lsj.()n
-~ ~
The aiM of this researc~ paper W3S not only to
develop the thesis as thoroughly as possible but to
(1) \~rite thE~ pCiper i!1 sucl1 a rnarlner t11c.lt it coulci be
read easily; (2) reading and study skills could be used
on it; and (3) main points could be determined readily
by the reader. Because time is precious and important
points must be evaluated, analyzed, and organized by the
reader in a limited amount or time, these objectives
were planned. However, the successfulness of the thesis
and the objectives set in this research paper may be
evaluated by the individual reader.
j\.PPENDI)C A-..
r-t-\TERIp.LS FOR 1''!f-1I:'I1'JG S:'TJI}?:~1'r CC)~,,~~q!;'CTS }\~TI) I:!DSP~I\::JEIJrr'
STU'DY GRO-U·P CO~\;T?j\C? S
Introducti.on
The mate~ials presented on writing student
contracts and independent study group contracts
on the following pages are from information prepared
· by Anne M. Bell, Reading Specialist at Bell Junior
High School, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. These materia13
were given to me by Mrs. Bell during the 1970-197l
school year.
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student Contract Form
I hereby pledge that (/\'d state
_.... -..--- --
?:(: t i vi. t'[<tc..,:) _
(B.. state manner or wav in which the activij:.y \Ilill be
(C. state behavicl"Cll ob j e_ctives. )
Contract No.:
Starting Da.te:
Completion Date:
Contractor:
Contractee:
(student)
('reacher)
Explanation:
A. Self-explanatory
B. Manner or way in which the activity will be
done:
1. read
2. discuss
-3. listen
4. write
5. construct
6. look at.
7. other
C. Knowledge student hopes to gain and the
mechanics of producing the end results:
1. neatness
2. completeness
3. learn to budget
t.ime well
4. others
5. well prepared
6. correct spelling
7. develop good habits
of work
8. learn to work
independently
Contract No. The first one the student does is number 1,
the next, nuraber 2, and so forth.
Contracts should be writtpD in clear, complete
sentences. It is not to be sign~d by the teacher until
the form and the contents of th2 contract ~re satisfactorY9
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Independent Study Group_ ~';';';;"'J..-':;'::'__
The Contract and Its Evaluation
I. THE CONTRACT
Contract No.:
Starting Date:
Completion Date:
II. PER'fINEI'JT DATA
-----
A. Proposal submitted
B. Rough draft handed in
C. Final copy submitted
D. Completed project
handed in
III. EVALUATION
A. Self Evaluation:
B. Teacher Evaluation:
1. Comments:
2. Things done well:
student
Teacher
3. Areas needing iI:1p roveraent:
C. Date Evaluated
D. R2.ting
------
1,90
Before You Even Write Your Contract& D •
1. C:learly state the t.()p~Lc ~lC)tl t.vj 11 read and. \~~ork: on
for your contract.
2. List Ccit'·eft.lll')' l::~'''!e l:i(:tt:,erials '/Ol.1 \!Jill 1JSe SllCli as
})60k s, In 2 (::~l 2. Z :L r1 (:: S, f :L 1Tn s -t r i !)~.: ~ })00K 1 c: .~~ :s ~ () L" 2:1[:1 (~l S •
3. Decide on a reasonable star~2~ datt
da.te.
arld f:Lnislli!')q
----~
4. Hake a duplicate copy o~ the contract for your recorder
or tea(~her.
5. Clearly think about and state your goals or
objectives.
Think to yourself:
I want to learn about so I
will read (~ist m(ltel~i(~±"~.!l__e i\.:ft:er I h.av(~ reacl,
I will corlcE:11tl.... ace or1 le:c1r'rli11Cf (<.:110()s(~ sorqe r)ar<t:i$culal:."
~inq ~rthin0s to_J.~Grl~l_.~.- ~~~ 3h~-~h~'~-h~~-
1~ -.. rrleo"" ~.t_ l.-'y (~f1 l~'~; ~ .. ~1-1··~':"" 1,..: 1-1Q:'1 0·;:: p'V"> '--'Q:'l11ct) (l::) .•:~
.... C1 .&., '" -:-l, JJ . •_._~_.•~~~~:_~~~:~__._y>_~_: ~-~.-::...::_:::..::_.__._~ ~,~._
St,r-e t~Lk~(~l'L~ t.n~. rr~2i~:':"2iL~::L \'()U ~(\·~~.1..L tlS~U:.:r·:(J.4_,:t:lJ_·:.~ _
type (~.. report: vJr~j<ftt·terl), ()l~d.:! f'1 [u()(lel or c.tic1rt1Y.la.)
6. Decide on what kind of project you are going to do.
7. The following hints will help you know what ~s expected
of you for each different type of project.
a. WRITTEN REPORT
(1) Use a booklet form with covers. Arrange
it artistically.
(2) Make sure your booklet has a Table of
Contents.
(3) B t d J1 -t· .. · 1 de sure 0 0 a.. your· wr1. ,.,J.ng l.n I.n;·:., an
write on only one side of the paper.
(4) Make it interesting by using drawings, graphs
pictures, maps, other types of il1ustra~
tions.
(5) Be sure you give credit to the authors
by listill<] your S'~~'U.l>~;'C8 of irJ..fcrl~\t.~·t5.on. in abibl iography -~~,,-~~._. "-"-'~~
(6) Do the booklet r\~?0t.] ~f' " c'onlpletE~:L}", and
originally. Avoid merely copying.
(7) Be sure the booklet report is fre~ from
e t:r c ]:' s i.n s r,i i? 1 1. i l"1 (;1 ~ .:: (i !) :1.. tal j z i·.~ t: J () rl ,. aJ1 (}
ptlnctuatiorle
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b. OR/\L REPORT
m--U-se~--\;-rsual aids to make yOUl.-- reI)()rt rnore
intel:"esting: sli.dc~s, lnaps, pict~res,
postE~rs, fil::1s.
(2) Pick out the main details so that your
r'eport is no longer than five or ten
rnil.iU t:(.~ 5.,
(4)
(5)
(Usually you may not have a personts
attention if the report takes too long.)
Present your report confidently: P2~ak
loudlY and clearlv~
~__ _ __...... ,....~4~..
Pre.pal':e vJell enotlgh so you ca11 "tell It the
report not just re~~ it~
Be creative and original~
Try to think of new and better ways to share
your ideas with other people.
c. MODELS AND DIORN1AS
-(-i)1'h~in}c \let~y I'l'C,lrli al)ou·t ~lour idea ar1d l)e sU.ce
-trla t tl1e scene ~l0\.l E] rlCI\~ is a gooej e)":a:nr,l e
or illustratJ,on of trlat i.d~::(i.
( 2 ) 1v1(1k:f~ sure vi,si t()r' s J~r10~d" 'VJhich 1)00]<: this
scene is from by displaying the title
prominently.
(3) Write a short paragraph describing the
scene.
Tell the scene's importance to the whole
'"' book.
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While You're Workina on Your Co~tract~
- ,..'
Assuming that you've written a detailed, specific
and challenging contract, youOll want to make sure you're
using your tiITle ~Jisely and really gettj.,n~j the r110s1: ou·t:
of your indepeIldel1t study. :-lere a~e t. 9ffJO helps.;:
1. Think over how you zpend your day~ Perhaps once a
week, write down your thought and feelings about
if you had a good day or if you had a bad day.
Tell why. Does it seem that youtre learning things
and enjoying it? Are you ma}:ing progress, or are you
going too slo\tlyl Keep these ideas on paper "t'it11 your
copy of the contract.
2. Decide on a time for a conference with your teacher.
Set up an appointment for SOl~~e tiJne after your- contro.c·t
and the project have been completed. A good time might
be the next class after you present your project.
Xou probably want to k:now ho\-" your teacher feels about all
the worle you "did on your project and if YOu.!:' corltract was
a success. Here are some things your teacher illld you will
discuss at the conference.
CONFERENCE: INDEPENDE~~ STUDY EVAL~ATION
Contract Number:
Conference Date:
vlork Period
to
The Student's Use of Time:
1. Was there sufficient work cOffi?leted1
2. Was it challenging?
3. Did it present that chancs to grow and learn
new things, or is the studsnt in a r~t7
4. Could the student hav~ done more7
5. Did he choose a place to work that was good
for himl ,..
6. W11at could be done be+;1:er:" 11(::)::'t. tirne?
7. Could the student do everything he eaid he
would do in the contract?
8. Was the contract too Aasy~
9. Was the contract too vagUGi
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Sununarv:
t
1. Student's corr~ents:
a. \!lr1at goed lessor~s did I learn about m)l'
topic"
b. \fJ'hat good lessorls aid I learn about my
work habits?
2. Teacher's comments (evaluation)
Student Signature Teacher Signature
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Gllide to C:onJcract V]ork
I ~ OBJECTIVE~S
To have the student *
j\. Becorne P1c)r() irlde~,)e!1Clenc...
B. Be more responsible for making his or her own
clecisions.
C. Develop and employ good habits of work.
D. Challenge himself or herself to broaden the
fields of interest by delving into different
areas trlat ha.ve not been looked into befo1:e
trlis.
E. lJse or iginal i ty in l)reI)a,rirlg and preseI1t,ing
reportsCt
F. Learn to use and employ wide use of the school
resources such as the library and audio-visual
aid.s.
G. Evaluate his or her own work and how well the
time was used while working independently.
II. CONF~RCNCE GUIDE
A. Contract
1. Topic clearly stated.
2. Kind of project stated (oral, written,
model or diorama).
3. List of materials to be used (books~
magazines, filmstrips, and other ma~erials)
stated.
4. Goals and objectives stated.
5. Starting date and completion date stated.
6. Contract neatly written.
7. Two copies of the co~tract made or
duplicated.
B. Completed Project
1. \vritten
a. F300klet forrn t:~'1 (~overs
b. Table of Corl"terl·t~~
c. Report in bl~(~ c).r~' b1ack: irlk
d. One side of the paper used
e. pj_ct1J..r'es, d:c(.~~\~1.ir1;~;, or ot:her illustra-
tions incll.l(J~~tJ
£. Sources of iriforrnat:i.on give11 in a
bibli.ograprl}!
g. Report ~s ne
h. Report is compl~te
i. Report is origi~a2, that i3, not copied
from prirltec1 Hl;:lt 'L.(~t" 'v~itrlout a footnote
and preferrC':}1.t }" t::'::':r~l::-essed in ovln worcls
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2. Oral
a:--Use of visua.l a.ids
b. Well organized with main idea evident
c. I~'i".'e to ter.;. rnj.r1\li:(~s lcrlg r3.t11er ~cl1an
being too lengthy
d. Preparation thought out so that the
report is told rather than read
e. C:r:-eative and -{)r igiI1al vlay of~ f)r't:scntatioI1
3. Models and dioramas
i. S~ene is- a good illustration of the idea
from the book.
b. Title is displayed prominently~
c. Sliort paragrapll describes -crle scene.
d. Ingenious use of cOI'lstruction mateJ:,ials
· III. Student Growth
A. Responsiblity and Independence
1. SOu~ftlt help on O'drl arld !1E:e(led little
encoura~lernent
2. Displayed good habits of work
3. Made good use of time
4. Sufficient work completed in time allotted
5. I~ade good use of school resources: library,
audio-visual aids, con1nlui1i ty resCftJ?:'ces,
other teacrlers, arld otrJ.er.· ::,c·;~:~)tlJ:-t;E?S
6; Sh.Qwed or ig:inaJ. i -c.y .in prepar jcflg ar~{j, presentirlg
the report
B. Areas Done Well
c. Areas Which Needed Improvement
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I. CONTRACli
Clearly stated topic
Kind of p~oje=t l~st~d
f-,r2i.t:.erj Fils t() })::~ '~1f_~ listecl
startiurlg a.nd fj.rli.shirl~~ dates lisJc(~d
Con~ract too easy
Contract too vague
A. Evidence time was well used
B~ Sufficierlt l10rk co~p] eted in time allotted
C. Could have done more work
D. Make good use of school resources
E. Well organized materials
A. Work done neatly
B. Showed good organization and thought
C. Sht)vJed o.t'iginali-ty irl pr~2~)a.ratio11 or
presentation
D. Completed all work according to the contract
E. Completed the contract on the due date
F. vJRITTEt.J r{l::por~rr
1. Boo}cl(;t fOl:ffi
2 ~ Organizatiorl
a. Cover
b. Table of Contents
c. Body
(1) Written neatly
(2) Includes pictures, diagrams, or
other illustrations
d. Neatness
e. Either blue or black ink was used
f. \\Tri tten \rJell
3. l\jeatrless
4. Own words were used instead of copying
wOl~d for l:'Jorcl
5. Correct spelling was used
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G. ORi\J-, REPC)RT
1. Material well organized
2. Prepared
2... Spoke v,JJ*tl1ou.-t hesita.t:.on
b. Used notes only occasionally
3. Used visual aids
4. ere
5. Not too long
6. Not copied word for word
H. DIOF~Jjv0S .l\I'JD IvJOI)ELS
1. Scel1e ~V'ivia
2. r·-Jan·lC~ of book, article, is clearly Sf.:erl
3. Originality shown
a~ Sllown by lli'5e of" Inaterials
b.. S11o\JJn b:i J_l1tet"[)}:-eta-tiorl of the scene
4 0 Short paragraph telling about the scene
IV • CONCLtJSIOl'·!S
A. What was done well?
B. What could have been done better?
A. Showed independence in work or project
B. Showed growth and maturity since the last
cQntract
VI. RATINGS
A. Very Good
B. Good
C. Satisfactory
D. Poor
E. Very Poor
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student Contract Porm
I hereby pledge that
---------------------------------
Contract No.
starting Date:
Completion Date:
Contractor:
Contractee:
(Teacher's c.' J'.~"i-"D;:;,,-)'.;;J '':.1,.4.~AV ...~ ~
NAl1E
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Independent Study Ma~t§r Sheet
CONF .. I eOiU' •
'....'OPIC DATE IRA1l IHG TOPIC DATE RATING I
t-::=====~.j===l====:t- f.!.... 'to-
.-----ott-----t-,--t-.---H'J---t----J-.---I
!-'---·+t-----t-----+--1{--t--i--~
)\P PEf\!DIX B.
TIlE: C. Y. r:" ~.f!. ~J. /' ~lJ /\.e (). C. TSST ()R C:l'..t! :()lJ FOI;I,crr'l
l~JRI(rTEJ\r DIt{I~CirIO:\IS l\l~D j~ll'·;S'>Ji::R 'QlJESTIOl"JS CORI~~~crrLY jrl~ST
Introdllct i on
The material to be presented'here is a fictitious
tes't created by fictitious atlthor:'s. Tile 11ame o:f t.he test
and the names of the authors are given to establish
credibility with the students. The main purpose of this
test is to determine how many students actually read the
directions on a paper before they Bt2rt doing the questions
before trlt:~mQ
A suggestion would be to set a predetermined time
limit so the students work at a faster than normal speed
and so that the students would not have an opportunity
to possibly ~let others in on the secret of number 30.
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The C.
Creclted b'\,
-.:;'
- . i.! [) .. 2111d("', ....... - r .
'*'::. 'd' "- ~ ._-
}-i ... c~. C. rI~est
I).Ll"'ecti(}:-;~::: e8.ch st2~te::n(2rj,t c·r qt.~:~stiOl1 t:rl()rou~:'hly~
Follow the dire~tions as carefully as sible.
Do th9 te~~t to ~fc:·tlr 1:.~f:St abilit~Io
Read everything carefully before doing anything.
1 0 Write your aJing at the top 6£·a sheet of paper
in the upper right-hand corner.
2. Read each of:' trle direct j. 0:'1 5 thoro'Jghl~l bE'~fore ~rotl d.o
arl}1'tr1irlg el.~~e:.
4·. HovJ lti':lr'lj! [:ieople d.c) :rol1 r;,a.~Je irl )'ou.r f::r~1il~{ "0'11-10 Ii ",;r~~
at hOrrl(:::
5. Record your best friend f 3 age.
6. How rrtany desks are tllere in i;11e classrc?ornl:
7. vJJ1ich B\lbj ect do you eI1j oy the most?
8. Which ~ubject would you like to see added to the
school's study program?
9. In wha.t direction is Lake 1Vlichigan'?
10. \ihat is your favorite radio station1
11. If you were given fifty dollars, what would you bUy?
12. Put your first, middle, i~ any, and last initial
on your p2per next to nU~~~r l~.
13 e 1J~c,it:e you::, r!firrnat i.on l'~~ () ~LZ:: r,~(:~::~. tao to }:t'()tJ r in j~tial s.
:I. f~ you d :> !";. .~:. ~.~ h av e a Con '~E ~.. ;':'1n4,~::.:' i C) ~"l 11 cl ra t:;, vrIo" i t e the
t·:~!~~ t~ v./ord, r'El~~.~~~"
s i e)11 progr arns, Go
J~·,·~e G,ive tr'Je Jci-tle of a mo·vi::.~
seer'}, It'
201.
~ould like to see or have
2()2
17. List three magazines your family or you uSllally buy.
18. Name your favorite magazine.
19. What is your favorite colort
20. VJ11at hig"l'l scl1oo1 vJill )'CJll })e (~Tc)j_ng to 01:" }1C)~)e t:o he
go i. 11 SJ to i 1'1 "c l"~l f~ (~() ~ j' f-: Ei:C ..
21. If you could travel anywhere in the United ates
in the next year, where would you g01 Choose two
states or places.
22. Who is the person you most admi~~7
23. r-J~11e arlY 110bbies you l1a,\'c. If you rnust lirn:t.t: yc,\Jrself,
name at least two hobbies o
24. What sport or sports do you participate in at school
or with your friends outside of school?
25. List your favorite food.
26. \IIJha)c }<,~:i.l'\d of clesig.tl ~vJ0111d yOl,1 li}:e to see ()!1 yotll:"'
statj_onery or not:e vlri tj,ng pa.per?
27. Have you ever been to Florida?
28. Have you ever been west of the Missi sippi River?
29. If you could buy five items valued a~ a dollar each
or less, what i ten1S \v"ould you l)uy?
30e After you have read all the statements or questions,
answer only questions one, two, eight, and twenty~
nine. Then, sit quietly until the time limit is
called.
}\.PPElJDIX C.
Tl-IE }JEt~J COPYRIGHT LA~.)J OF 1978
The first of January nineteen-hundred and seve~ty­
eight not only Degan a new year, but also, new provisions
concerning copying any materials from books, magazines,
music, lyrics, records, and television, pro~~rams.
Since the copyright law-affects all citizens, it·
is particularly noticeable at the photocopy machines.
Because most of these machines are available and usually
unattended, notifications si~lilar to this one found on a
machine on February 2 9 1978, may be a common occurrence
from now on when you use a ph9tocoPY machine.
Cooyriaht La~ (Title 17 u.s. CODE)
Subsection 108 (f) (1):
Notice: ,The copyright lavl of the United States,
Title 17 u.s. Cocle, goverrls t.he makin<;J oi'
photocopies of copyrighted materials. The
person using this equioment is liable for an~_1
~ f ~
infringement.-
Personnel in charge of the schools' mass media
and duplicating facilities are readily informing teachers
of the importance of The Copy~iqht Law, 1978, Title 17
U.S. Code. Specific paragraphs were chosen from a
bulletin distributed to teach~rs at an area high school.
lc~~yri~0t L~ 17, SUbsec~ 108 (£) (1)~ (1978).
Cuda.hy, vJj_s.: Cudany Librarl1 'Fe1:j}~~tlary' 1978 eo
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The new copyright lavJ is a book~ by itself· b1.1t
only a verj' srnall part cle.;:i.ls VJittl teacllers ~~()
11ere is a cluic]e sunuu2..ry.,
Section 106: The O\\T11er o:f a copyright 11as trie
exclusive rights to reproduce, edit, distri~
bute, perform, and splay.
Section 107: Fair use in education. A
teacher may request a SINGLE copy of any
copyrighted material if he or she is going
to use it in teaching or preparation to
teach. (This part Qr the law also applies
to a student if he asks for a copy on llis
own and is not directed to ask).
A teacher may request Multiple copies for the
classroom if ALL the following conditions
are met. It must be brief (One chapter, or
one poem, or one article). It must be spon-
taneous. (You just nctic~d the article and
it will reenforce YOllr pc)in't tornorrov,,; i (7 e!.
there is no time to get permission. You will
not be able to demonstrate spontaneity semester
after semester for the same article). Each
copy includes a copyright notice.
Section )..07 : Prohibitions. Copying sha.ll 110t
be used to create or replace or substitute for
a text. There shall be no copying of consum-
able i * e. vJorkbook:s, exerci ses, standa.rdj_z€!.(),
tests-,etc. CopyinC] shall not substi.tute
for purchase, be directed by higher authority,
be repeated by same teacher, charged for over
the actual cost.
Music people have a whole section of the law
just for themselves; they should know it and
unders tar1d it.
If you want to copy sometllirlg c:h(::'ck to see if
it shows a copyright symbol: (e) or (p). If
it doesfl' t , it i .. s at most: orlJ1y rJ. $100 fine alld
probably no fine to copy it~ .
lCla.rk High, "The Nelv CODyriqht La\--l, n Brookfield,
VJi.sc: Brookfield Central t-ligl1 ,Sc:h()c)l, 3 January" 1978.
(MirneograpJ'l(=d. )
2('5
Many copyrighted work sheets say right on them
that it is ok for teachers to copy thernt'
The one part of thp l&w ~hat is not clear is
video recording a TV S1-10':.-I. \\Je will rna}ee
decisions on each individual request-~some will
be ref\lSecl.
\tJrite for permission to COf)Y. In rnost cases
you will get permission for a small fee. The
school or department will have to budget for
this in the future. If a pUblisher says no,
or doesn't answer promptlY, or the fee is too
high, tell your librarian. She' will be asked
to report to the copyright office every five
years to have the law revised. This is the
o~ly wa~ teac~erf can have the law changed to
fJ. t theJ.r need.G.
High is kno\vledgeal)le a.bout t.ne nE~\v la.\1IJ because
he stat.es on ·thi,s rninleographed pa.I)er ·tl1o.t HI harve studiecl
')
the law and have had 6 hour..~s of cIa.55 time on it. ffi:..
Therefore, he seems to be a creditable person to quote
when knowledge of this law is necessary or the concern
of a per~on ~in the field of education.
1].., · i~ ...)J.( •
rl-
(;"I})i ci ~
A SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPfIT OF SOURCES CONCERNING THE NEW
Cop;'right L~·~1:...__C1tlestj~ons Teachers and IS~4brat"ictl1~\~~.
\'JC3.stlin~}t011, J). C.: 1\.!11erican Li.t)l~Etry .l\.$ 30ciation,
National Council of Teachers of English, ~nd
National Education Associatt~~, 1977.
The address and cost of the material is
as folloVJs: Serld tvJO dolla.!."s to
National Education Association
Order Department
The Acad(~lnic Buildirlg
Savl l\lill I{oad
\rlest rla\,reJl, Connectic"u.t 06516.
Copyright La~ 17, subsec. 108 (f) (1), (1978). Cudahy,
Wis.: Cudahy Library, 2 February 1978~
This notification was a typed one rather
than an official notification from the
gove.rnrnent.
High, Clark. ttTr-le I\Jew Copyright La.w. H
Brookfield Central High School,
graphed.)
B!~o~)Jcf'ic~ld, vIi,s.:
1978. {M.imeo-
Even though the information is found on two
sides of one sheet of paper, the material is
concise and informative.
'The Net.; C.2l2.Y£Lgl1.t I.Jaw: Ques·ti0f!.~.~Teachers and IJil)r'al--ians
Ask. Washington, D. Co: National Education
ASSociaJcion, An1erican Library Associa,tiorl and
NCTE, 1978.
The address and cost of the mate~ial is as
follows: Send two dollars to
NEA
1201 16th Street, N. w~
Washington, D. C. 20036e
This apparently is the most rec~nt edition
of the material according to the 1978 copyright
date.
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APPENDIX D. SEI\frENCE P j\7,rrERl~ CARD Glu·1E
1. C"llt 3 n x 5 U index cards irl half.
2. Print the cards as the examples show in the
folloVli.11g rna.nrler.
dog
(noun)
jump
(verb)
11aI)t-1Y·(ad.j.) ..
adject.ive
quickly
(adv.)
adverb
is
(L. V.)
linking verb
in the hOUSf~
(prepe J)hr.)
prepositional phrase
3. Have a large selection of nouns, verbs, adjectives,
articles~ adverbs, and prepositional phrases for
more sentence variety.
Later on, you may want to a.dd other \vords -(parts of
speech) for lnore complex sentence patte.roD.s. 1\1 so,
noun clauses, infinitives, adjective and adverbial
clauses could be put on cards in a similar manner
as a prepositional phrase. In this way, students
could see that clauses can be found in oth~r areas
of the sentence rather than thinking they just appear
at the end of a sentence.
4. Have each deck consist of from forty to sixty cards
for a N - V - N pattern. Other parts could be
added later to increase the size of the deck. The
number of nouns, verbs, and articles in the deck
would be determined by the teacher. A possible
breakdown for a forty card deck would be!
i;\.venty-fiv'e n.oun cards, tC:!l cards, and five
al:ticle cards.
SlJC;CES1tI()I\;~S: It \.vould be Slle;t9E.-3i:ed that t11e ga.me
~l-ay·E:~'({J--rby ~the teacl1er te) SJctj~n first l"larlcl
knowledge of the game.
Before the game could be used in the classroom,
the students should have an U~ erstanding of the basic
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sentence patterns through oral and written work such as
labeling parts of the sentence and writing sentences.
Dir8ctions for nlaVlna the q~me:
_•. pi . . .. ~ . • i _ iMIinNI
1. Two, three, or four students at the most should be
ir~ ~i (JrOtlp~ clncl t, c:;!'"1()l11d })C:' 0i"'tlc~n ;:} dC2CY: (:OT11:.
ing frorn fC)t"'ty t:o si):ty c s -to ~)lay ·tr18 g0.1112 'ltrlless
the students are making their own cards. Then the
index cards and material necessary should be provided
or the students should be told ahead of time to bring
the materials to class for making the game.
2. A basic sent.el1ce pattern f01""' exan1ple a N - V - N
pattern could be put on the board.
3. Each student in a grc)up ShOlllcl be <leal t four ca:t.~ds
for the J-.1 - V - ~.J pattern c)r~ one nlOl:~e card tI1cl!1 tl1e
sentence pattern would need to be completed.
4. rfhe rernaining cards should be placed face clovJn on the
table.
a. The person to the left of' the dealer \..vol..l1d I)i.ck
one card from the remaining cards on the table.
b. Then he or she would place the card he or she
does not wish to use for the sentence pattern
face· down on the table next to the pile of
remaining cards.
c. Each player will continue this until someone
does make the desired sentence pattern with
his or her cards.
Directions for starting the game:
1. At first, the sentence does not have to make sense,
N V N
dog caught home, as long "as it fits the pattern.
Then the students ihould make a sentence that has
N V N
meaning, dog ran home.
2. A list of sentence patterns could be put on the
beard with the number of points f~r each sentence
pattern. Op the next page, les of the point9
for certain sentence patterns 11 be pcovi~ 6
Points
5
:;'0
10
15
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Sentence Patterns
N V
N V N or H
-
L\j~
-
N
N V Art. (:!ond N
N V Art. and N plus
prep. phr.
3. The students would keep a record of their scores.
Sentence J)atterns 1'; Ci.:n~: s
.
John Joan Jar.e Sam
N
-
V
-
N
.
N
-
V
-
Art. and N
4. The dealer would select the pattern and the number of
points for each game, and the students would proceed
on their ovm with the game as it irJas previously
explained by the teacher.
5. During the first time the game is explained by the
teacher,' the students should play along in each of
their groups. As the students continue on their own,
questio:ls would be answered by the te2.C'her v,s he or
she walks around the room viewing the playing of each
of the groups.
6. NOTE: The teacher may wish to vary the game to fit
his or her students' needs or the teacher's own needs.
APPENDIX E. ONE HUNDRED ACTIVITY IDEAS1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
Acrostic
Advertisement writing
P.tlas \.;orJ~
Banner mal:ing
Baseball quiz
Bibliography writing
Brochures
Bulletin boards
Captionirlg
Cartooning
Case st.udies
Celebrations
Chalk talks
Chart makirlg
Check lists
Chor'al reading
Clay modelirJ.g
Collage
Collections
Comic strip drawing
Craft 'llSe
Creative drama
Creative music
Creative \-Jriting
Dance
Debate panel
Definitions
Demonstrations
DiJary
IJrawings
D.cills
Exhibits
ExpeI~inlents
Field trips
Film making
36.
37.
38.-
39.
40.
41.
42."
43.
44.
45.
46.
47 e
48.
49~
S().
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52,fj
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66&
67.
68.
69.
'70.
Filrr~strip mak:irlq
Flaxlnelboard ~
F'lashcards
Folders
Forums
Free verse
Games
Gestures
Graphs
Group discussions
Group dravling
Grotlp reports
GrOt!}) 1"-esearcr1
C;rc')up TJttl.:ee
Gr'0 u t:) vl!" i J~~ :!.. !'1~;
GU~~5t spec1J<e'r's
Illl).E;·tr2t·Lic~ri~
I11do):in~j
Int:er,,"iel\~s
Lect.ure
Lf~tter vtlri'cincJ
Library projects
I\1al)S
Memorizatio!l.
Mobiles
Mosaic art
l\1ovies
Music acti"'vities
I"1urals
Newspaper topic search
Ne,~spaper writing
Notetakil"lg
Open-ended questions
Opini.on Po~l].
Oral presentation
____I a_I . _I _
RQ;J -l n1- 0 ....
_--: ~--~. II
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71. Overhead projection
72. Pageants
73. Painting
74. Panels
75. Pantomime
76. Paper sculpture
77. Para.?11rasirlq
78. Periodj_cal use
79. Photography
80. Pictures
81. Plays
82. Poems
83~ Printing
84. Pro and con discussions
85. Projects
86. Puzzles
87. Questionnaire
88. Questions and answers
89. Quotat:tons
90. Radio use; radio script
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
Records
Replicns
Scrolls
Self-evaluation
Slides and slide making
Story telling
Tape recordi.n.gs
Television script writing
Travel brochure
Twenty questions
APPENDIX P. TELEVISION UNITS
IntI.~ocltlct:ton
The materials presented on television units on
the follo''v'ing pages \&Jere prepared by John Boland,
coordinator of the teachers' resource· center, intern
teacher coordinator, and teacher at Parkman Junior
. High School, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, during the 1970~
1971 school year. These materials were given to me
by Mr. Boland during the 1970-1971 school year.
Mr. Boland encouraged teachers to add their o~m
ideas to anything they used from the resource center since
he seemed to believe that the teacher's creativity wae
important and should be shared with others. Therefore,
any teachers who happen to find these materials useful
for their purposes should feel free to supplen1erlt. t;lle
Television Unit and the Television, Newspaper, and Radio
Advertising Unit with their o~m ideas and share these
ideas with their colleagues.
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It is safe to asstlL11e ·tllllt': ttl!? chilclreIl \JJat:ch &.
lot of television. This may be put to good use in the
Language Arts classrooms
I. Obtain a television listinq from the Milwaukee
~- 1'&-~}o~,....·'!'!t:,t~~_· .....--• , .t'~
JOlJl:r1al or I<':ill,.ral,tjeee :3{::~J:1t:Lnel or a 1"'/ (~,u.i(jr;
post TEe PO:Ll1t4'-'oi:ii 7faI·J.y t~11e progr@ains·' tria"f the
students should watch.
A. Criteria for selecting "g00d tt programs should
be set up bv the students.~ ,.l ......F ...,.._._... _
This would then orier points of reference for
criticism purposes.
B. Students could be grouped by rows or by some
other metho~ and they could review the tele-
vision show previews in the pape~ and then the
group would give a weekly report such as making
recommendations for view~ng.
1. f{ole 1=)la~'yin(;l
A radio broadcast could be produced.
"This is vJ1lrvl(~ :z'c>ur hn,j;)py rac.lio station
\vith t11e news of tl~le day. U .
2. A panel being interviewed by the rest of
the class could be accomplisned~
3. vlritterl vleekly reports Ofl (lu~)licating
masters could be given to the class to be
used as a guide to television viewing.
These duplicated television reports could
be shared with another class.
II. Write a TV Guide for junior high school students
according to the-ir interests.
A. Include advertisements
B. Bring copies of the TV GU~ to class as
examples
C. Include drawings of stars, an article of
special interest, and other similar ideas
III. Create post-program cr,)j..tiql!E~S.
A. With reconunendatj~OtLS i:'l r1i11d all students
coule] be as}~ed t<) \4~1t(:1) ;1 particular progra,m.
The next day, acco~ding to criteria the
stuclf.?nt ~ pre1tiou s 1:{ (';';-; ·t·:fll)liE:r·~,,:.;~:, ) c.l as s
WOUi(1 be ask:cd to c',/aluat:e t)L'ogr:a.rrl.
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B. Emphasize listening techniques.
Have students measure their conDrehension of
\t/hat o~curred in trl(~ tele~.rision ?l.~OC'rctI:"t.
c. r-<ef~'r' tC) ~trle . ~':~o}~" :l~~:-::~:ri_iquE::s ':):::,..~':d7fo:~ Cl ~~~?::i:fi::
qat1cn, ror ~aeas on now to _cour s~uoen~s
to take positions with respeCt to the progra~.
IV. Develop writing activitien with a television pro-
gram as a springboaro5
A. Different ending
B. Letter to the company that sponsored the pro-
gram and tell them about the progrfu~
C. Different setting: time'and location
The Television Unit and the unit to fellow, the
· Television, Newspaper, and Radio Advertising Unit 9 may be
used together or separately aepending upon the decision
of the teachers using these materials.
I. Student analysis of commercials
Advertisers use rhythmical chants to catch interest
and attention~
For example~ these are familiar slogans heard on
commGrcials:
ttpan Am mf.lkes the going great."
"It's what's up front that counts~n
A. Students could be asked to list as many of
these rhythmical chants as possible$
1. The lists could tl1en be c()n1Diled and
duplicated for all the students in the
cla,ss.
2. This should be done bv the students.
~.:,,;; --- ..-~ ......B. Students could thetl be a.sjeed. qtlC;stj.. Ol1Z, such as
1. Do you notice :~:'1(~ about the r}l~{thm
of these phrasEs~
2. Why are all of tIle.rn 3(;;1:: to music?
3. t-lhat otl1e.c qual:Lties fil-CJ.ke tl1enl stick in our
memory:
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c. Have the students evaluate the ethical quality
of these advertisements
1. Do the ads get people to buy the items they
do not need','
2. Should there be a control on advertisements?
3. If there should be a control on advertise~
n1ents, \·~?hat k:ind of (~ontr()l sr10uld l:;e llSE~(I?
- D. Refer to the
cation, for specific
stlluents to deal \~lith these ,ralue questj~O!lS.
II. Students Sllould Inake up a product a11d sell it t.lsing
adver't:isernents.
A. These ads could then be
1. Developed into a radio broadcast
2. Staged as if tllE.~Y vJ(~rt= on television
3. Written in script form as for a play
4. Written as if they were for a magazine
5. Taped on a cassette recorder and then
played ba.c}:'
6. Draw pictures
B. The students could evaluate the affect of each
others' ads.
III. A speaker to disc'llSS aclvertisi.ng could be asked
to talk to the class.
IV. Filmstrips on advertising and propaganda could be
borrowed.
APPENDIX G. TELEVISION LESSON PLANG
P..n example of a televi,sion lesso11 plan for the
fifth episode of 'the cOlnnler-ical tele,risiOl'l series,
"/\merica, It will be presented to assi.st teachel:~s in plan-
ning their lessons for television.
"Gone vlest ~t
I. Objecti.,res
,
A. Content objectives~
1. Significant settlement west of the
J~t)pala,c}1ian r'10u11tciitlS di.d. flot (,ceu]:' rc)r
almost two hundred years after the
arrival of trl€..~ f:Lrst En~~lisl1 colc)nists.
2. The Louisiana Purchase doubled the size
of the United states.
3. The tfforty-nj~nersf « spj"rit of {Jd'V"e11ture
and pers(~verance vIas an. i ..nlportartt. part
of ~nerican lifec
B~ Performance objcctives2
1. Label and number on 'a mdp the territorial
expa11siorl of t1'1e United states in the
sequence in which the expansion took
place.
2. Complete a chart comparing and contrast-
ing the motivation
a. Of the pioneers who settled west of
the Appalachian Mountains
b. Of the pioneers who went~west to
California in the 1850ts~
IJohn P •. ~eal, Martin w. ~~r.dler, ~n~ Nclso~ B.
Nugent , S~~U(jy Gu~d e t 0 A;.c_c~9mp ~:~.!l:L"SJ~!?~~1~e 1e '\::~~~~2~rL2~~r 1.E!§.
Ame~..2:. (Lexington, r"1ass.: Gj.. ~U1 t.< (:o~), p~ 17.
2Ibid • Hritten in behavi.oral objectives.
3I 1-. e d.uJ.~ .' .. Written in behavioral objectives •
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II. Relationship
According to t11e teacher 9 s sttld:l t;Yll:i~def
the over"all 01) j ecti ~.;e of the ser ieri, ;tC:("l, n "~.l\Tas
determined, as Cooke pointed out, that Uniteti
states was in the growing process and how this
growth could promote meaning and guidance for now
ancl for thE'; futl.lre., 3:r1 t11j~.s lessor1 thc.?re \'J215 a
- \vest\f.lal~d rflo\rE~rilen·t a.nd a ·vJes)c'flIEll:'ci t'::KDcll1sj.()rl itl. tYle
United states \~hich lc~d to ·t}~le begii1rlirlg of the
nation's gro~~;'li'th on a largE~ scale. fIll-'le people t1rld
what motivated them to move west of the Appalachian
Mountains were viewed.
III. r"1:aterials
A. Preparation for the televised lesson
1. Draw a map of the United states with the
territories added after the thirteen
colonies were settled on a duplicating
master without labeling the territories
28 Prepare a chart for the students to
complete with notes from the television
lesso11
3c Write the questions for the lesson on the
chalkboctrcl or ha.ve thE'~rrl d,'tlplj_catec1;. for
each student
4. Duplicate enough maps, charts, and
questions for e"'"eryoJ"'le in tl'le class
5~ Make a list of the expectat ODS ~or the
oral and/or written reports with the
students
6. Collect these materials:
a. Map of the United states at the present
b. Map of the United states showing the
territorial expansion
c. Overhead projector, screen, and pointer
if the maps are transparencies
d. Compass
e. Pictures
(1) Camping equipment from a catalogue
(2) Wilderness areas of Canada, the
tJni ted Bt(lt~GS ~ and v'!isconsin
B. Preparation for the follo~~up lesson
1. lia.\re each follo\.'\~~11l) (JuE;stion vir:i.tten on an
inde.x card
2 • Divide the cla~~s j"r:~tQ four g.rOtlps ~t.t..§:£ the
telecast
8.. Assign the st:tld~?:l)t!:; to thei.l'" gl....OUpS
b.. Have €~a~ch ~Jr'otl!) d::~\"el(J :::~'~'rer
for tr1ei_r ~:Jt~Lc)rj, b)T
(1) Choosi~g a s~cretary to take notes
(2) Selecting a representative to report
to t11c~ C;}ilz.:;S <chc a.rlS\v(--:r trlcll:. tIle
group has developed for their one
questi.()r~
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IV. Introduction
A. The lesson will be introduced to the students
by posing th~se que~tions:
1. If you were going on n camping trip into
a less l)opttlated are lil:e the I'Jol:'"tll'ilest
11(~rr~'ito::~{ ()f C , 'Vl}121t \",;cJl..11d. neecl
for tile tr'ip?
2. Why are each of these items necessary
for your survival?
3. What type of adventures would you expect
to have?
4. Suppose you ran out of food and had to
live there for one·more week, what would
you do?
B. Compare this experience to the time of the
early .l\rnerican settlers 0
C. A class discussion of the questions and a
brainstorming s.ession ~!o'l11d £0110\·J' after the
questions were introduced~
D. Pictures of camping equipment from a catalogue
and pictures of ~ilderness would be shown to
the students to help them visualize the area
of the camping trip.
v• Info.r·rnation
The material that this lesson will present is
as follows:
A. Virtues of Daniel Boone
B. Survival of the early settlers
Ca Acquistion of the Louisiana Territory
1. Controversial ~cquistion
2. Made between President Jefferson and
t~apoleon
3. Exploring of the Louisiana Purchase
by Lewis and Clark
D. Fur trapping
E. Discovery of gold at Sutter's Mill
1. Rush west to California
2. Vignettes about the etymology of the
cities' names c.1.l0K1g tIle t"1estward trail
VI. Questions and Ideas 1
A, Classroom teacher£~ ~uestions
1. What is a fronti~L~
a. Are t:here c~.!1\r fr()ntj.(t:r"f3 irl ..:<~~'nerica
to,jair ? E:<IJl ~
b o \rIllY i:J,are tl-l~:; (;!~C:tlt t·;l~irJ.s t}'ie last
large area to be permanently settled?
1Ibid.• , p. 20.
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2. Why was salt important to those who
traveled westward across the Appalachi&l
110untaillS '(
3. t~llal: 'v,,~as tl1e ei~fect of t.he discc)vcI."'Y of
gold on "cl-le sett:lernerlt of t11e l\.rnE~.t"ican \vest·,
4. \tJh,lt is tr:te cliffE:r:ence bet\veen tl-le phra.ses 9
n t 1;, 2: "v l~:: i c,n t r !i \\' t~st.
B. Studer1tr:-::' questior~s t11at rna,y be tJ.sked
1. Why didnit settlers move north or south?
2. Ilow did the piorleE>.rs rnarlage to stay alive
011. tr1e Gl.... eat P1 ail1s '1
3. What happened to the people after the gold
was gone1
VII. Stlggested Activities
A. Follow-up activities
1. Reports and/or projects
a e NapolE~Ol1.
b. California in the 1800's
c. Pioneer life
d. The Gold Rush
eo Lewis and Clark
f. Da11iel Boone
g. Indian situation in the 1800's
h. President Thomas Jefferson
i. Survi"val slcills needect b~i trle pic)neers
2~ Footprints of exploration
a. Trace your foot on two pieces of paper
be Use one paper foot for drawing a picture
of arl explorer or som~::t11ing about flis
exploration
c. Use the other paper foot for a short
written report on the explorer and his
exploration
d. Mount both feet on construction paper
or cardboard
e. Attach the paper feet to the bulletin
board
2. Draw a map of the territorial expansion of
the United states from 1776-1960
4. Label on a map eac:r1 s·tates t year of entrance
into the Union
5. Small group work
6. Time line showing the United states'
acqui.stion of rl(~'V/ te!:-l'j.tOl~ir,:~[~ st?..tes
adrnitted to th(i,~ l1rliotl
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B. Relationship to other classroom subjects
1. I'lusic
a. Musical instrtunents of the time
b. ~3011CJS SllrlCI arotl:'ld tl~e i rt~
2. Social St\ldie~3 a:rlCl lleal th (l?il:' st i\,id)
a. Prepare an emergency survival kit
to JCE~ep i n \:h(~ f ''';' ~ s C:;E:lr
· b ~ a,ri·::: a k:ti:
for a dog, cut, r~illbit, or animal of
sinli,lar s:tze
3. Language Arts
a. Locational skills
b. Re21ding cL11d study s~;:j.lls
c. Spelling skills
d. Writing skills
4. Ivlcltheluatics
Compute how mnny miles the pionerrs
traveled to sutter's Mill from the state
oi: Virgirlia
Se Science and Geography
Wildliic tinct the natural boundaries
encountered by-the pioneers on their travels
6. J....rt
Construct or draw
a. A scene of sutter's Mill
b. A picture of the wilderness
c. A scene of the prairie the settlers
crosse~d
d. A scene of how the settlers traveled
~lestwarr1
e. TIle cmi.mals encounter'eel by the set·tIers
f. The vegetation encountered by the
settlers
VIII. Suggested Readings
A. Pages rnarJced in several textbooks; list would
be duplicated and posted
B. Collectior:t of l1evlspaper and magazirle a1:;oticles
from hOItle fi.] e cal)inet
Ce Encyclopedia of the United states· History
D. Boo!(s,atlo··I:o-vlsui~;'l~·'-Tr~'(;:c.cC;r·:Ials,anaot~her WI
materials from the 1
IX. Assignments and/or Homework
A. Map illustrating the ter~itorial expans10n of
the United states
B. Chart comp2lring a1.10, C'C';1:tr~t3sting ~Ah"{ t:t1e pj"oneers
settled west of th~ A alachian Mountains or why
they \vent to Calif~()1:'1~.,i..at tl1e 1850 ~ s instead
C. Written or oral repo~t ~n the settlers' survival
x. Tests or Check-up Activity
Each assignmen~ (J .) will be evaluated e
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A SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPrIT FOR ANTARCTICA AND THE ARCTIC
Antarctica
Scarf, Maggi-eo Antarctica E,cnlorino..the EFOZ~"l Continent:,.New York :Rtlndom HoUS'C, fQ;70.
The Arctic
Frank, Ross, Jr. f....ro~~~.Dt,:b:~t:.. Ne\v York: Thomas Y.
Crowell Co., lS61.
Goetz, No...! York: v1illiam
Herrmanns, Ralph. Chilrirenof th~ North PnlA. Translated
by Annabelle l-laCl'l:JJ:TIn~Ne\T·York:-Harcourt,
Brace & World, 1964.
stefa.nssen, Evelyn. Here Is tl:,e Fa,: North. NeVI York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 195-"'. --
Antarctica and the Arctic
Andrist, Ralph K. Heroes of Polar Exolorationse New Yo~k:
_._' . --.-'""'-... I 1$ ...... .-_.....~--..-_.... ...-...,.,.-u
American Heritage PUblish1ng Co 6 , 1962 6
Herbert, \va.lly~ .tzl~.r~~~j;':::.', Landen, England: Coll,tns
PUbli3h£~!.s, 1971.
Ley, \tJilly and the Editors :;!f: L:\.FB,.
1'ime !ncorporated t 1~'6~~:-'-·
rfhe PoI.et; .._..._. - Ne\'t York:
New York: Golden
\1111.-....
Bauer, Richa..t"'(l.. H
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Schaleben, ()r"ri.lle. "F1ossil E1in.d. 'IliJ1]-(' Continel'lts, n
'I'h.e 11ilv!tfLlkee '":!.911rnr3d, ~~2 l?el)rua.r:·y 1.970, pp. 1~3.
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skill~ul re 1 estate tr~nsdcti~n~. average
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cards are beneficial for use in Geoqraphv clnsses e
For students in Gr s three'~o seven.
Got() t r1 c:-... ~·1·:~:.m(3.0 ('; :f t ~~~(~ S~~~.~ IP .s e r~ :;~ {:; ~3 1 IS • SIJ r :L 11 g f:
1-1 (.1 5 J3 • : i\ :. i 1 t (;'!1 ~) 1~ tlell (: ('1 $ ~ 1 9 C) 7 ~
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s-;.t.... (.:i})Dl.~. Sa.lern, I'lass.: I) er Bros., 1973.
(;~cl1:zl::"?::~ i .. s a scrc~n11)lC~(1 \4().,::,d 9<:11'0(:;. P.. sec;r"et
wor~ is chosen ~y each player. Lctter~ are chosen
from thA alphabet pool. The wo~d ,
then the word is scr led befo~e to
t11c nc):t p1 C1·Y(~~C. Tr}~?; n,ext ~)layeI' i:-:: 1: ::... >ctrl ':~',_Ll)lt~ f(>r.~
unscrclmbling t11e lett:eJ:s to spE:ll 'IJ(Jrc1e
From two to five players may play the game. For
ages eight through adult.
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--i~i1s.
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Quest arc divided into categories according to
the number of points: one, two and three point
questionsG The has encouraged more students
to read the newspaper •
.~entens.e.. _g212S~,~~~~~. B;':lY Shore, l~. Y.: Selchow and Rigrlter
Co ~, 1 '::) "/ ..t 0
'It\'!enty~on.e \'lord cllbes a-re placed tcgetller as
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.~pilJ-:. ~11~~rH:~"!1. Salem, !"1ass~: Parlcer B1:-0S., 1971.
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\vol:ds are s}')elleci fr()r.l l(?t:ters t:l1ctt <:~tr(} tl1E~re.
Spill and Spell may be played by people of all
a~Jes e
United states Flash Cards. Mineola, N. Y.: Renewal Products
- --Co:~;--n:-(f::----~~~·
Each flash card illustrates one of the states,
its. capital, area, population, location, products,
a.lid rnaj or cities.. 'fhe flastl ci::J,rds a.l~e helpful to
students who wish to improve their location of the
states skill and to deterrni.ne the nan~c of trle state
by looking at its shape.
Your America. Chicago, Ill.: Cadaco, 1970.
The obi ect of YC)'lJr .l\.rn~I:ica is )CCt cOfl1plete t.heJ f.W~""'fi"~,~""",,,,"_;:"IW'C:i_~~J.,.~~.~
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ttI Wish I Had a l"irate in IVJy I:"a.Hlily l):r'eeo tf J",;!.r!j;.5!r_S;~1121:,~st::~£
70 (2 December 1976): 4-6.
Written in particular for students, this
article introjuC~(;1J a::_~ f"2():.)le ~ the studerlts ~ as
h " e''' t '" 1'"' C.;·,... (:), :J t;' -." f'i 1"': :. J: ~ rn ., 1v '-. C' 't"..., :::) .)-.. t'l .~.... -,:;.. '.., ~J1...,;:. _ 'V."", Y • ..1. \,- ,_,;" ~ •.1.. (j- n ....)_ a :t: Ul. H ~ .~~ .,i. ti '* ............~FJ.!J ....1 C}.,.. (~:tr 1.u a
reccn:'d of fcl1nily ·traditions arf~ tV!O \v£:.l":/S (,f
r'ecox:~ct.1 rtg [li.story t11a<:: j .. s a r)a,t"t of t11e si.:1.1(1(~11t-,S'
livf:~s •
SCllUl tz, r'J:Lkl::j,~ ~ HHo":lfl to r.rj'~acE; "iC)lJ.r Faxnily Treeo U ~"Si;el:{
S1£cl~~ 85 (November 1972): 94+.
The article covers a col1~ge student in her
quest to fulfill an assiqnment to trace her family Ar~
tree. Information is divided into five sections:
( 1) whel."'e to K)egin tl1e se(lrCf'l; ( 2) 110\\1 to draft (~
family tree chart; (3) w~ere to search for birth
records including foreign records; (4) how ~o obtain
passenger lists for r!;.~la.ti,res arr:i'ling it) t:h(:: tJrli.i.:ed
StatE::s, c'lrlcl (5) vll1ere to ~Jrit(~ for irlforrnatiorl. boi}1.g
sought plus the cost of the records.
Leaflets and Pamohlets
~~~ :J~......,..(" ~ .... ~_'....-._
Holmes, CoreYe U';{OU1" I;"iclr-nil)1' Heritage." r,1c.lrco Isla.n.d, File:
Holmes--Corey, 1976 0
Order blank for old sailing ship lists,
family armorials, original engravings, and
genealogical aids. Obtain this information from
Holmes--Corey, Box 786, Marco Island, Florida
33~.f37$
"How to rrrac:e Your Family Tr."ee. f1 /1 t~J~s.: The
state Histc,~:,ical Society of \t11s(~on.sirl, n. d.
Information is suppli~d on pr0paring a
Genealc]qj~c;ll Pe(11cfrC~e Ch,a.r'·~: 0 Ii,. s~L101e of tl1e
chat~t'""'\t?hic'h~CM'"bf~--;~lL1pl(;t~;(lb~{ t}1(~''- sttldent is
gi'ven on t11e ba(;k of t~hi.s 1':'(tJ~')~sit1{~d she(~t:.
The National l\.rchives arld Records Se!~·"\r~tce. nGenealog~ical
Records in the National Archi~c~~" General
Infc)rrnation IJe5~f'let I'J()" 5. l'lirl~J{:(;n, De C.:
U.S .. Ciovernlnerlt p~". ~r.~·L·;,:.{} Of ~ 1. @
f'{ecords ;)rO'l7~,,~-~,~:,-,j T:.he l.rchi..\res
are ltst: in. th1 ;·~.:f:i,(:~t: (:1) C'f,~ln;::.i)·S Scrledu.les;
(2) Cla:iJ~.:;:;; :fo~ p(~1'5.r3i,~):rlS ; (3) A·,rlny
Servic :~ ( .:,: rl~?; S(~r'tice
Record:;:',; (~;.) j?(l::~~s,~:n;-r~:::J:'~ :r~tsts; (' c~.:·~··:c·:~«ls flf)C,ut
Illdians:, <7) ~>~:~:.:O.t c,~~. ~J.l=';!.YLtr'. Di.s .", :(JltJJnr)ia
Residents; (8) Na~ ; and (9)
Lal1d Rec()rc]s. Ot:lL.:·~::" r 1 lr;fot:T:·t~.itic)n L~~cl:fle'{;s
for gt~nealogj4ca.l 1... (~;'~;.~:' .t t. ~:' re a.vaila.111e fr:'E';e.
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"I \tlish I Had a Pirate in I'1y Fa.mily TreeD It J·un:l.:S:L2.s1221~~ti£
70 (2 Deceluber 1976): 4-6.
Written in particular for students, this
articJe introJuceJ a~ rpoDle~ the students, as
history.. Crea:tion of a family sc:r;'lpbock and a
record of family traditions are two ways of
recording history tha~ is a part of the students'
livGs.
Schul tz, Nikl:i ~ flHOitl to 'l'retce YO'ur Family Tree .. It ,E9.2}}1:c
£J:fJ.21':~<!l 85 (November 1972): 94+.
The article covers a college student in her
quest to fulfill an assiqnm.eDt to trace her fmnily
tree. Information is divide~ into five sections~
(1) where to begin the search; (2) how to draft a
family tree chart; (3) w~ere to search for birth
records including foreign records; (4) how ~o obtain
passenger lists for relatives arriving in the Unjtsd
states, and (5) v!here to write for information being
sought plus the cost of the records.
Leaflets and Pamoh18ts
• :11....._- . ....., ........ _ ___"',_
Holmes, CO.t'eyo uYour Fe.mily Heritage." j\~C'.rco I::;12.n.d, PI,,:
Ho1mes--Corey, 1976 G
Order blank for old sailing ship lists,
fami.ly armorials, original en9rav:"'ngs, and
genealogical aids", Obtain this information from
Holmes--Corey, Box 786, Marco Island, Florida
33937&
"How to rrrace Your Family Tree." r:.:i\:~:;.::,o~J? Hi.:,::",: The
state Histo~icBl Society of Wisc0~~inr n. d.
Information is supplied on pr~oarin0 a
Genealc,~J:lf:;jl Pediqr(~e Chart:. ;,:.~ of the___~",~__." ~"",~.w:...
chart '\tJhich ean be COiilpl(:~b::d by the ~·~t:udent is
given on the back of this two-sid~d she~t.
'l'he National Archives and Records Se:cv5.c8.. fiGcnealogical
Records .in t.he nH1:ional Archj.v~.;t:,," GEr:£:ral
Informt:'ltion L*:-;s.flet 1'10.. 5. ::.~\:itdLqt(·:n~ D. C.:
u.s. (,.·:)vt;.;rrllaent. Pi·\,;;;\;. ''>:'' l:"-::''-)''
Reeoru~:5 pro\;'~.;~ "en',:" H;::".i;::.. /.1:·chiires
are It:3J.~Gd in tiL~~~ ;.;d···:l<::~·~ eu C'.~Ui.~]~" Schedules;
(2) Cla:ins for.' P(~n<.i_;(tS 'LtC~ Bcu L,",n..:t; (3) Army
Servlc:' HeC(irds:\ ( ...;} :'::L' cd llnd U n(~ :>"rvic:e
Record:~'; (~,) ?C:L;S ..>T'i' T..U;;'::;;; (t·) ,<..;':c:.tls about
Indians, (7) F.·~;>:.~Otl~,~.J':;·:.U.·t. ,)i.51:; -':.:.: . en' C'olwnb:t.a
·Residents; (8) Na;~,_:': !~.:._:... ,·j)n L~;;C(il>:'Ls; ,.md (9)
Land Records. Oth;··· :,:',',T ~Il J.!!ror.r:!aticm Lea:flet:::.s
for gonealoglcal IX···;,-.} (.L " r:e aVJ ilable :fr·t?~e.
H\:'lhat's in a ;;':'.me?
'I~ 11 f~ ;'3 t: ;:.!~ t:. {~ }< 5. ~j t: 0':: :1.._ (: a .1 ~:: (:..~ j I:.;: C"l( C <:. .. :>;•. j C' () r' .~: ::. f; ~ Ii q, d ..
.'\ !~ t, \.1 (1, y () f ~ ~ 1) '!~ r 2:.: Ci "'1 '." - ..··1 ::,}; ,~- ':.: I) :.; .~~1. 1. i. fl 9 ().!) (} l.l t
10c(11 and na.l.::Lonal :histor.y :':: :::-',.l~J'~;':';:,\:('':;..
~:: ~t 11 5_ r::r:;;. t ,:T ;" ',-', r~ :-':~ f;~ ~'} ;,,' !'., 1 t r T',) ~.;: 1:: () T .:_~ ':. ~"... f.~
I ~ i 1" -~:.. \. ~, ...:- 32 (1 (:. ,J \) ::',~ <':'
-_......-"'-.._~,'""""'-_ ... ~~._.""'_ .. """"""
," ,~ ", \ ,
.' ~ •. ' • r 'II
....~ "..:: ;.~-". _.-:: ~,~, ·::",f:~? ~~,!1 t:t ~j ·f.:: (; ;4; r: b.r t. i ~1g t: 0 IJr{,~-
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